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EVERYTHING STOPPED.

Fire. Smoke. Radiant Heat. Conductive Heat. It all stops here - with Pilkington Pyrostop. Fire-rated for
up to 2 hours with the required hose stream test and impact safety-rated, Pilkington Pyrostop consists
of multiple layers of glass that can be used in doors, sidelites, transoms, walls, and more. Available for
interior or exterior applications, Pilkington Pyrostop is wireless without sacrificing the clarity of regular
float glass. Stop settling for anything less than the best protection, use the glass that stops it all.
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30 Is BIM Still BIG?

Building information modeling (BIM) made a splash
last year as the top construction trend to watch. Now
USGlass has the update from BIM users to find what
they’ve learned in the year since this tech tool’s debut.

34 The Best of the Web
The Annual Glass Industry Website Contest returns
for its second year, with all new categories and all
new tips for creating an impressive web presence—
and an all new list of winning websites.

40 Facebook and Twitter –
and Glass? Oh My …
You can’t afford not to have a web presence
anymore—and today there are more options than
ever when it comes to putting your company online.
See how the glass industry is using the latest social
media platforms.

42 A Glass Journey
In June some of the industry’s biggest names
gathered at Glass Performance Days to discuss
everything glass—from its design to fabrication to
installed performance. Learn what trends will be
coming your way.
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Good Reasons
To choose Bohle ...

... for Glass Cutting

The Bohle Group, leading manufacturer and supplier of tools, machines and accessories for glass processing and finishing, has been
represented in North America with their own subsidiary since 2008. We offer a long history of manufacturing and innovation since
1923, with our own products made in Germany, now available directly - bringing quality and affordability together.

01 Precise Solutions for Automatic Glass Cutting
Equipped with state-of-the-art technology, Bohle produces Silberschnitt cutting wheels for
a wide variety of applications. Whether for float, drawn, thin or thick glass, special glass
like display or borosilicate glass, Bohle provides individual carbide, PCD, coated and microstructured cutting wheels. High Quality - Made in Germany.

Individual solutions
Reliable & repeatable

02 Pillar Posts and Inserts
Bohle has been developing and producing complete solutions for cutting machines for
many years. By this we mean not only cutting wheels and axles, but also wheel holders
and complete pillar posts. The range of pillar posts manufactured to customers' specific
wishes is being continuously expanded.

For all machinery brands
Worldwide

03 Hand Glass Cutters

9
ber 2, 200
r 30 - Octo
Septembe
15!
t booth #6
Meet us a

Products for manual glass cutting and breaking were among
the first that Bohle produced when the company was founded in 1923. Under the brand
names Silberschnitt and Diamantor, this product division is still at the heart of Bohle today.

Precise solutions
Know-how of more than 85 years
Bohle America, Inc. · 13850 Ballantyne Corporate Place · Suite 500 · Charlotte, NC 28277 · T +1 866 939 0053 (toll free) · www.bohle-america.com
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USGlassElectronic
Only on USGlassmag.com
Features Exclusively Online
•

The Web Surfer’s Guide to the Glass Industry
Take a look and then click the link by visiting the online edition of
USGlass Magazine’s 12th Annual Guide to Industry Websites.

WeBlogs
Read weekly updates via www.USGNN.com.

Departments Exclusively Online

Monday - Let's Be Clear

•

Megan Headley
Editor,
USGlass Magazine

•

Codes & Regulations: Learn about the potential changes to
industry test requirements.
Financial Flash: Find out more about glass companies’ financial
fluctuations.

Go to www.usglassmag.com
Online Survey

Tuesday - USGlass & Paul

Speak out and tell us what you think with our online reader poll.
Read the articles inside the issue and then cast your votes online. This month’s question:
Our Best of the Web winners (see page 34) shared their tips for
creating a successful website but we want to know, what do
you think is the most important feature of a strong website?

❏ Lots of information
❏ Ease of navigation
❏ Visual design
❏ Interactivity

Paul Bieber
Online editor,
www.usgnn.com

Wednesday The Entrepreneur’s Corner
Pete Chojnacki
President, FabTech LLC

Thursday - From the Fabricator
Max Perilstein
Vice president of
marketing, Arch
Aluminum & Glass

July Survey Results
We asked:
What do you think should be the first focus in setting up a
glass product showroom?
You answered:
The appearance/neatness
of displays

14%
Employees’ product
knowledge

14%

Employees’
politeness and
appearance

Friday Off the Press, On My Mind
Ellen Rogers
Online editor,
www.usgnn.com

On Occasion - deBLOG
Debra Levy
Publisher,
USGlass Magazine

72%

0% Having a large range of products on display
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Visit our online discussion boards at
www.usglassmag.com/phpBB2
to ask questions and share
experiences about business
and life in the glass industry.
www.usglassmag.com
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Introducing Ti-AC 23 Low-E Glass.
Keeps the heat out while letting the best of nature in.
™

New Ti-AC 23 Low-E glass from AGC has the lowest solar heat gain coefﬁcient of any
high-performance coating on clear-based glass. It offers an incredibly neutral look
with excellent glare control, as well as an aesthetically pleasing blue-grey hue.
Nothing gets you closer to nature more comfortably.
Call 1-800-251-0441 or visit www.ti-ac23.com to learn more.

©2009 AGC Flat Glass North America. All rights reserved.
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New from USGlass Magazine
A Site Designed Exclusively for Contract Glaziers
Visit www.usglassmag.com/contractglazing to View:
• In-depth Articles;
• Business News;
• Informational Videos;
• Glazing Columns;
• Installation Information;
• Company News;
• Industry Events;
• And So Much More!
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Two City Place Lobby, Fort Worth, TX | Gideon Toal Architects

WE CREATE PRODUCTS
THAT CREATE IDEA S.
Limitless choice and unmatched quality, that’s what you deserve for every project. As part of our Classic
Line™ Architectural Products, Envision™ Glass Systems provide you with an impressive range of design
solutions, all backed by a commitment to superior service and expertise. From all-glass doors to structural
glass walls to handrails and more, our products afford you answers for virtually every project application
need. Now you can embrace your creativity, knowing that your vision is indeed possible.

ENVISION™ ALL- GL ASS DOORS | ENVISION™ CL AD DOORS
ENVISION™ SLIDING & STACKING DOORS | ENVISION™ GL ASS WALLS
ENVISION™ HANDRAILS | ENVISION™ SHOWER ENCLOSURES

ENVISION THE POSSIBILITIES.™
W W W.VITROAMERICA .COM | 800.238.6057
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FromtheFabricator

The Final Frontier
BIPV Follows the Path of Low-E
By Max Perilstein
re you ready for the next frontier of our industry? Without
sounding too much like Star
Trek, we are going to go where no man
has gone before!
I remember just starting out in the
business and learning about all of the
different styles of low-E. They all had
their own character, which actually was
a bad thing because that meant they all
gave off some sort of color and that
color would show at the most inopportune times. But as time went forward
the manufacturers perfected the production of low-E and we stand today
with tremendous options and probably
a few more great ones in the pipeline.
So why does this matter? Because
the next origination of the industry
will be solar and, more specifically,
building integrated photovoltaics
(BIPV). I have a pretty good feeling
this is going to follow the same path
as low-E. (And for the sake of full disclosure, yes, the company I work for is
developing a BIPV product—but so
are many others.)
PV material has not hit the mainstream yet in our industry but it’s only
a matter of time. The glazing industry
has been under siege by the government and Department of Energy for
years for all of the wrong and misinformed reasons. Because of that,
there’s pressure to do even more with
the portions of the building that is the
responsibility of the glazier. With
solar becoming a staple of the push
for renewable energy, the glass industry’s contribution will have to be
through BIPV. So if you are not familiar with what BIPV is, it’s time to hit
the books (or the search engine,
whichever you prefer).

A
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PV material has not hit the mainstream yet
in our industry but it’s only a matter of time.
THE NEXT GENERATION OF GLASS

there is the maintenance going forward.
In the early days of low-E, there was Once traditional glass is installed, it’s
always a question of how it performed. pretty much forgotten. But with BIPV,
The common theme was “did it do what and the ability to track this material on
we paid for?” But as time rolled on, the a desktop, if it’s not bringing in the
statistics backed the performance (and specified and agreed-upon electricity,
without a third-party test attaching to then there will be bigger issues than
the product) and low-E became a sta- what we deal with now.
ple of commercial building. I predict
the same process with BIPV. People in EMBARKING ON THE BIPV ENTERPRISE
the beginning will wonder how this
So the time really has come to look
material could deliver electricity to the forward. Too many times as an indusbuilding or grid. How it will pay for it- try we don’t look ahead far enough. We
self. How it will be accepted from an wait for things to come to us and simaesthetic standpoint. There’s no doubt mer and then maybe we get involved.
the questions will be many, but I, for But this one seems to be the gameone, am confident that the technology changer product-wise. The people who
that is being developed right now will understand and respect all of the new
meet the needs and pass those tests.
technology will be the ones getting
I envision a world where low-E and ahead in the game. I am heartened by
PV will work together. Toss in elec- the amount of glaziers who already are
trochromatic and thermoreflective asking about this material and wanting
materials and you have some awesome more. Hopefully that’s a good sign and
materials. Suddenly the glass won’t be when things break free everyone will be
the weak link. Well, in some people’s ready and up for the next steps.
At the end of the day I do believe that
minds it will be, and unfortunately
that won’t ever change. Still, the move this material will allow us to follow a fato this next generation is our chance mous mantra from the Star Trek series:
to get ahead of the game and out of the Live long and prosper! ■
shadows. And just like insulating
glass and then low-E in the past,
this will do it for us next.
M a x P e r i l s t e i n serves
The obstacles will be many. Unas the vice president of
fortunately the learning curve will
marketing for Arch Aluminum
be a lot steeper than other prodand Glass. Mr. Perilstein’s
opinions are solely his own
ucts in the past. Also, with electriand do not necessarily reflect
cal wires involved, a possible
the
views
of
this magazine. His column
trade “civil war” could break out
appears
bi-monthly.
over who does what. And then
www.usglassmag.com
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GANAPerspectives
Cutting Fluids & Coolants
Bohle is Americas authorized Dealer for the well
known ACW Products such as Acecut and
Acecool. Probably the best cutting fluids in the
world, recommended by manufacturers like PPG,
Guardian, Pilkington, PGW... .
Developed by ACW in Germany, only
available at Bohle North America.

ACW

Acecut & Acecool
Fully synthetic
Environmentally
friendly
No harmful
mineral oils
The choice of professionals worldwide

-Shop
r O n li n e
V is it o u ffers, monthly
o
m
Special
erica.co
m

hle-a
www.bo

Fluids & Coolants

Bohle America, Inc. · 13850 Ballantyne Corporate Place
Suite 500 · Charlotte, NC 28277 · T +1 866 939 0053 (toll free)
sales@bohle-america.com
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Priceless Resources
GANA GIBs are Growing
by Brian Pitman
n a time of economic downturn, the
last thing most people expect to hear
is that something is free—especially
something of real value or use. This sentiment is something the staff of the
Glass Association of North America
(GANA) sees and hears frequently when
discussing the variety of free things
GANA offers to the industry. Among
those items are webinars and information on the GANA website, but, most importantly, the GANA informational
bulletins. These bulletins offer a great
amount of useful information across a
variety of subjects, and they have always
been free to anyone who wants to download them from the website.
GANA began offering its informational bulletins in the early part of this
decade. Initially the association released two to three bulletins per year,
focusing on different items such as
heat-treated glass surfaces, cleaning architectural glass and other topics. The
process for creating an informational
bulletin can be lengthy: the bulletin is
given to a task group to draft and then
revise to the point of submitting it to
the division in which the topic is based
(ie project management bulletins go
through the Building Envelope Contractors Division) for further revision
and approval. Finally, the bulletin is
submitted to the GANA board of directors for final revision and approval, and then the bulletin is
published on the GANA website.
Any snag along this chain of
events can send the bulletin back
to the task group for further revision, and then the process begins
again. Some bulletins can take
two years or longer before release.
The process, of course, guaran-

I

tees that as many GANA members as
possible have access and input to the
document, as well as making sure that
each one is up-to-date with the latest
information. It is also the result of several rounds of consensus building,
which is key to a trade association moving forward through tough times.

MORE INFORMATION COMING SOON
Even with the length of time to create
an informational bulletin, the process has
been increasing significantly as more
GANA divisions are creating task groups
to tackle such topics as blast mitigating
glazing, bullet-resistant glazing, proper
ways to fabricate flat glass mirror and
more. As such, the number of bulletins
being released is increasing each year. As
of the time this article is being written,
four bulletins have been released in 2009
alone, and a handful more are about to be
released. This is a result of GANA’s technical staff raising their game and working to increase the offerings in this area.
And so, the amount of free material
from GANA continues to increase. This
is music to the ears of many companies
that really need the information but
may be strapped for financial resources.
To download any and all of the informational bulletins, simply visit GANA’s
TechCenter online at www.glasswebsite.com/techcenter. ■

B r i a n P i t m a n is the
director of marketing and
communications for GANA.
Mr. Pitman’s opinions are
solely his own and not
necessarily those of this
magazine.
www.usglassmag.com
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17 Years and still going strong! Built in 1992, the Royal Alexandra Hospital Atrium in Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada, consists of insulating glass units made with 43,500 feet of silicone Super Spacer® (photo taken in 2008).
The 2009 Hospital Expansion project was also specified and built with the Super Spacer family of products.

Insulating glass edged with the Super Spacer family of products satisﬁes the toughest demands:
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GuestBook

Fire-Rated Code Proposal
One View on the Activities of the ICC’s CTC
by Jeff Griffiths
n the fall of 2008, GANA’s Fire-Rated
Glazing Council (FRGC) established
a task group to delve into the various issues arising from the implementation of the existing fire-rated glazing
labeling system (see August 2008
USGlass, page 32, for more). The committee’s conclusions focused on three
basic issues: conflicting system interpretations, third-party listings versus
actual code compliance and the system’s practical purpose.
At the same time as the FRGC’s task
group activity, the International Code
Council’s (ICC) Code Technical Committee (CTC) Labeling Study Group began
meeting in an effort to settle the debate
over the marking standards through ICC
code change proposals. The CTC acknowledged that this issue had been debated by the industry and within the
standards writing organizations without
resolution. Therefore, the CTC Study
Group defined its objective as to identify
root causes of problems encountered in
the selection, specification, installation
and inspection of fire-protective and
fire-resistive glazing and other assembly
components, including the frames. The
CTC group decided to explore specific
label designations with respect to codecompliant applications identified within
the 2009 International Building Code.

I

THE END RESULT
The end result is a series of proposed
code changes that, according to the study
group, are intended “to make the marking provisions of Chapter 7 easier to understand and enforce, and to minimize
the possibility that the system could result in confusion between fire protections-rated products in applications
where fire resistance-rated products

12
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ICC CTC Table 715.3 – Marking Fire-Rated Glazing Assemblies
Fire Test Standard

Marking

Definition of Marking

ASTM E119 or
UL 263

W

Meets wall assembly criteria.

NFPA 257 or UL 9

OH

Meets fire window assembly criteria including
the hose stream test.

D

Meets fire door assembly criteria.

H

Meets fire door assembly “hose stream” test.

T

Meets 450º F temperature rise criteria for 30
minutes.

NFPA 252 or UL
10B or UL 10C

XXX

The time in minutes of the fire resistance or
fire protection rating of the glazing assembly.

SOURCE: GANA Labeling Task Group

meeting ASTM E 119 are permitted.”
As a result of suggestions I and
some other members of the GANA Labeling Task Group made, a new Table
715.3 has been proposed. The table defines and relates the various test standards for fire-rated glass to the
designations used to mark fire-rated
glazing. A new definition of the term
“fire-rated glazing” also is included.
The study group chose to delete all text
used to define and relate test standards to marking designations in
favor of including all of the required
marking provisions in Tables 715.3,
715.4 and 715.5. This is intended to
provide building and fire code officials with easy access to all of the
information needed when inspecting fire door and window installations, including required
marking designations.
If adopted, these changes will provide glaziers, architects, specifiers
and building officials with a single

definitive source for confirming the correct glazing for particular applications.
Undoubtedly, there will always be
those that believe that understanding
the code requirements for fire-rated
products is unnecessarily complicated. However imperfect the codes
may be, I believe the new IBC 2009
Chapter 7 tables will serve the public
by marrying marking designations
with code-compliant applications.
Whether or not these changes are
readily adopted by your local code authority, I feel you will be well served
by keeping copies of the new tables
ready for quick reference. ■

J e f f G r i f f i t h s is the
director of business
development for SAFTI
FIRST/O’Keeffe’s Inc. Mr.
Griffiths’ opinions are solely
his own and not necessarily
those of this magazine.
www.usglassmag.com
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F I N D O U T W H AT Y O U ’ V E B E E N M I S S I N G

Come and visit Q-railing
at booth 1915, right across
from CR Laurence

Yo u r n e w q u a l i t y s t a n d a r d f o r r a i l i n g s y s t e m s

www.q-railingusa.com

Q-railing USA
1382 Valencia Ave., unit N
CA 92780
Tustin
T: 714-259-1372
F: 714-259-1720
sales@q-railingusa.com

2

714-259-137

Q-railing is very excited to announce that all of our competitors will be
exhibiting at GlassBuild America. We urge you to visit each and every one
of them… and then stop by our booth to see for yourself why Q-railing is
Europe’s #1 railing systems provider. Between our superior quality,
surprisingly low prices, innovative products and amazingly easy installation
system, there’s just no comparison.
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USGlass
Powered by USG

NewsNow

www.USGNN.com

NEWS NETWORK

visit www.usgnn.com for news every day

Committees, Working Groups Stay
Busy During IGMA Annual Meeting
he Insulating Glass Manufacturers Alliance (IGMA) worked to reduce its environmental footprint
during its Summer Technical Meetings,
which took place in June in Quebec. The
event was paperless as all of the meeting
information, including agendas, minutes, technical presentations, IGMA policies and working documents for the
groups and committees, was provided to
attendees on USB drives.
“We received extremely positive feedback on doing this so we will definitely
be repeating it,” says Margaret Webb,
IGMA executive director. “The agendas
and minutes were posted to the IGMA
website for the attendees to download
in advance and we did notify everyone
that we would not be providing printed
materials. All in all this was an extremely successful, efficient and effective way for the groups to have access to
the documents.”
And there were a number of docu-

T

ments that were reviewed. During the
Certification and Education Committee meeting members reviewed the
PowerPoint presentation for TM-4000,
an introductory overview on how to
use the manual and implement a quality control program for a manufacturer’s specific requirements. The
presentation will now be balloted to
the committee.
The Glazing Guidelines Working
Group focused on the current activities
of the joint task group between IGMA
and the Glass Association of North
America that is working to develop
manufacturing guidelines for the use of
capillary tubes. The task group is now
working on language for each of the
items included in the technical bulletin.
During the Gas Permeability Working Group CAN-BEST made a presentation on the design for the new test
cell and test sample specification for
Phase 2 -Evaluation of the Gas Perme-

William Stone Purchases
Louisville Plate Glass from UGC

U

nited Glass Corp. (UGC), headquartered in Louisville, Ky., has sold its
wholly-owned subsidiary Louisville Plate Glass (LPG) to William A. Stone,
one of the original founders of UGC. According to a company announcement, LPG will continue to operate in its traditional marketplace with
UGC maintaining a supplier relationship with LPG.
Lawrence O’Connell, UGC chief executive officer, said the transaction was
completed to take advantage of significant capital investments recently completed at UGC’s Atlanta and Cheswick, Pa., locations.
The company also reported that the acquisition of heat-treating ovens, fabrication equipment and automated systems provide the basis for UGC to realign and expand sales territories serviced by its five remaining glass and
aluminum fabrication operations: Pdc Glass; Pdc Aluminum; Pdc Michigan;
MTO; and TGI.
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ability of Edge Seal Assemblies. Following the meeting, CAN-BEST had
plans to validate the repeatability of
the cell to measure samples at the sensitivity required. Once the test cell design has been approved by the group,
the project will proceed to the actual
testing of samples.
The Thermal Stress Working Group
reviewed and finalized a list of conditions that may or may not contribute to
thermal stress. Volunteers were selected
to write the text for each condition and
identify the potential of low, medium or
high thermal stress. The group will next
develop guidelines for a combination of
conditions.
A working group focusing on Design
Considerations for Multiple Airspace
IGUs met for the first time and discussed
plans to work on developing a technical
report addressing issues such as thermal
stress, gas content, stresses on seal system, coatings, fabrication techniques, altitude limits, glazing considerations,
glass thickness, exterior condensation
and optical considerations for triple,
quad and greater glazed IGUs.
The Technical Services Committee’s
activities included:
• Approval of the funding for the
ASTM Thermal Stress project and
the AAMA Sloped Glazing document
revision;
• Approval of participation in a cross
organization publication resource library; and
• Review of the status of the TM-400002 (07) revision as well as the status
of various working group projects.
IGMA’s next meeting will be its 2010
Annual Conference, during the Glass
Association of North America’s Glass
Week, March 24-27, in Las Vegas.
❙❙➤ www.igmaonline.org ■
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CompanyNews
Alliance May Lead to North America’s
Largest Glass Restoration Company
lasWeld in Bend, Ore., and Stuart
Dean Co. Inc. in New York have
created a strategic alliance to
form what they say will become the

G

largest glass restoration company in
North America.
Stuart Dean specializes in the restoration of metal, stone, and wood surfaces

Tru Tech Re-Opens Plant in
Former Therma-Tru Location

T

oronto-based Tru Tech Doors has expanded into the United States with
its acquisition of a Therma-Tru facility in Fredericksburg, Va., that had
been scheduled to close. The new Tru Tech Doors U.S.A. will will produce
light-commercial steel doors primarily.
Tru Tech officials say they can’t figure out why the plant closed in the first
place and cite the company’s seasoned employees and ideal East Coast location as its keys to success.
“It didn’t make sense why this facility was closing,” Tru Tech president John
Careri told USGlass during the grand opening celebration on July 8.
Sam Collister, general manager for Tru Tech, came to the facility four days before it was set to close looking to buy the equipment. But when he saw the
dedicated employees and impressive facility he changed his mind and thought
the company should purchase the plant instead.
Collister was so impressed that he convinced Tru Tech president John Careri
to travel to Fredericksburg to see the plant first hand and Careri was convinced
as well.
❙❙➤ www.trutech.ca

and is the largest national provider of
these types of restoration services.
Through a recent joint venture partnership with surface treatment provider
CSG, Stuart Dean also will bring to the
table PURETi Clear™, a coating that
when applied to clean windows eliminates the presence of grime and bio-film
build up. CSG says its photcatalytic surface treatment keeps glass free of organic
matter without causing any visual distortion or haziness.
Each of the companies has strong environmental objectives and sees the
launch of this venture as another way
to help achieve these goals. “The recycling of automotive and architectural
glass is pretty much non-existent, so
most replaced glass ends up filling our
landfills,” says Mike Boyle, president of
GlasWeld.“The process to produce new
glass is extremely energy-hungry. Add
that to shipping and installation energy
usage and restoration is the only thing
that makes sense from a sustainability
standpoint. We are looking forward to
making a real environmental impact
with this new alliance.”

❙❙➤ www.glasweld.com or
www.stuartdean.com

Stürtz Relocates
to New Facility
Stürtz Machinery has relocated from
Solon, Ohio, to a new facility in Twinsburg, Ohio. The new facility has a larger
manufacturing plant floor and overhead crane capacity compared to the
previous location.
“After 12 years of working out of the
same facility it’s going to be a big change
for us,” says Ellis Dillen, vice president,
“but we have been looking for almost two
Tru Tech president, John Careri (center left), cut the ribbon during the
company’s Fredericksburg, Va., grand opening event July 8.
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TRANSACTION & SECURITY HARDWARE
BULLET RESISTANT PRODUCTS MANUFACTURED BY C.R. LAURENCE COMPANY

C.R. Laurence offers a complete
selection of products for the
secure transfer of cash and
merchandise.
See it all in our CRL TH10 Transaction
Hardware Catalog, showing a complete
selection of products for the secure transfer
of cash and merchandise. TH10 features:
Deluxe and Standard Service Windows, our
Bullet Resistant Barrier System, Deal Trays,
Mail Slots, Safety and Security Mirrors,
Bi-Folding Service Windows, Bullet
Resistant Windows, Speak-Thru Devices,
Transaction Drawers, Package Receivers,
Ticket/Cashier Windows, Rolling Track
Assemblies and More!

Order, View or Download the TH10
at crlaurence.com

BULLET RESISTANT WINDOWS
AND BARRIER SYSTEMS
SERVICE AND PASS-THRU WINDOWS
TICKET AND CASHIER WINDOWS
DEAL TRAYS AND SHELVES
SPEAK -THRUS AND COMMUNICATORS
MAIL SLOTS AND PACKAGE RECEIVERS
SAFETY AND SECURITY MIRRORS
ISO 9001:2008 Certified

®
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crlaurence.com I Worldwide Supplier
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CompanyNews
continued

years and finally found what
will prove to be a more suitable location for our operation. The original plant was After two years of searching, Stürtz
a renovated commercial and Machinery has a new home.
warehouse facility that was
modified to fit our needs as much as we could. The new facility was originally built as a manufacturing facility.”
The new location offers approximately the same square
footage as the old, but with a wide-open 21,000-square-foot
shop floor. The two main bays are each serviced by an overhead crane and, according to the company announcement,
two recessed loading docks will make shipping and receiving more efficient during the busy months.

❙❙➤ www.stuertz.com

briefly ...
Arch Aluminum & Glass Co. Inc.’s Fort Worth, Texas, operation has been approved to become a Certified Fabricator (CFP) of PPG’s Solarban® products. ■
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On display will be the latest innovations
from the most highly-qualified
international firms in the flat glass
processing sector and, in the VHG section,
the hollow glass sector. New in 2009
will be Vitrum Energia, the first Italian and
international showcase specialized
in energy saving technologies.
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Distribution Production
EFCO Expands Product Accessibility
with Three New Distribution Centers
FCO Corp., headquartered in
Monett, Mo., will be opening
three new distribution centers.
“EFCO knows how important it is for
today’s glazing contractors to obtain
materials quickly, consistently and
cost-competitively,” says Mike Farquhar, president and chief operating
officer. To expand accessibility to its
products, EFCO will lease space from
Pella® Window & Door distributors in

E

the Phoenix and Salt Lake City areas,
and open a new EFCO distribution
center in Denver.
“As a Pella Co., EFCO is excited about
leveraging the strategic physical locations of the Pella system across the nation, selling products through the
industry’s most talented independent
sales representatives to meet the needs
of glazing contractor customers,” Farquhar adds.

EFCO will inventory products at each
location, and provide estimating and
customer service through the independent sales representative serving
area customers. “Our new distribution
centers will provide regional access to
stock lengths, fabricated materials, entrance doors and selected curtainwall
accessories, helping reduce time and
freight expenses for EFCO customers
seeking quality aluminum fenestration
materials,” Farquhar says.

❙❙➤ www.efcocorp.com

3M and National Glass Service
Group Form an Alliance

(From left) Patric Fransko, senior vice president of operations for NGSG, and
Haytham Elzayn, NGSG owner, sign the contract that made official NGSG’s
exclusive distribution agreement with 3M.

T

he 3M company and National Glass Service Group (NGSG) have formed
an exclusive alliance to market window film solutions to large national retail chains. Through this agreement, NGSG will use 3M products and dealers exclusively while 3M will concurrently pursue all national retail accounts
exclusively through NGSG. Details of the final agreement were not disclosed.
❙❙➤ www.nationalglassservicegroup.com
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Zeledyne Installs Cutting
System at Tulsa Plant
Zeledyne LLC has purchased a new
Hegla glass cutting system for its Tulsa,
Okla., plant that, according to the announcement, can process up to 40 million square feet per year. Installation is
underway and completion is expected
early this month.
“This $4 million investment at our
Tulsa plant represents a significant
commitment to this plant and our
manufacturing capability in general,”
says Michael McCarney, Zeledyne
chief executive officer. “This system
will provide greater flexibility and responsiveness to our customers’ needs,
while enhancing efficiency within the
plant.”
McCarney adds, “This installation
gives us greater capability, just as we are
starting to see some stabilization in the
architectural glass market. This positions Zeledyne well for the anticipated
recovery in this segment later this year.”
This marks the second major investment at Zeledyne’s Tulsa plant in less
than two years. The plant’s T-2 glass
float line resumed production last May
after an extensive $30 million rebuild.

❙❙➤ www.zeledyne.com
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Guardian Products
Now Available From
Kingsburg, Calif., Plant
Auburn Hills, Mich.-based Guardian
has announced that four of its SunGuard architectural glass coatings are
now available from the Kingsburg, Calif.,
plant. These coatings were previously
made only at the Carleton, Mich., plant.
According to the company, the coatings—SunGuard AG 43, AG 50, Neutral
40 and Neutral 50 low-E—offer a variety of reflectivity and performance options for vision and spandrel glass. They
are suitable for many different types of
commercial glass applications and contribute towards LEED certification.

❙❙➤ www.sunguardglass.com

J.E. Berkowitz LP (JEB) in Pedricktown, N.J., has partnered with the U.S.
Environmental Agency (EPA) on the
SmartWay™ Transport Partnership program to provide eco-friendly shipping
and lessen its environmental footprint.
The SmartWay™ initiative was created
in 2004 as a collaborative voluntary program between the EPA and the freight industry to address greenhouse gas
emissions, fuel consumption, criteria pollutants and operating costs associated
with ground freight transportations.

JEB is looking to become more
environmentally friendly in the way it
transports products.
www.usglassmag.com

USH10
FRAMELESS SHOWER DOOR
HARDWARE AND SUPPLIES CATALOG

  

The JEB Fleet Goes Green

+ #& #+" # ( #" "

ushorizon.com

Toll Free Phone: (877) 728-3874
Toll Free Fax: (888) 440-9567

According to the EPA website,“Freight
vehicles use approximately 20 percent of
energy consumed by the U.S. transportation sector.” The site further notes,
“Ground freight accounts for 40 percent
of the oxides of nitrogen emissions and
31 percent of the particulate matter emissions from transportation sources.”
In order to become a SmartWay™
Transport Partner, a FLEET model must
be submitted that meets a series of criteria including emissions, engine idling,
aerodynamics, tires, low friction lubri-

cants and average speed. Once deemed a
partner, a SmartWay™ company commits
itself to improve its total point score by 15
percent per year over a three-year period.
JEB is further looking to implement:
adding eco flaps to the trucks (a
rain/mud flap for vehicles that increases
miles per gallon); using only SmartWay™
approved tires on trucks; reducing driving speeds by 5 mph, which will lower
emissions by 7 percent; and decreasing
truck idling while cranes are in use.
❙❙➤ www.jeberkowitz.com ■
August 2009 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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Energy Environment
Industry Reacts to House Passage
of Clean Energy and Security Act
he House of Representatives’ passage of the American Clean Energy and Security Act brings with
it challenges as well as opportunities for
the glass industry. While many in the
glass industry have concern about the
cap-and-trade system, if signed into
law the bill would also have a significant
impact on commercial buildings—
bringing opportunity for increased use
of energy-efficient glazing.
The act would require glass manufacturers to absorb either the increased
cost of carbon emissions (via cap-andtrade) or the increased cost of having
to deal with additional state and federal
regulation. As part of the cap-and-trade
system, manufacturers would be provided an allowance of annual carbon
credits. Those manufacturers that are
below established emission maximums
would be able to sell or trade carbon allowances to other companies so that
those companies could produce more

T

carbon than the legally established
limit. Some in the industry say these increased costs could significantly affect
the ability of flat glass manufacturers
to do business in North America, as
producers in non-regulated countries,
such as China or India, would not be required to meet the regulation.
Some groups, including the Glass Association of North America (GANA),
have been actively involved, speaking out
to Congress on behalf of the industry.
“As climate change legislation moves
to the United States Senate, GANA plans
to communicate with Senators regarding
the recently released GANA document
outlining the flat glass industry’s position
on climate change legislation,” says Bill
Yanek, GANA executive vice president.
“With regard to what passed … GANA
obviously is encouraged about the alternative energy aspects of the legislation
and that energy-intensive industries such
as glass are given consideration on the

Buildings Seeking LEED to
Provide Performance Data

A

s part of LEED v3, the latest version of the U.S. Green Building Council’s
(USGBC) program for green building design, construction, operations
and maintenance, buildings seeking LEED certification will begin submitting operational performance data on a recurring basis as a precondition
to certification. USGBC will use the performance information collected to inform future versions of LEED.
“Today there is all too often a disconnect, or performance gap, between the
energy modeling done during the design phase and what actually happens
during daily operation after the building is constructed,” says Scot Horst, senior vice president of LEED. “We’re convinced that ongoing monitoring and reporting of data is the single best way to drive higher building performance
because it will bring to light external issues such as occupant behavior or unanticipated building usage patterns, all key factors that influence performance.”
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initial distribution of emissions permits.”
In addition to the carbon emissions
costs are very stringent requirements for
reducing energy use. Effective on the
date of enactment, the law would call for
a 30-percent reduction in energy use relative to a comparable building constructed in compliance with the baseline
code (Note: baseline code for commercial structures is the code published in
ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2004). Effective
January 1, 2015, this requirement increases to a 50-percent reduction in energy use relative to the baseline code for
commercial buildings. Effective January
1, 2018, and every three years thereafter
through January 1, 2030, a 5-percent additional reduction in energy use relative
to the baseline code for commercial
buildings would be required.
The act also states that the “secretary
shall consider ways to support the deployment of distributed renewable energy technology, and shall seek to
achieve the goal of zero-net-energy commercial buildings” (a commercial building that requires a reduced quantity of
energy to operate and has no net emissions of greenhouse gases).
Technologies and design approaches
that can help enable the construction of
net-zero energy buildings may also represent an opportunity for the glass and
fenestration industries. This could include further development of highly insulating glass and window packages.
The legislation also notes a requirement
for national energy efficiency building
codes for both commercial and residential buildings. This would be established
no later than one year after the deadline
for establishment of each target (meeting
the 50-percent energy use reduction and
continued on page 24
www.usglassmag.com
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Energy&Environment
continued

the additional 5-percent reduction every
three years thereafter, as noted above).
In addition to its potential impact on
glass manufacturers and commercial
design and construction, the bill would
also affect the ENERGY STAR program.
The legislation calls for the establishment and implementation of a rating
system for ENERGY STAR products. The
rating system would be developed
within 18 months of the enactment of
the bill, “unless the Administrator and
the Secretary communicate to Congress
that establishing such a system would
diminish the value of the ENERGY STAR
brand to consumers.” The bill also
would require a review of the ENERGY
STAR product criteria for the ten product models in each product category
with the greatest energy consumption
at least once every three years.
As of press time, the bill had been received in the Senate. ■
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HardwareNews
product news

CRL Offers
New Adjustable
Shower Door Hinges
Los Angeles-based C.R. Laurence Co.
Inc. (CRL) is now producing adjustable
Vienna and Cologne hinges for the
frameless shower door market in wallmount and 180-degree glass-toglass models.
Adjustment
to accommodate the desired
angle, up to 90
degrees, is done
after the door is
hung.
The
Allen set screws
are loosened
and the door

turned to the desired closed position. By
merely tightening the Allen screws, the
door will self-center to the desired angle.
Vienna hinges are designed with
square corners, whereas the Cologne
hinge has radius corners and beveled
edges. They are made for 3⁄8- to ½-inch
tempered safety glass, and come in up
to 24 different finishes. Custom finishes
also are available.

❙❙➤ www.crlaurence.com

No Reason to
Panic with SDC
The new SDC S6000D series delayed
egress panic and fire exit devices are available from Security Door Controls® (SDC)
in Westlake Village, Calif., in rim mount,
mortise and vertical rod configurations.
A wall-mount controller incorporates all

association news

AAMA Creates New
Side-Hinged Door Course

T

he American Architectural Manufacturers Association (AAMA) has created a new classroom educational course addressing side-hinged doors
and related performance standards.
The course, entitled Using Performance Standards to Specify Exterior SideHinged Doors, was developed by the association’s Door Council and is accredited through the American Institute of Architects (AIA). The course provides the
history of AAMA/WDMA/CSA 101/I.S.2/A440 – 05, Standard/Specification for
Windows, Doors and Unit Skylights, including the document’s key features and
how it should be applied. The course additionally details performance standards
and specific product tests. Using Performance Standards to Specify Exterior
Side-Hinged Doors also outlines the requirements from the 2005 standard for
any materials issues that may affect the performance of door products.
“Exterior side-hinged doors are a unique subset to the fenestration industry
and this course provides information related to testing, such as air leakage,
water penetration and life cycle testing,” says Rich Walker, president and chief
executive officer. “We consider it a priority to provide educational courses that
are relevant to the industry as a whole, and its changing trends.”
In addition to the door course listed above, AAMA offers four online courses
and seven additional classroom courses as part of the AAMA Continuing Education Licensing Program.
❙❙➤ www.aamanet.org
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delayed egress logic for a 15- or 30-second exit delay, alternating 85 decibel tone
and voice message with a digital countdown display that provides instructions
for users without prior knowledge of door
operation and personnel notification. A
keypad provides reset and bypass control
eliminating the need of keys that may be
misplaced or lost.

❙❙➤ www.SDCsecurity.com

Tychi Systems Expands
its Biometric Door Locks
Tychi Systems in Salem,
N.H., has added deadbolt
and dead latch locks to its
line of BioKnob™ door
locks, which unlock via fingerprint recognition. Available
in keyed, keyless and biometric versions, all locks are compatible
with standard door cutouts.
The BioDeadbolt™ lock
fits standard deadbolt
openings but features a
fingerprint
reader on its
knob or lever
that can recognize up to
100 fingerprints programmed into the lock. It is
battery-powered and selfcontained although, as with all of the
company’s locks, there is the option of
hard-wiring external power via an
electric hinge.
❙❙➤ www.tychisystems.com ■
www.usglassmag.com
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in Design
For over 25 years, SAFTI FIRST has proudly served
the architectural building community by providing
designers with the freedom to create beautiful spaces
that seamlessly combine vision, daylight and maximum
fire safety. From windows and doors to custom
engineered wall systems, count on us to deliver quality
fire rated products manufactured here in the USA.
Please visit us at
www.safti.com to view
our comprehensive line
of fire rated glazing and
framing systems.

www.safti.com 888.653.3333
Visit us at Booth 2906 at the GlassBuild Show

Register online for
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SolarWatch
company news

Glasstech Hosts Labor Secretary,
Gov’t Leaders to Discuss Solar Energy
S. Secretary of Labor Hilda
L. Solis and Ohio Governor
Ted Strickland recently
visited Glasstech Inc. in Perrysburg,
Ohio, to learn more about the company’s recent move to develop systems specifically for the burgeoning
solar energy market. Accompanied by
Mark D. Christman, Glasstech president and chief executive officer, Secretary Solis and Gov. Strickland
viewed a variety of the company’s
bending and tempering systems in
operation at its research and development facility.
“The visit focused national attention on Glasstech,” Christman says. “It
also gave us the opportunity to discuss with Governor Strickland [our
company’s] application for funding to
enable us to produce systems for
demonstration purposes here in our
Perrysburg facility. The governor was
attentive and indicated he would support our application.”
In 2008, Glasstech formed a new
business unit to formalize its ongoing
activities to meet the solar energy industry’s demand for flat and bent
glass substrates. The firm’s systems
can be used for the fabrication of bent
glass substrates for concentrated solar
power products (CSP) and extremely
flat panels for photovoltaics (PV).
According to a company announcement, these systems are based on
Glasstech’s production-proven automotive and architectural bending and tempering technologies. “Just like in the
automotive industry, the glass substrates used in solar energy are sophisticated and require repeatability, tight
specifications, innovation and cost effectiveness,” Christman says.
❙❙➤ www.glasstech.com ■

U.

Glasstech’s research and development facility recently hosted federal and state
government officials, including (from left) U.S. Secretary of Labor Hilda L. Solis;
Ohio Governor Ted Strickland; Glasstech president and CEO Mark D. Christman,
who led the tour; and the director of Ohio’s Department of Jobs and Family
Services, Douglas E. Lumpkin.

products

NORDSON® Offers Seal Solutions for PV Modules
Nordson Corp. in Duluth, Ga., says its
photovoltaic (PV) side-seal/edge-seal systems automate and improve application of
moisture barriers in module assembly. Use
of VersaPail™ or VersaDrum® bulk melters
in conjunction with the company’s gear metering dispense applicators enables use of
liquefied butyl in place of traditional butyl
tape. This results in accurate, repeatable
placement of the PV module moisture barrier along with a faster production process,
according to the company.
While configurable to meet specific requirements, the typical Nordson system consists of a bulk melter or two connected together with auto-changeover, feeding a
gear metering dispense applicator. The applicator offers compact size and keyto-line operation to easily integrate into new or existing manufacturing lines. The
dispensed material—whether butyl or virtually any adhesive or sealant—can be applied as round beads or flat ribbons in customizable widths and thicknesses.
❙❙➤ www.nordson.com
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The Perfect Fit for a Magically Clear Appearance

Pilkington Optiwhite™ Low Iron Glass
Enjoy crystal clear views at all times … even when the clock strikes twelve.
The clarity of Pilkington OptiwhiteTM Glass is remarkably noticeable in comparison to
standard clear float glass, especially on exposed, polished edges and when combined with
white or light colors.
Pilkington Optiwhite™ Glass offers enhanced aesthetics for a wide variety of applications,
everything from showroom and furniture applications to photovoltaic modules and solar
collectors. It is also ideal for ceramically decorated glass, allowing true colors to show
through. For additional information visit www.pilkington.com or call 1-800-221-0444.
For a happily ever after, ultra-clear ending, choose Pilkington Optiwhite™ Glass.
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It’s Slow and Steady, But
BIM is Still Growing in
the Glass Industry
By Megan Headley
and Ellen Rogers

his is definitely the biggest
thing to happen in my career and I’ve been in this
business almost 30 years.” That’s what
Steve Jones, senior director for McGraw-Hill Construction, said about
building information modeling (BIM)
when he talked to USGlass last year (see
April 2009 USGlass, page 36). Not long
after, it seemed the majority of companies felt that BIM was the one thing that
would revolutionize the way construction projects are specified and built.
Now, a year later, does the industry still
feel the same way about BIM?

“T

One Year Later
For the uninitiated, BIM is a tool that
allows planners, designers, manufacturers, contractors, glazing subcontractors and owners to work from the
same object-related database. Instead
of project drawings of lines, arcs and
texts, everyone involved with the construction is able to visualize the entire
building with a 3D model representation. While glazing contractors may
still be learning the relevance of this
tool for their job, BIM seems to most
manufacturers to now be a slow and
steady inevitability.
“BIM is absolutely becoming more
relevant as more and more construction professionals are adopting it,”
says Deep Bhattacharya, vice president of development and technology
for Oldcastle Glass®. “Fundamentally,
constructing a building from beginning to end is an inefficient process,
which has lead to billions of dollars in
wasted costs.”

To read an expanded
version, visit www.usglassmag.com
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AAMA Forms BIM Task Group

Bhattacharya says the industry is
starting to realize that these inefficiencies can be solved through tools such as
BIM.“As we move up the learning curve
I expect the use to increase,” he adds.
“Expect it to increase” was a common
refrain from many of the manufacturers now invested in BIM, as it is not yet
widely in use.
“It’s still not widely adopted in the majority of projects being constructed,” says
Mike Turner, vice president of marketing
for YKK AP America in Austell, Ga., “but
the larger architectural firms are integrating it into their practice pretty quickly.”
Tom O’Malley, vice president of sales
of Doralco Inc. in Alsip, Ill., adds, “We’re
hearing that more [architects] are going
toward using it, just not as full-throttle
as we maybe thought they would.” Doralco has been involved in BIM for about
a year and a half, O’Malley says—as has
Traco in Cranberry Township, Pa.
“I know from some of the tracking
within the door and window industry
that there have been more manufacturers listed with BIM in the past year,” says
Joshua Early, product manager for
Traco.“We don’t have very much yet, but
I can tell you we’re aggressively doing it.”
The hopefuls already online (and for a
full list of those companies, see the BIM
Resource Guide on page 32) trust that by
getting involved early, they’ll have perfected their role by the time BIM is the
“only” way of modeling.
“We knew … that people weren’t
going to hit the ground running, that it
was going to take some time and it’s
continuing to build on itself,” says
Joanne Funyak, market manager and
BIM coordinator for all of Pittsburghbased PPG’s construction businesses.“I
think we’re still a couple years away
from it being ‘full-blown,’ but I think a
lot of the building product manufacturers are positioning themselves to be part
of it. That’s what we’re trying to do.”
www.usglassmag.com

The American Architectural Manufacturers Association (AAMA) is taking building information modeling (BIM) seriously; the organization’s new BIM Modeling
Task Group met for the first time during the AAMA summer meeting in June.
Mike Turner of YKK AP America in Austell, Ga., serves as chair of the task
group. He explained to USGlass that the group hopes to create a standard.
“I think the biggest goal is to start to develop some sort of standard so that
manufacturers, when we’re investing in the BIM models, we can display the information in consistent manners, so that when the industry is using BIM models,
whether it’s for manufacturer A, B or C, they’re familiar with what they can do with
the model,” he said.
How this potential standard will play out has yet to be determined.
“I would imagine that there’s some sort of sliding scale with how detailed the
models are—is it just a model I can use for space planning and rendering or is it
a model I’m going to be using for thermal analysis and HVAC planning and daylighting and take-off and things like that? Some architects may want a very heavy
model while other types of architects may want a very light model and just a rendering. So that’s our goal: to really provide some type of standard so manufacturers can be consistent. It would benefit the industry as a whole because they
know what they’re getting and how the data’s organized,” Turner said.

Funyak also points out that by getting
involved early, PPG has become a resource to its customers that are just
learning about this online universe.
“It’s such a new concept out there,”
she says.“People are starting to look for
folks that have gone through it, asking,
‘how can you help me’ or ‘can you point
me in the right direction?’”
And Funyak notes that it’s not just
product manufacturers jumping on the
BIM-wagon.
“We just had a message that Wisconsin now mandates BIM (see page 33) …
If it’s going to start being required we
have to make sure we definitely are participating and have the right information
available,” Funyak says.

Cost Versus Rewards
Those non-BIM-believers out there
point out that there is a cost for manufacturers to have their products listed
in a BIM library. Those manufacturers
that have gotten involved say this isn’t
a major hurdle—but the return on investment (ROI) is yet to be quantified.
Funyak says the cost, thus far, of being
listed seems to be worth the benefit,
“from what we can tell at this point.”
“It’s difficult to say right now,” Turner
says. “We get demand, we get inquiries
about whether we have BIM models,
but trying to equate that to sales revenue … it’s probably more branding
than anything right now.”
Early agrees. “I’d say that [ROI] is to

be determined … I think it’s still too
much in its infancy to see what the return on the investment is going to be.”
According to O’Malley, “There’s that
initial cost but after that it’s really not a
huge.” He explains,“You spend what you
want to spend. You put as much money
into it model-wise as you can and go
from there … So far we do not have all
our products on there—we started with
our sunshades and the products that we
felt would be most relevant or easiest for
the architect and their client to see how
the product looks on the building.”

BIM’s Limitations
Turner points out that because the
technology is still relatively new,“There
are some limitations with the BIM
models themselves. For instance, where
mullions start and stop. Some things
have to be manipulated a little bit to
make the model seem more realistic.
And sometimes you have to compromise on the technical accuracy of what
the product actually does.”
O’Malley points out that getting involved with BIM does take an upfront
commitment. “It does take some time to
put all the stuff together for [the BIM libraries].” He adds, “But the initial time
and effort will be worth it in the long run.”
Early points out that the new system
does have some complexity to it. “We’re
still learning, even though we’re involved
continued on page 32
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USGlass BIM Resource Guide
In 2008, USGlass published a list of the glass companies
that were participating in the BIM libraries created by BIMWorld (now Autodesk Seek) and Sweet’s Network (see April
2009 USGlass, page 30). That list totaled 24 companies.
This year we updated it—to include nearly 200.
As PPG’s Joanne Funyak pointed out, many of PPG’s cus-

tomers turn to them with questions about getting involved
with BIM simply because they plunged in first, so if you’re
thinking about diving in you may want to speak with the experts at the following suppliers.
Advertisers have received an enhanced listing. For additions to next year’s list, e-mail mheadley@glass.com.

Who’s On Autodesk Seek (formerly BIMWorld)
3M Films
AGC Flat Glass
See our ad on page 5
AGC Interedge Technologies
American Shower Door
Bullet Guard Corp.
Ceco Door
Centria
Century Bathworks
CHI Overhead Doors
Crane Revolving Doors
Doralco
Dorma Automatics
Dorma Glas Inc.
Dow Corning Corp.
See our ad on page C2
DuPont Glass Laminating
Solutions
EFCO Corp.
Firestone Building Products Co.

Goldray
Glass Fusion International
Global Security Glazing
Guardian Industries
Hafele America Co.
Halfen Anchoring Systems
Hansen Architectural Systems
Hirsch Glass Corp.
Hufcor Inc.
IBP Glass Block Grid Systems
Ingersoll Rand Security
Technologies
Innovative Structural Glass Inc.
International Revolving Door
J. Sussman
Kawneer North America
Kwik-Wall Co.
Livers Bronze Co.
Llumar Window Film
Nabco Entrances

Who’s On Sweet’s Network
3M Films
AGC Flat Glass North America
See our ad on page 5
AGC Interedge Technologies
Air Louvers Inc.
Airolite Co.
Alcan Composites USA Inc.
All Seasons Inc.
American Railing System
American Shower Door
Armortex
ASSA ABLOY
Atlantis Rail Systems
Avant Art
Architectural Glass Inc.
Avanit Systems Inc.
Besam Entrance Solutions
Boon Edam Inc.
Bostik Inc.
Bullet Guard Corp.
Butler Manufacturing Co.
Centria
Century Bathworks Inc.
CHI Overhead Doors
Construction Services Inc.
Couturier Iron Craft Inc.
CPFilms, a Subsidiary
of Solutia Inc.
CPI Daylighting Inc.
Crane Revolving Doors Co. Inc.
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C.R. Laurence
See our ads on pages 17, 21
and 49
Delta Doors
DeSCo Architectural Inc.
Doralco
Dorma Group North America
Dow Corning Corp.
See our ad on page C2
DuPont Glass
Laminating Solutions
Duratherm Window Corp.
EFCO Corp.
Ellison Bronze Co.
EXTECHExterior
Technologies Inc.
Firestone Metal Products
Fox Fire Glass
Glass Fusion International
Global Security Glazing
Goldray
Greco Aluminum Railings
Guardian Industries
Handrail Design Inc.
Hafele America Co.
Halfen Anchoring Systems
Hansen Architectural
Systems Inc.
Hiawatha Hardware
Hirsch Glass Corp.
Hufcor Inc.

USGlass, Metal & Glazing | August 2009

http://seek.autodesk.com/
Nana Wall Systems
Oldcastle Glass
Overly Door Co.
Patio Enclosures Inc.
Peerless Products Inc.
Pemko Manufacturing Co.
PGT Industries
Pilkington
See our ad on page 29
Pittco Architectural Metals
PPG Architectural Glass
SAFTI FIRST
See our ad on page 27
Saint-Gobain Performance
Plastics Co.
Soundproof Windows
Solutia Inc.
Southwest Metalsmiths Inc.
Standard Bent Glass Corp.
Suntech America Inc.

Super Sky Products
Technical Glass Products
See our ad on page 1
Technoform
Thermique Technologies
Trainor Glass Co.
TRACO
Tubelite Inc.
Vetrotech Saint-Gobain
See our ad on page 9
Vista Window Film
W&W Glass Systems
Wagner Companies
Wasco Products
Wausau Window & Wall Systems
Weiland Sliding
Doors & Windows
White Aluminum Fabrication Inc.
Winco Window Co.
YKK AP America

http://products.construction.com/portal/server.pt
IBP Glass Block Grid Systems
Ingersoll Rand
Security Technologies
Inkan Ltd.
Innovative Structural Glass
J. Sussman
Kalwall Corp.
KwikWall Co.
Livers Bronze Co.
Mapei Corp.
Modernfold Inc.
Monglass Inc.
Nabco Entrances Inc.
Nana Wall Systems
Ohio Gratings Inc.
Oldcastle Glass
Optimum Window
Manufacturing Corp.
Overhead Door Corp.
Patio Enclosures Inc.
Peerless Products Inc.
Petersen Aluminum Corp.
Pilkington
See our ad on page 29
Pittco Architectural Metals
PPG Architectural Glass
Precision Hardware
Protective Structures Ltd.
Ready Access
Safety Technology
International Inc.

SAFTI FIRST Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
See our ad on page 27
Sapa Fabricated Products
Solar Innovations
Solutia Inc.
Soundproof Windows Inc.
Southern Aluminum Finishing Co.
Southwest Metalsmiths Inc.
Standard Bent Glass Corp.
Suntech America
Super Sky Products
Thermique Technologies
Tormax Technologies
TRACO
Trainor Glass
Tri Tech Inc.
Unicel Architectural
Velux America
Vetrotech Saint-Gobain
See our ad on page 9
W&W Glass Systems Inc.
Wagner Cos.
Wasco Products Inc.
Wayne Dalton Corp.
Weiland Sliding
Doors Windows Inc.
Winco Window Co.
YKK AP America
Zeledyne
www.usglassmag.com
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Wisconsin Now Requires
the Use of BIM on Certain Projects
continued
from page 31

in it you still learn about it everyday,” he
says. While it may be straightforward to
use, he says that the only real challenge,
if it can be called such, “is making sure
you have the right information in there.”
Knowing which service to become involved with is usually the big question
for new users, Funyak says. “There are
BIM providers everywhere, like there are
spec providers everywhere.”

Are Contractors
Signing On?
While more architects are perusing
BIM libraries, glass industry manufacturers and suppliers still see their customers, the glazing contractors, as
having a ways to go.
“I don’t think they’re really integrating,” Turner says of glazing contractors.
“The general contractors are using it for
planning their equipment placement
and their project flow, and manufacturers are supplying the models for architects to use in their renderings or
space planning and possibly some daylighting analysis.”
“It’s mostly still the architects,”
O’Malley agrees. However, he adds,
“We’re pretty aggressive in going out
and seeing our customers and letting
them know we’re doing it. They’re happy
because they’re starting to hear it more.”
A few contractors that engineer and
design curtainwall assemblies are already involved with BIM and appreciate where it is headed.
“BIM is still a truly revolutionary
product that will eventually change the
way projects are designed, estimated and
project managed,” says Jerry Kern, vice
president/division manager for Trainor
Glass Co.’s location in Riviera Beach, Fla.
Kearn adds, “My feelings are that for the
glazing industry, there are some instrumental changes that need to be made in
the way the models are virtually constructed for it to be a more accurate representation of the product. However,
even in its current level of development,
it is a tool that will help efficiencies in dewww.usglassmag.com
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Building information modeling (BIM) is now required on certain construction projects by The Wisconsin Department of Administration, Division of State Facilities
(DSF). The DSF BIM guidelines are now required on the following projects:
• All construction (new and addition/alteration) with total project funding of $5
million or more;
• New construction with total project funding of $2.5 million or more; and
• Additions/alterations with total project funding of $2.5 million or more, including new addition costs of 50 percent or more of the total.
DSF also encourages the use of the BIM guidelines and standards on all projects.
The new guidelines and standards cover architectural/engineering (A/E) services in a design-bid-construct project delivery format. Some of the specific areas
covered include the required use of BIM and 3-D software; model quality; work
effort compensation schedule; and the expectations and relationship to the current A/E Policy and Procedure Manual.
According to data from the state’s 2007-2009 biennium, the DSF made A/E selections for nearly 700 projects; less than 40 percent of which would have been
required to use the new BIM criteria. According to information from the DSF, the
value of implementation [of the guidelines and standards] is that although these
projects make up only five percent of the count, they represent $700 million in
making up 60 percent of the advertised budgets.
❙❙➤ For more information, visit www.doa.state.wi.us.

sign and budgeting of projects.”
Nick Bagatelos, president of Bagatelos
Architectural Glass Systems in Sacramento, Calif., had no choice but to dive
into BIM to land the glass installation on
Cathedral Hill Hospital, the 26-story hospital in downtown San Francisco on
which the company is currently working.
“We actually negotiated a project
about two years ago and they demanded that we do the BIM modeling.
We have jumped into it—and it’s actually helped the project and been a good
learning experience,” Bagatelos says.
The company wound up committing
a number of resources to understanding the ins and outs of BIM.
“I realized it was something that I
wanted to do for my company, so I ended
up hiring a BIM manager,” Bagatelos
says. Under the direction of the engineer,
the company invested in the necessary
software programs and, further into the
process, two more drafting professionals. All of which leads Bagatelos to comment, “All in all, for the industry it’s a
good thing—but it’s expensive.”
Because of the expense, he recommends that, contractors pursuing
large, complex mid- to high-rise
buildings make the investment while
glaziers after smaller work steer clear.
For those complex projects, Bagatelos says the advantages quickly be-

come clear. “The advantages are the ability to communicate in a clearer way with
the architect’s intent. There’s less chance
for repetition-type error.”

Year of the BIM?
While last year it may have seemed
like BIM models would quickly become
the norm, now users are learning that
this process will be slower than expected, but still steady.
Bagatelos notes that since undertaking BIM, “The rewards have been unexpected. I did it because it was demanded
of me but I’ve learned a lot and it’s
opened my engineering staff ’s eyes to a
lot of possibilities with it.”
Early adds, “I think it’s going to be
there, it’s just a matter of getting more architectural firms onboard, getting more
users, getting more manufacturers to
come in. It’s a process to get that done.”
“Eventually all the projects will be
done in BIM,” O’Malley says. “If you’re
not part of it you’re going to be running
on the sidelines.” ■

Megan
H e a d l e y is the
editor and E l l e n
R o g e r s is a
contributing editor
for USGlass.
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he nominations have been piling
up since this time last year, when
USGlass held its First Annual
Best of the Web contest, as more and
more glass industry companies work to
create and update their websites. Now
more than ever this marketing tool is
critical as a first point of contact for engaging new customers.
To find the best of the best, our editorial staff, along with readers of the
www.USGNN.com™ daily newsletter,
nominated their favorite glass industry sites. These sites were submitted to
our talented judges, who ranked them
based on the same six criterion used
by the Webby Awards, the leading international award honoring excellence
on the Internet:

T

Content;
Structure and navigation;
Visual design;
Functionality;
Interactivity; and
Overall experience.
Once our winners were selected,
USGlass talked to the minds behind
ten of the industry’s top sites about
their website dos and don’ts. So if
you’re looking for direction on where
to take your website, then we have
some tips for you. Once you’ve taken
these tips to heart, and feel that your
site represents the best of the web, it’s
not too soon to submit your nomination for next year by e-mailing
mheadley@glass.com.
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Meet the Judges
Manny Hondroulis is the marketing manager for EPD, and
columnist for USGlass sister publication WINDOW FILM magazine.
He is an expert in web marketing.
❙❙➤ www.epdwindowfilm.com
Bryan Hovey is the web developer for Key Communications Inc.,
publisher of USGlass magazine.
❙❙➤ www.usglassmag.com and www.usgnn.com
Scott Orth is a co-founder and current treasurer of the Search
Engine Marketing Professionals of Portland (SEMpdx), organizer of the SearchFest conference.
❙❙➤ www.sempdx.org

And the Winners of the 2009 Best of Web Contest are …

www.viracon.com

Best Glass Fabricator Site
According to Christine Shaffer, marketing manager at Viracon in Owatonna, Minn.:
Website Dos: The two most important factors are visual appeal to draw
users in and keep them intrigued and
ease of navigation, so users can easily
find what they came to your site for in
the first place and not get frustrated
and go elsewhere for the information.
Website Don’ts: Introductory animation that is slow to load.
www.usglassmag.com
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www.kawneergreen.com

www.sunguardglass.com

Best Metal Fabricator Site

Best Site for
a Primary
Manufacturer

According to Karen Zipfel, director of marketing for Kawneer North America in Norcross, Ga.:
Website Dos: One of the most important
things to keep in mind when building a website is visual design. It is what initially attracts visitors to the site and often helps
entice them to stay online. The visual design
should also be consistent with and reflect
your company’s brand and personality …
Another important feature in creating a
successful website is ease of navigation. It is
important that visitors are able to quickly and easily access the information/content they are seeking, rather than dig through numerous pages …
Website Don’ts: Be careful not to rush when selecting the right vendor/service provider to create/update your site. Careful selection will help ensure that
you can deliver the kind of overall experience you want to give your audience.
Try not to make the site too wordy … Visitors do not want to be bombarded
with information or have to spend a great deal of time reading one item.

www.glasstech.com

Best Site for Glass Machinery
According to Jay K. Molter, vice president of
marketing and sales for Glasstech Inc. in Perrysburg, Ohio:
Website Dos: From our perspective, the site
must have a clean look and enough information to be helpful to the user. Also, you don’t
want to have too many things going on that
take too long to load.
Website Don’ts: When creating or updating a website, don’t overdo it—and
make sure you have someone experienced helping you through the process. It
is easy to get bogged down …

www.novumstructures.com

Best Site for a Window, Window
Wall/Curtainwall Company
According to Angela Rossi, marketing
manager for Novum Structures in
Menomonee Falls, Wis.:
Website Dos: I would say the two most
important features that make a website successful would be useful content and a combination of being user-friendly and
aesthetically pleasing.
Website Don’ts: I would caution others
against not testing the user-friendliness of
the site before making it live.
www.usglassmag.com

According to Chris Dolan, director
of commercial glass programs, and
Earnest Thompson, director of corporate marketing and brand management, for Guardian Glass in Auburn
Hills, Mich.:
Website Dos:You have to make the
site easy for the users to find what
they are looking for. You need to have
an idea of what they might be looking
for and then make sure it is as intuitive as possible to find it. Nothing is
more frustrating than not being able
to find some information you know
must be on the site somewhere.
Make sure you develop the site for
the specific target audience, as we
did for architects in the SunGuard
site. This is more challenging for
corporate or broad-based sites with
lots of different types of users, but
even then, be sure to have specific
“personas” in mind for each group;
what they want, how they want to
find it and use it and what sort of
tools they may need to do their job.
Website Don’ts: Don’t use flashy
graphics unless they are there for a
purpose. Sites that load slowly with
scrolling text are the complete opposite of what most people want.
Don’t fail to make changing the
site easy. The online world moves so
fast that it’s important to have an
open design and an easy content
management system. The site will
need to be updated and kept fresh
and that’s only possible if it’s convenient and doesn’t cost much.
continued on page 36
August 2009 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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www.edgetech360.com

www.saflex.com

Best Site of an
IG/IG Component
Supplier

Best Supplier Site

According to Erin Johnson, director of marketing for Edgetech IG in
Cambridge, Ohio, and Patsie Donisie of AKHIA Public Relations and
Marketing Communications in
Hudson, Ohio:
Website Dos: Navigation is the key
to a good website. Companies have two
to three seconds to capture a user’s attention and give them the confidence
that they are going to be able to find the
information they need, otherwise they
will move on to another site. The navigation of our site is user-friendly, enabling access to any information in two
clicks or fewer. The homepage can be
navigated by audiences so that users
will be directed to content that is most
relevant to them … To further add to
the usability of the site, we incorporated a Google Custom Search bar on
every page to easily locate any information on the site.
Websites also are important for
building and maintaining the company’s brand identity. Edgetech’s
website was designed to be consistent with sites from its parent company, Lauren International, and
other sister divisions.
Website Don’ts: Many companies
enter into websites thinking that it’s
something they will do once and not
think about for a few years until it’s
time for a refresh. Websites are living
organisms that must be built to accommodate growth, changes and
content updates, which are all vital
to ensuring users will want to check
back often for updates …
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According to Aimee Davis, global marketing communications manager for
Saflex, a unit of Solutia Inc., in St.
Louis, Mo.
Website Dos: A successful website
has two key things: updated and relevant information that speaks to your
target audience and dynamic content.
Seventy-five percent of people in
North America use the internet (according to www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm), and they are used to
the constant barrage of information that they find there. You need to decide
what you want people to do as a result of visiting your website … Ensure
that your content is externally focused on the customer, and does not use
a lot of internal jargon. Also remember that people learn through a variety
of styles, so use plenty of dynamic content, such as videos and interactive
presentations, in addition to the more standard charts, project photos,
white papers and technical data you already have to convey your message.
You want to use all of the tools at your disposal to clearly communicate
your message.
Website Don’ts: Everyone these days has a great idea or an opinion about
what a company “should” be doing on the web, from creating profiles on
Facebook and LinkedIn to posting YouTube videos, etc. While many of these
tools are powerful and can certainly add to your communications mix, I
would caution against thinking that you have to have all of the latest bells
and whistles to make your website relevant. Before adding RSS feeds, blogs,
podcasts, etc., think about the resources you have internally to maintain
and manage the information …

www.glasweld.com

Best Site for a
Scratch Removal Company
According to Lori Patch, marketing director of GlasWeld in Bend, Ore.:
Website Dos: Content is by far the
most important part of any website.
Visitors need to be able to find the information they are looking for quickly
and easily. In addition, the content
needs to be optimized to help searchability and search engine rankings. Content should be coupled with strong visual appeal that re-emphasizes the company brand. If you have a
professional-level company, your web presence needs to portray that professionalism and build trust with visitors. It is often the first impression that customers or potential customers receive of your company and you want that
impression to be pleasant.
Website Don’ts: Consider how any updates and changes to your site will affect current searchability and rankings in major search engines. Sometimes it
takes a long time for the search engines to start ranking your site in organic listings. When changes are made, those hard-won rankings can swiftly fall again.
www.usglassmag.com
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www.merrittglass.com

www.syracuseglass.com

Best Glass Retailer Site

Best Glass
Distributor Site

According to Kenneth L. “Chip” Merritt, Jr., president of Merritt Glass Co. Inc.
in Pensacola, Fla.:
Website Dos: I wanted the website
to be from a consumer standpoint, as if
they knew nothing about my business.
I wanted the customer to be able to
have an easy way to navigate. I wanted
to make it simple, very user-friendly,
not too many points or clicks that take
them in directions that they didn’t intend to go. If somebody wants a shower
door I want them to go to shower doors when they hit that link without having to through the commercial, residential and automotive [sections]. I want
them to get to where they want to go to quickly.
Website Don’ts: When writing up what we wanted to have on the website,
what I was doing was telling a great story about how great Merritt Glass was—
which would put everyone to sleep. I realized I was telling more of a story than
trying to balance it [with letting] my consumer look through my website and
move around. I don’t want it all to be “Oh aren’t we great,” I want them to look
around and find a product.

www.usglassmag.com

According to John Dwyer, president
of Syracuse Glass in Syracuse, N.Y.:
Website Dos: Our IT fellow maintains our website so what makes it
successful, I think, is that it’s very
current. We’re able to very quickly
add content or change content because we do it in-house. We do a
continued on page 38
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much better job of keeping it current because we have an
in-house resource rather than having to rely on [someone else] … Not too long ago we totally changed the look
of it, refreshed it and reorganized it; you’ve got to make a
point to do that.
We have a lot of technical information on our site—we
try to really add a lot of one page or one topic-type resources and it takes a long time to develop those.

www.fireglass.com

continued from 37

Best Fire-Rated Glass Site

REPLACING
G HEATING
ELEMENTS?
ELEMEENTS?

According to
Jeff Razwick, vice
president of business development
of Technical Glass
Products in Snoqualmie, Wash.:
Website Dos:
A successful website needs to be
both content-rich
and well-organized; it is the
front door of customer service. Product information,
specs and industry standards need to be concise, clear
and able to quickly demonstrate product benefits to capture and retain user interest.
Site information should also be easy-to-access and navigate. Let users know what products can do for them ata-glance and make sure the website presents a clear path
to purchasing the product …
Website Don’ts: The main goal of a website redesign
should be to narrow in on who you are as a brand and
focus more on your target market—but it can be easy
to lose sight of these goals among the new technology
and design trends. Make sure you are balancing brand
goals with technology, and continually evaluating site
performance.
Also, in this age of digital communications, don’t forget
to make sure your site is search engine optimized. Identify key terms or phrases you want to be associated
with—and that a user would identify the product with—
and then clearly incorporate those in the website. ■

NOTHING BEAT
BEATS
TS
AN ORIGINAL.
TRENT’s Folded & Formed® Heating
Elements save big costs because they:
 last longer
 use less energy
 out-perform expectations
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Annual Guide to Industry Websites
USGlass has one site that will help you find all of the
glass industry’s top websites. Visit the Only Online
section of www.usglassmag.com for a full list of links in
our 12th Annual Guide to Industry Websites.
www.usglassmag.com
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and
—and Glass? Oh My …
Social Networking Sites Provide Glass Companies with Greater Online Outreach
By Elizabeth Bodi
nline social networking tools
have exploded in popularity
since the early 2000s. Facebook
alone has more than 200 million active
users connecting with friends and family. But sites such as Facebook, Twitter
and weblog sites such as Blogger are no
longer restricted to personal communication uses alone. The business world
is invading online networking sites at
full speed, hoping to gain from the ability to keep in touch with not only customers, but other businesses as well.
The glass industry is no exception.
From typically youth-oriented Facebook to the business-only LinkedIn,
glass businesses of all types are expanding their electronic reaches.

O

Status Updates
The world of online networking is
primed for a business takeover. With
hundreds of millions of potential customers and industry affiliates using
these sites, glass businesses are finding
it necessary to reach out to those consumers as the latest form of marketing.
“If you have a website and want to
give people every opportunity to find
you, then both Facebook and Twitter
are a must-have,” says Richard Stelts of
Superior Door and Glass in Denver.“We
started using both Facebook and Twitter to get people to our website and to
educate ourselves on what the glass and
local communities are doing.”
Facebook is one of the largest social
networking sites available on the web.
Free to all users, www.facebook.com allows individuals, as well as groups, to
give basic information about themselves
through a simple profile page. In addition, there is a space to share “what’s on
your mind,” where users are able to post
what they’re doing at a given moment or
their thoughts on any topic.
Users can “friend” other profiles by
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clicking on a link that will add that person to their list of contacts (and in Facebook lingo, “friend” is in fact a verb,
defined as adding someone to your contact list). Users can edit their security
settings to only allow certain groups or
people full access to their profile, giving
them complete control over who can see
what. Facebook also offers features such
as event listings and groups to connect
people with similar interests. Facebook
users can “friend” everything from local
events to preferred manufacturers to
most-visited stores.

What Are You Tweeting?
Twitter, founded in 2006, focuses on
allowing its users to communicate with
others through the exchange of quick
and frequent updates. Twitter is based
around a simple question: What are you
doing? Twitter’s updates—or tweets—
must be under 140 characters and can
be sent via mobile phone texting, instant messaging or the web.
After logging in to www.twitter.com,
users simply type in their “status”—
what they’re doing or thinking at that
particular moment—press the update
button, and the post will appear at the
top of the list, while older tweets are
archived below. Twitterers can regularly
“follow” updates from other people
with whom they want to keep in touch.
Marie Melsheimer of Bend, Ore.based GlasWeld reports that Twitter
helps the company to keep in touch
with others in the field of glass repair.
“We have found that in the last year,
more of our customers or potential customers are using social media to connect with others in their field,”
Melsheimer says. “We feel that it is important to become part of this conversation, provide information and
participate in the glass repair dialog
that is occurring.”

GlasWeld tweets statistics about sales
and specials to expand its customer
base. The tool also allows the company
to simply communicate with others in
similar fields.

Just Business
While Facebook and Twitter may
seem geared toward glass businesses
with consumer-marketed products,
LinkedIn is designed specifically for the
business world. According to its website, LinkedIn counts among its members executives from all Fortune 500
companies. A LinkedIn personal profile
can be used to connect to other business professionals and represents work
experience, education and even recommendations. Like Facebook, LinkedIn
users can communicate with others by
adding them to their list of “connections.” LinkedIn can even be used to
post and distribute job listings.
Pete Chojnacki of Peninsula, Ohiobased FabTech finds the “business application (of LinkedIn) to be much
more robust than Facebook” and has
even received quotes for work from
companies he met through LinkedIn.
“I have solidified some connections
made at trade shows and other events,”
Chojnacki adds.
Nancy Peterson of Azon USA, based
in Kalamazoo, Mich., uses LinkedIn not
only to communicate with other businesses in the field, but to help her own
save money.
“Through LinkedIn, I follow the
travel schedules of architectural photographers who specialize in the types
of photo work that might include Azon
products,” says Peterson, Azon’s market
communication manager.“We might be
looking to include photos in our project gallery or brochures and if the photographers are traveling to a particular
city or location … we can arrange to
www.usglassmag.com
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http://www.linkedin.com/in/meganheadley or search for Key Communications.
• Follow USGlass on Twitter at http://twitter.com/USGlass.
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The Dos and Don’ts
of Internetworking

Do…

• Update frequently: if you lose interest in your social networks, so will
your followers.
• Moderate comments: anonymity
can loosen the fingers, so make
sure to edit out anything that may
be offensive to other readers.
• Make sure you get your information
right: with instantaneous updates,
editing can be left by the wayside,
but typos and false info can look
unprofessional.
• Keep it strictly business: potential
customers do not want to read
tweets about a coworker’s and your
lunch plans.

Don’t…

Nancy Peterson keeps Azon “Linked In” on the web.

have photos taken of our products inuse as a tie-in to save on travel costs.”

Now Entering
the Blogosphere
One strong presence on the internet
is the weblog, or blog, a journal-type
commentary on every subject imaginable. Businesses can either create a blog
as a part of their own websites with
help of their technical gurus, or can
simply sign up for a free piece of internet space through sites like Blogger.
Such free sites give first-time bloggers a
simple way of sharing information.
In early July, Norcross, Ga.-based
Kawneer launched its own “Kawneerosphere” blog as a part of its website. According to a recent press release, the blog
was created by a team of Kawneer employees to share original content written
by different experts on varying topics.
Karen Zipfel, director of marketing
for Kawneer, explains the benefits:
“Many younger professionals in our industry are coming to the market with a
firmer grasp on technology as a driver
for getting information and building
their businesses. Budget constraints, especially in a challenging market cliwww.usglassmag.com

mate, make social media and other
forms of digital marketing incrementally more appealing because of their
low cost and broad reach.”
Kawneer rotates its authors, an effective way to keep updates regular and
provide a broad stream of information.

Connecting the Dots
Though online media tools create a
strong support network of potential customers and associates, it’s difficult to
track how much impact these tools have
on sales.
“Right now, [return on investment]
from social media is very hard to measure,” says Melsheimer. “More than anything, it provides a great place for us to
‘listen’ to the buzz and conversation that
is out there among our target audience.”
Zipfel says that such digital marketing can also help when it comes to
budget constraints, since these tools are
typically free.
“Blogs rank well for highly targeted
and highly coveted keywords and, if updated somewhat regularly, will draw
significantly more traffic to our website,” she adds.
Despite the fact that social tools on-

• Post personal information: never
give out things like home numbers
or email addresses.
• Get distracted with your own account: logging onto Facebook during
work hours can tempt you to check
the status of that friend request on
your own personal account; refrain.
• Forget to link your various profiles
to your main website and vice
versa: blogging about your awesome glass company doesn’t help
if you don’t provide essential contact information.
• Be passive: join communities or
groups with similar interests and
make sure to get your name out
there.

line may not boost direct sales, it does
allow a community and forum for the
customer base to grow. Glass businesses can keep connected not only
with each other, but also past and potential consumers.

Facebook Fallout
While reaching out to others can help
improve businesses, opening the floodgates can also wet the feet.
Many more of the companies using
social media outlets are allowing users
continued on page 63
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Journey
Attendees Travel to Finland to Learn How Glass Moves from Design to Installation
by Megan Headley
et the sun do the job’ is going to be
the theme of this conference,” said
Mika Seitovirta, president and
chief executive officer (CEO) of
Glaston at a press conference
that opened the four days of Glass Performance Days (GPD) on June 12 in
Tampere, Finland. The fact that the
biannual technical conference would
focus on the role of glass in the burgeoning solar market was more than
clear, as each of the keynote speakers
hailed from a company involved in
some part of the solar market. The
speakers stressed the importance of
driving down costs and driving up demand for solar panels to keep this market segment growing around the world.
“The glass industry has a challenge, as
we all do, to drive costs down …” commented Avi Brenmiller, president and
CEO of Solel, a solar field installer headquartered in the U.S. in Irvine, Calif.
Eric Peeters, global executive director of Dow Corning’s solar business,
called this the challenge of photovoltaic
(PV) production: “How many kW
hours a panel can make over its lifetime
and how much will it cost?” Peeters
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added, “This challenge calls for strong
collaboration down the value chain.”
Each of the speakers seemed confident that glass will remain the primary
material, over competitive products, for
encapsulating solar cells in PV modules. Leon Giesen, CEO of Scheuten,
noted that glass is advantageous for this
application in that it’s strong, durable
and is able to “play” with light. “The
more light you get through it the more
effective it is.” He also noted, “The disadvantage is the weight—it’s too heavy.”
Giesen added that glass is the natural choice for solar applications as, “In
the long run solar will be a building integrated product, a building-related
product,” adding that glass is already an
inherent part of buildings.
The speakers also stressed that solar
is just beginning to grow.
According to Brenmiller, “A wave of
technological innovation will lead concentrating solar power (CSP) to grid
parity in the 2014 timeframe.”
“By 2012 we will be very close to grid
parity or already there in many countries,” said Peeters.
Dr. Johannes Segner, chief operating

officer of Solibro GmbH, noted that the
global demand for solar glass is now
about 50 million square meters, but by
2012 is expected to be closer to 130-140
million square meters.
To meet this demand, several of the
speakers at the opening ceremony encouraged devoting whole float lines to
solar glass in the future.
“It’s actually a challenge for suppliers
to produce these materials fast enough,”
Peeters said of all of the raw materials
used to produce these large panels.
Giesen said that five or six float lines
would need to be dedicated to solar
glass production by 2012. Segner estimated 20 complete float lines dedicated
to solar glass by 2015.

Glass and Building
Designers Find
Common Ground
There were many designers in the
crowd because this year, for the first
time, GPD included an architects’
forum, bringing together every member of the chain from design to construction. The speakers highlighted
case studies and presented their input
www.usglassmag.com
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More than 800 attendees from around the world traveled to Tampere, Finland
for Glass Performance Days.

on upcoming trends.
In his session titled “Architectural
Trends: Through the Looking Glass,”
Charles Bostick of Charles W. Bostick
Consulting Architects cautioned the audience that innovations in glass capabilities are leading architects to more
demanding designs than ever before.
“When you realize architects are
making these types of decisions—
complex or ‘complexer’—you have to
start getting the tools to build this,” he
commented. He pointed to “complexity”
as a trend now among architects “because we now have the computers to
draw it.” Programs such as building information modeling (BIM) can ease the
process, too, of transferring files among
contractors. In fact, the trend toward
using BIM (see page 30) was evident
overseas. Richard Green of Front Inc.
presented a session about how BIM
greatly eased the coordination in working on Lincoln Square Synagogue in
New York. BIM helped the designers on
through the installers track the more
than 2,500 unique components that
made up the project’s skylight.
Bostick said another trend was towww.usglassmag.com

ward curved structures.“The structural
engineers are telling us we can do that,
no problem,” he said. Modeling is helping fabricators follow through on this.
Niccolo Baldassini of RFR elaborated
on this trend for curved structures in
his discussion titled “New Trends in
Free-Form Design.” He reported that
“free-form” is “quite fashionable today,”
but still has lots of challenges. He
pointed out that even free-form designs
follow a rational process and that architects are looking to achieve ever
smoother and more unique designs.
Architect Frank Gehry’s proposed design for a new Luis Vuitton building was
referenced to by both Baldassini and
Bostick as an example of where this is
headed—Gehry is imitating the quintessential free-form design by basing
the building on a cloud.
Bostick also noted among trends,
“We’re getting large facades that have
little or no means of support.”
Rob Nijsse of the Delft University of
Technology had an interesting solution
to an architect’s request for such a large
glass façade with little support.
“If I take a flat leaf of paper it’s very
weak,” he first explained, waving a sheet
of paper in the air, “but if I put a few
folds in it it’s much stronger.” He applied
the same essential concept to glass and
detailed the results in his presentation

on “Corrugated Glass as an Improvement to the Structural Resistance of
Glass.” He presented some unique case
studies. One couldn’t help but wonder
about the distortion when looking
through these large windows, but Nijsse
explained,“the architect likes it because
it makes the views of the city ‘non-real.’”
Bostick also pointed to one new technology that was the subject of several
seminars. “The technology that I think
has the most potential … is that many
people in the industry are using bonded
connectors,” he explained.
Several presenters discussed opportunities for bonding metal directly to a
laminated glass interlayer as the newest
trend for connecting lites with minimal
visual interference. Bostick noted that
with point-supported glass, the fabricator is in essence “wounding the glass
[by drilling into it] and putting the
most stress of the system on that
wound. It has its limitations.”
According to Professor Jan Belis of
Ghent University, who presented a case
study on laminating metal to glass, this
new alternative allows small metallic
connection parts to be laminated directly
on the glass surface or in between the different glass layers by means of a suitable
interlayer foil that acts as an adhesive.
continued on page 44
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Journey continued from page 43

The more than 200 presentations at Glass Performance Days covered all things
glass, from design to fabrication to installation.

Bostick commented, “Once it becomes known in the architectural world
that you can do this and the costs are
down, it’s going to explode.”

Glass Processing
Days Live On
There were a number of tracks devoted to glass fabrication (or processing, as it’s known in Europe), harkening
back to the conference’s former name,
Glass Processing Days.
James O’Callaghan of Eckersley
O’Callaghan gave a presentation entitled “Thinking Big with Structural
Glass,” citing the Apple Cube at the Fifth
Avenue Apple Store in New York as a notable example of “jumbo” glass. It’s a
trend that more glass processors are
noting (see April 2009 USGlass, page
38), this use of increasingly larger glass,
and one that O’Callaghan indicated
more fabricators would need to be able
to meet.
“Fabricators and installers don’t typically have the equipment to deal with
[large-scale glass] so you have to think
laterally about how to develop that,”
O’Callaghan said.
O’Callaghan encouraged primaries
and fabricators—and more notably, the
equipment manufacturers for those
companies—to consider ways to in-
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crease the sizes of the glass they are able
to handle. He did conclude, however,
that this trend may be somewhat curtailed by the high cost of these largeglass projects and the trends toward
energy-efficiency.
In addition to larger-than-ever laminated glass, attendees heard about thinner-than-ever tempered glass. Prem
Boaz of Glass Products Consulting LLC
presented what he referred to as “A Significant Breakthrough in the Process for
Tempering Very Thin Glass.” By using
radio wave energy Boaz said fabricators
could easily temper glass thinner than
3.0 mm without distorting the glass. He
explained that, with conventional tempering, the lite is heated and then
passed to the quench area whereas with
the radio wave process the glass is
heated within the quench area.
Boaz noted that being able to produce tempered glass of 2.0 mm or less
could lessen the use of energy and consumption of raw materials, as well as
help to lighten the load of glass used
for PV applications, the problem
Giesen had mentioned earlier.
Since curved and free-form glasses
were among the upcoming trends at
this conference, presenters also addressed how to process glass to meet
these new stylistic demands while

meeting stringent performance requirements. For example, Joe Erb, commercial product manager for Edgetech
I.G. in Cambridge, Ohio, made a presentation on the “Challenges of Bent Insulating Glass.”
Bending glass can be a challenge on
its own, but, Erb noted, “One of the
challenges with this versus flat glass is
getting the two lites to match exactly.”
He added that if they don’t match that
puts undue pressure on seals. Because
of this challenge he also stressed the
importance of specifying appropriate
edge seals.
To help the lites line up he advised
matching the curved glass at one end of
the unit and rolling it to the other end.
He also noted that in many cases it is
impractical to keep horizontal the lite
onto which the spacer is applied, meaning glass matching and spacer application would need to be done in a vertical
orientation, as would the application of
the secondary seal.
Coatings also were covered. Pilkington
North America’s technical services director Chris Barry noted this in his session
on “Innovative Applications for High
Transmission Coated Glass.” Barry
launched into an overview of how images
are reflected by and transmitted through
glass and how coatings affect that.
His explanation of how antireflective
coatings reduce the visibility of reflected images as well as increasing the
magnitude of transmitted light in a variety of application, including display
cases, store windows, sports boxes and
other areas where a clear view is important, made a strong case for the use
of these coatings.
Barry reminded the architects in the
crowd that the first step is to “control
the angles of the glass, what is being reflected in the glass and then we’ll come
in with the coatings.” ■

M e g a n H e a d l e y is the
editor of USGlass.
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All the Right Pieces
Customized Systems Play Key Role
in Atlanta Mixed-Use Development
by Ellen Rogers

i
Glass was the
dominant material
used in constructing
Atlanta's 12th and
Midtown
development.

magine spending hours upon hours putting
together a puzzle only to find that one little piece
is missing—a critical component that would bring
the whole thing together. Bringing all of the
pieces and parts in place to form Atlanta’s 12th
and Midtown development was a lot like putting a
puzzle together—if one component had been missing the project may not have been completed as it
stands today. All of the building materials had to
work together, as did everyone on the design and
construction teams—each played a unique role,
and when they all came together it resulted in the
successful completion of the project.
“A remarkable puzzle was put together with
all these pieces and parts … that made the economics work, the aesthetics work, and it structurally worked,” says Rob Rule, a partner with
Atlanta architectural firm Rule Joy Trammell +
Rubio (RJT+R).

Design Vision
Situated along the city’s “Midtown Mile,” 12th
and Midtown is a 2.5-million-square-foot, mixedPhoto provided by Rule Joy Trammell + Rubio.
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used development that includes office towers,
hotels, condominiums, retail and restaurants.
Consisting of several components, the tower
known as 1010 Midtown (1010) stands 35-stories
tall and includes more than 400 condos and
50,000 square feet of retail and dining space. A
second tower, located at 1075 Peachtree Street
(1075), consists of 725,000 square feet of office
space, 60,000 square feet of retail space, a 400room hotel and 100 residences. The use of customized glazing systems was key to creating distinctive architectural details in both towers.
“1010 has a very distinctive sculptural glass
design, including a [curved wall] facing Peachtree
Street,” says Rule. “We decided early on that 1010
should be an all-glass structure and its design
strength would come from its 3-dimensioanality
that resulted from the balconies and the floor-toceiling glass. When we started looking at different glass types we decided to relate it to a project
that we had done previously with Daniels Corp.
[project developers] called Plaza Midtown. That
glass had nice coloration, good light transmittance, was not too reflective, not too clear and
using it again would start to establish a [brand
identity] for the developer.”
Like 1010, 1075 also has a strong sculptural form.
“It has a pleated trough that comes out of the
building and we knew it, too, would have to be distinctive,” says Rule. “We debated whether it
should be more of a stone or pre-cast building, but
in the end we decided to go with glass, though it
does have stone within the spandrel.” While both
1010 and 1075 include glass supplied by Viracon,
Rule says for 1075 they decided to use the company’s VRE 137 instead of the VRE6-54 used on
1010. “We liked the blue-gray color as it was a
slight contrast to the blue-green used on 1010,”
says Rule. “It had good visible transmittance from
the interior and was very clear looking out; it’s not
reflective, but had a comfortable amount of tint to
it that was very natural so you could still see in. It
also had a good solar heat gain coefficient.”
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Standing 35-stories,
1010 Midtown has
approximately 11,000
lites of glass.

Custom Made

www.usglassmag.com

Photo provided by Rule Joy Trammell + Rubio.

In addition to the glass, the window wall and
curtainwall systems were also important elements
and required upfront design approval meetings.
“We sat down with the architect early on to get
system approval and then we did shop drawings
based on that profile approval,” says Frank McCoy,
vice president of Glass Systems, contract glazier for
the project. “On 1010 there is about 220,000
square feet of custom window wall and on 1075
there is 185,000 square feet of custom window wall.
On 1010 we have about 11,000 lites of glass; on
1075 we have 8,000 lites of glass. On a condo you
have a custom sliding glass door and on 1075 there
are about 150 of these custom sliding glass doors;
1010 has about 400.”
McCoy adds “Sliding glass doors drive these
projects. The lead-time on them is long—they have
to be ordered before we order the window wall
and we do a separate shop drawing on the sliding
glass doors themselves,” says McCoy. “That’s why
we don’t use standard curtainwall; it does not
work with sliding glass doors.”
YKK AP supplied the metal systems. And while
the systems were not 100-percent brand new, they
were customized for this project.
“Both 1010 and 1075 utilized systems that our
company has used on other condo, mixed-used
type projects,” says John McGill, regional business manager, project business group, for YKK
AP. “Where we had the most involvement was in
how we customized [the materials] for these projects and how we incorporated multiple systems
into the same project and could still achieve the
desired look.” For instance, two different window
wall systems were used—a 5-inch and a 6-inch
depth system. “Those varied mainly due to structural requirements as there were different parts of
the building where the floors would be larger in
height so those areas needed a stronger system,”
says McGill.
In addition to the window wall, several floors
incorporate curtainwall. This meant a smooth tran-

sition between the curtainwall on one floor and
window wall on the next would be necessary. To do
so, a slab edge cover concept was used.
“A lot of custom detailing went into that because
while we are using the two systems from floor to
floor, these were not straight lines,” says Luther
Hudson, president of Glass Systems. “There are
radii involved and multiple odd-degreed corners
that we had to turn and shape.”
McCoy says curtainwall had to be used on
some of the 1010 floors because the window
wall would not meet load requirements. There
are a lot of shear walls on 1075, which are
poured-in-place concrete walls that are structurally sound and required spandrel glass.
McGill says incorporating different systems
into the project and customizing them to the specific needs without the expense of designing
continued on page 48
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All the Right Pieces
continued from page 47
something totally custom was significant.
“I think if you’re starting from scratch and
you’re doing something totally new, there are a lot
of upfront expenses and lot more testing that
must be done,” says McGill.

Unique Features
One of the most unique characteristics of
1010 is a serpentine glass wall that follows the
curve of Peachtree Street. The segmented wall
goes from concave to convex and does not have
any 90-degree angles.
“It’s a fairly tight curve so we wanted to have
a module in the vertical mullion system that
would allow for straight pieces of glass,” says
Rule. “While you can bend glass to create
curves … we knew we needed to go in there
with a design that would use straight glass. This
required us to carefully balance the spacing of
the mullions with straight segments of glass to
create a building that feels like it has a smooth
curve over the convex and concave portions
without looking segmented.”

P

McGill agrees that the spacing of the mullions was an important consideration.

All for One
With so many unique considerations, open communication and synergistic working relationships
between all the groups involved was key. In this case,
RJT+R, Glass Systems and YKK AP had all worked
together on previous projects so everyone already
knew what to expect from each other from the start.
“This project had the exact same requirements
in terms of systems and profiles as what we did
on the Plaza Midtown project,” says Hudson. “So
we had a natural tie-in with the architect, YKK,
the contractor and the owner.”
Having everyone based in Atlanta was also a plus.
“Being able to work closely with the architect
and contract glazier was important,” McGill says.
“A team approach makes the chances of success
that much greater.” AG
Ellen Rogers is the editor of the Architects’
Guide to Glass and Metal.

e-bentglass.com

recision Glass Bending specializes in the
custom fabrication of BENT GLASS,
one piece or thousands, for Architectural,
Fixture & Furniture applications. Capabilities
include bent glass in kinds Annealed,
Heat-Strengthened, Safety Tempered,
“One piece or thousands, our custom fabricated bent glass
Safety Laminated, and Insulating.
is bringing form and function to the designs of tomorrow.”
Clear, Tinted, Low-E, Reflective,
Acid-Etch, Low-Iron, and
Specialty glass for
CAD/CNC integrated
fabrication into TRUE
RADIUS (Curved Glass)
or IRREGULAR BENDS
in sizes up to 96" x 130";
3/32" to 3/4" thickness;
Polished Edges, Holes,
Notches, or Cutouts.
Advanced capabilities for
*photo courtesy of Solar Innovations, Inc.
bending 3-D fluid shapes, processing highperformance coatings, utilizing digital data, and
the five-axis CNC machining of bent glass surfaces.
Built on years of innovation, Precision Glass
Bending has formed a new generation of shaped
THE WORLD LEADER IN Precision Glass Bending Corporation
glass with patented methods, proprietary
CUSTOM FABRICATED PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
BENT GLASS Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
software,and space-age machinery, all backed
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
by a team of industry experts. The results
Tel: (800) 543-8796
are found in the IMPECCABLE QUALITY and
Fax: (800) 543-8798
QUICK DELIVERY of every AFFORDABLE PIECE.
A GUARDIAN ‘SUN-GUARD’ CERTIFIED FABRICATOR
sales@e-bentglass.com
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GLASS MACHINERY DIVISION

Your
Definitive
Source
for Glass
Machinery

CAT. NO.
VE2PLUS2
TWO SPINDLE
VERTICAL EDGER

CAT. NO. 2200RP
106" WET ABRASIVE
BELT SANDER

CAT. NO. TD25
VERTICAL 2-SIDE
AUTO DRILL

• Abrasive
Belt Machines
• Bevelers
• Edgers
• Drilling Machines
• Swiping Machines
• Grinding and
Smoothing Mills
• Microseparators
• Glass Washing Machines
• Glass Cutting Machines
• Insulating Glass Lines
• Laminating Lines
• Silvering Lines
• and more!

Most machinery is in stock and ready to
ship. Visit us online at somaca.com
for complete information on these
and other machines.

CAT. NO.
VEW60
60" VERTICAL
GLASS WASHER

somaca.com
% # %)& & & %## &  ## (866) 583-1377 , * (866) 584-9722
$"# ' "& (#+ ( somaca@crlaurence.com
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Showcase
curtainwall

Kawneer’s SS Unitwall
Makes Installation a Breeze
Photo courtesy of CJ Berg Photographics.

Norcross, Ga.based Kawneer Co.
Inc. has announced
the launch of its
pre-glazed 1600 SS
Unitwall™ curtainwall system.
1600 SS Unitwall
is a pre-glazed,
screw spline solution, designed for
low- to mid-rise
projects. A split mul-

resources

GANA Releases New
Technical Resources
The Glass Association of North America (GANA) has released several new glass informational bulletins (GIB) in
its series of educational documents available to the industry as a free download on its website.
Blast Mitigating Glazing looks at various tests and standards for laminated glazing applications constructed to
mitigate the hazards of a blast or explosion outside of a
building incorporating these applications.
Proper Procedures for Fabricating Flat Glass Mirror provides a list of guidelines for fabricators, including suggestions for preventing future problems when fabricating
mirror.
Bid Considerations for Contract Glazing Proposals is a
handy list of contract inclusions, exclusions and qualifications for glazing subcontractors to consider adopting in
their bids and job contracts.
In addition, two new manuals are now available.
The Sealant Manual, an update to 1990s Flat Glass
Marketing Association manual, represents dramatic
changes in glass sealant technologies over the past 18
years. It features dozens of all-new graphics to highlight
features discussed in the text.
The 2009 edition of the Laminated Glazing Reference
Manual, the third update of the manual since it was first
released in 2000, presents general information, technical
details, performance data and installation guidelines for
laminated glass products. It includes the latest information on laminating interlayers, as well as in-depth discussions on the numerous applications of laminated
architectural glass.
❙❙➤ www.glasswebsite.com
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lion design, implementing screw spline joinery, allows glazing
contractors to preassemble and glaze panels in the shop. An expansion horizontal allows fully pre-glazed units (less pressure
plates and covers) to be stacked on top of each other.
It is offered in both stock lengths and fabricated for preglazing, and also is available in a vertical SSG version and a
dry-glazed fully captured version.

❙❙➤ www.kawneer.com

SunTek® Film Passes Hurricane Testing
SunTek® safety and security window film from Commonwealth Laminating and Coatings in Martinsville, Va.,
has passed the ASTM E1886/1996 large missile and cyclic
pressure test. According to the company, its film also offers optical clarity, strong adhesive performance and protection from a variety of natural and manmade dangers.
Standard products are available in thicknesses ranging
from 2- to 21-mil.
In addition, a 25 percent VLT has been added to the current 8.5-mil line of its dual-reflective Symphony™ safety
and security film, which also includes 35 percent and 50
percent. The spectrally selective Ultra-Vision™ 40 percent
film is also now available as an 8.5-mil safety and security film. A offers 4- and 6-mil anti-graffiti film that protect windows and glass against graffiti vandals,
glass-taggers and smash and grabs are also available.

❙❙➤ www.suntekfilms.com

shower door hardware

C.R. Laurence Introduces
Shower Door Catalog
SD10, the new full-color specialty catalog from Los Angeles, Calif.-based C.R.
Laurence Co. Inc (CRL), features the latest products in the company’s line of
frameless shower door hardware and
supplies.

❙❙➤ www.crlaurence.com

glass walls

Solar Innovations Shines
with Stacking Glass Wall Systems
Pine Grove, Pa.-based Solar Innovations Inc. has introduced two new stacking glass wall systems. According to the
company, the systems utilize stainless steel trolley bearings
developed to withstand a high-load capacity and the
longevity required for large architectural applications.
The standard glass wall is designed for relatively heavy residential and commercial projects and may be used for exterior applications. It is offered in three different stiles, as well
as clad, veneer or standard painted options.
The clear glass wall, while still intended for residential and
www.usglassmag.com
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GLASS PROCESSING IS OUR PASSION
More than “just a washer“
Clear advantages due to:
high standards of quality
global operations
process stability
Photo courtesy of Solar Innovations.

low cost of ownership
superior yields

Let us prove that Benteler
Mechanical Engineering
provides anything but
"just a washer".
Moreover our product
portfolio includes:
laminating lines

commercial uses, is designed for interior or light exterior
applications. It incorporates a clear gasket on the panel verticals for a nearly-uninterrupted sightline.
❙❙➤ www.solarinnovations.com ■

drilling lines
grinding and high speed
seaming lines
handling and inspection

Benteler Maschinenbau GmbH
Fort Wayne, Indiana USA
Phone: (260) 434 - 3505
glass.machinery@benteler.com
www.benteler-glass.com
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NewsMakers
new hires

SAFTI FIRST Hires New
National Sales Manager
SAFTI FIRST, based in
San Francisco, has announced that Tim Nass
is the new national sales
manager. Nass, who has
more than 15 years of
experience in the fenestration industry, most
Tim Nass
recently served as a sales
executive with Harmon Inc.

Zeledyne Hires Two
Allen Park, Mich.based Zeledyne LLC has
hired Jason Provencher
as sales and customer
service representative in
Tulsa, Okla., and Steve
Horaney as regional
sales manager for the Steve
Eastern region territory. Horaney

Truth Hardware
Announces New President
Truth Hardware in
Owatonna, Minn., has
named Ronald J. Foy its
president and chief executive officer. Foy, who has
served in the building
products industry for
Ronald J. Foy more than 30 years, most
recently served as division chief executive with Brasstech Inc.

John Lewis Joins NFRC
John W. Lewis, Jr. has
joined the staff of the
National Fenestration
Rating Council (NFRC).
He will fill the newly
created position of
manager of business
development and outJohn W.
reach.
Lewis, Jr.
In 2006, after being
promoted to TRACO’s vice president
of engineering and operations, Lewis
joined the American Architectural
Manufacturers Association as its
technical director. He has been involved with NFRC in various roles
since the early 1990s.

promotions

PPG Industries Names
New Director of Sales
Pittsburgh-based
PPG Industries has
named Mark Seeton
its new director of
sales for performance
glazings. Prior to joining PPG in 2003, Seeton was the divisional Mark Seeton
sales manager for Pella
Corp. Seeton replaces Mark Fanelli,
who retired from the position in June
after a 30-year career with PPG.
(Fanelli has since joined Georgia
Gulf Corp. in the newly created position of vice president and general

obituaries

Huron Valley Glass Co. President Dies in Auto Crash
Dennis William Ahearn president of the Huron Valley Glass Co., a subsidiary
of the Ypsilanti, Mich.-based National Construction Enterprises, died in a car
accident in Ann Arbor, Mich., on June 18. He was 55.
Ahearn was driving southbound on the highway at about 7:35 a.m. when he
crossed the median and crashed into a metal support beam for a freeway
sign. He died at the scene.
An article in the Detroit Free Press reported that Ahearn may have had a
medical emergency prior to the crash. There was no evidence alcohol or
speed played a role in the crash.
Ahearn joined the glass and curtainwall contracting company as a vice president
three and a half years ago and was quickly promoted to president. He is survived
by his wife Cathleen Hilboldt Ahearn, four children and two grandchildren.
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manager of Royal Window and Door Profiles,
where he reports to another former PPG executive, Mark Orcutt.)
Glenn Davis has
been appointed to SeeGlenn Davis ton’s former post as
sales manager.

C.R. Laurence
Promotes Four
Los Angeles-based
C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
has announced several
promotions.
Tina Olivares has
been promoted to the
position of manager of Tina
the customer services Olivares
department. Olivares has
been with CRL for 17
years, and has more than
21 years of experience in
the glass industry.
Yolanda Cabadas has
been promoted to the
position of manager of
online support depart- Yolanda
ment. Cabadas has Cabadas
worked in sales and customer service throughout her ten years with
the company.
Joe Finamore has
been appointed purchasing agent for international purchasing. A
CRL employee for close Joe
to four years, Finamore Finamore
previously worked in
the purchasing department in several areas.
Francisco Ruelas is
now the assistant
branch manager of the
Elgin, Ill., branch. Ruelas has been with the
company for five years, Francisco
and has experience in Ruelas
the warehouse and with
customer service and order entry. ■
www.usglassmag.com
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Reviews&Previews
Manufacturer of Bullet and Blast Resistant:
 Windows

 Doors

 Curtainwall Systems

Also Available, Transaction Windows and Accessories

 Speak-thrus
 Package Passers

 Dealtrays
 Fiberglass Panels

Our systems are designed to be easy to fabricate and install so don’t be shy.

800-962-8088

LMCI’s Forum
Marches Into Vegas

W

hat happens in Vegas will not stay there as
the Painters & Allied Trades Labor Management Cooperation Initiative’s (LMCI) 5th annual Finishing Industries Forum (FIF) will be held at
Caesars Palace in Las Vegas, November 15-18. The
event, to be made up of plenary sessions and industry
workshops, also will provide a chance to network with
industry experts and peers. According to LMCI, key
union officials and company executives report that
FIF’s annual events provide an unparalleled opportunity to meet with other successful contractors and
union officials in their respective industries.

http://www.actionbullet.com

Last year’s Finishing Industries Forum featured the
first Glazing Advisory Committee meeting.
The workshops are designed to address, among other
topics, current issues faced by the contract glazing industry. The forum will focus on key areas of industry development, including the “green” trend, with sessions
on sustainability, new LEED AP standards and gaining a
competitive edge by going green. Other highlights include guest speaker Dr. James Canton, a business and
technology futurist and author, the Finishing Trades Institute’s workshop on apprenticeship and a session discussing worker’s compensation. Speaker Mark Breslin
will host a workshop that analyzes labor and management mutual needs. In addition, attendees will learn
how to qualify for surety credit and how to start and
maintain a “personal account plan.”
Registration for the FIF-5 has opened, and hotel reservations for Caesars Palace are available. Event organizers note that availability for the workshops is limited.
❙❙➤ www.lmcionline.org ■
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Up&Coming
NORTH AMERICAN EVENTS
September 1-3, 2009
GANA Fall Conference
Sponsored by the
Glass Association of
North America (GANA).
Embassy Suites Kansas City
International.
Kansas City, Mo.
Contact: GANA
at 785/271-0208.

September 16-25, 2009
DHI Annual
Conference and Exposition
Sponsored by the Door
and Hardware Institute (DHI).
Gaylord Palms Resort
and Convention Center.
Orlando, Fla.
Contact: Stephen Hildebrand
at 717/859-5905.

September 20-23, 2009
AAMA National Fall Conference
Sponsored by the American
Architectural Manufacturers
Association (AAMA).
Loews Lake Las Vegas Resort.
Henderson, Nev.
Contact: AAMA
at 847/303-5664.

September 22-24, 2009
2009 AEC
Management Conference
Sponsored by Aluminum
Extrusion Council (AEC).
Hilton Chicago – O’Hare Airport.
Chicago.
Contact: AEC at 847/526-2010.

September 30October 2, 2009
GlassBuild America
Co-sponsored by GANA, AAMA,
the Insulating Glass
Manufacturers Alliance
(IGMA), the Bath Enclosure
Manufacturers Association and
the National Glass Association.
Georgia World Congress Center.
Atlanta.
Contact: Show organizers at
866/342-5642, ext. 300.

October 19-20, 2009
Aluminum Association
Annual Meeting
Sponsored by the
Aluminum Association.
Hotel Palomar & Waterview
Conference Center.
Arlington, Va.
Contact: Pamela Dorsey
at 703/358-2967.

November 17-19, 2009
Win-Door North America
Sponsored by the
Canadian Window and Door
Manufacturers Association.
Metro Toronto Convention
Center, North Hall.
Toronto.
Contact: Show organizers
at 416/444-5225.

November 10-12, 2009
GreenBuild 2009
Sponsored by the U.S. Green
Building Council (USGBC).
Phoenix Convention Center.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Contact: USGBC
at 800/795-1747.

November 15-18, 2009
5th Annual Finishing
Industries Forum
Sponsored by the
Painters & Allied Trades LMCI.
Caesars Palace.
Las Vegas.
Contact LMCI
at 888/934-6474.

March 16-17, 2010
Glass Expo Midwest™ ’10
Sponsored by USGlass Magazine.
Renaissance Schaumburg
Hotel and Convention Center.
Chicago.
Contact: USGlass magazine
at 540/720-5584.

April 15-16, 2010
Glass TEXpo 2010™
Sponsored by USGlass Magazine.
El Tropicano Riverwalk Hotel.
San Antonio, Texas.
Contact: USGlass magazine
at 540/720-5584.

October 6-8, 2009
Metalcon International
Sponsored by the Metal
Construction Association (MCA).
Tampa Convention Center.
Tampa, Fla.
Contact: MCA at 617/965-0055.
To see the full event schedule,

visit www.usglassmag.com/
events.php.
www.usglassmag.com

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
October 14-16, 2009
Fenestration China 2009
Organized by CIEC
Exhibition Company Ltd.
China International
Exhibition Centre.
Beijing.
Contact: USGlass magazine
at 540/720-5584. ■

BANKRUPTCY SALE OF
ALL NEW EQUIPMENT!
All Equipment will be sold by court order
Westshore Glass Corporation--Case #8-08-BK-01194-MGW Chapter 11

For Immediate sale. All offers considered.
Horizontal
Tempering Machine
Glassrobots horizontal tempering machine is designed for high quality tempering of flat glass. The equipment is a horizontal roller heart
type furnace with high efficiency heating system consisting of a forced
convection and indirect radiation. It has proven roller heart design
with special improvements on the following points:
• Heating system consists of: radiation heating elements & additional
effective convection heating system, ROBOTEMP.
• Roller drive system does not allow slip of belts.
• The quench section features high efficiency quench nozzles.

Bystronic Glass Cutting Line
Cutting Line Bystronic Glass Features:
• Vertical to vertical multi-rack loading system, double sided for
comb-through action with customer supplied crane rails.
• Roller tilt loading table, stationary combing version.
• Automatic cutting and edge deletion table, SMFR CN Control and
cutting bridge.
• Belt conveyor, X-Breaking machine for sputter coated glass,
BYSTORE software.

SeamMaXX Automatic
Seaming, Washing &
Batching Line
SeamMaXX automatic seaming line for maximum glass size 120” X
80” complete with loading conveyor of driven transport belts/rollers
w/pneumatically controlled pop-up castor balls for positioning lites
prior to seaming, two seaming bridges and 90 degree transfer
w/squaring gate, central PLC control panel, and coolant water recycling system with settlement tank. The latest in-line glass transfer system means straight-line layouts.
Features:
• Half the footprint of traditional lines.
• Most compact fully automatic seaming line for random glass sizes
ever built.
• Direct horizontal link from cutting and breaking, through seaming and
automatic batching, directing to the tempering furnace.
• Builds glass in multiple rows.
• Linked to the washing and drying machine.
*Terms of sales are subject to higher offers or court approval

Larry S. Hyman, C.P.A. Trustee
106 S. Tampania Ave, Ste #200 • Tampa, Florida 33609
Office: (813) 875-2701 • Fax: (813) 875-2797
Email:LHYMAN@EPITRUSTEE.COM
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ADHESIVES/SEALANTS

Dow Corning Corporation
2200 West Salzburg Road
Midland, MI 48686
Phone: 989/496-6000
www.dowcorning.com/construction
construction@dowcorning.com

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com
Glazing Compounds

Omaha Wholesale Hardware
1201 Pacific Street
Omaha, NE 68108
Phone: 800/238-4566
Fax: 402/444-1659
ARCHITECTURAL GLASS

Berman Glass Editions
1-1244 Cartwright Street
Vancouver, BC V6H3R8
Canada
Phone: 604/684-8332
Fax: 604/684-8373
www.bermanglass.com
info@bermanglass.com
Oldcastle Glass®
68 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastleglass.com

Tekon Universal Sciences Inc.
Truly Long Lasting Non-Toxic
Super Hydrophobic Nanotechnology
Glass Coatings & Treatments
15471 Redhill Ave. #A
Tustin, CA 92780
Phone: 888/749-8638
Fax: 714/259-0882
www.tekon.com
info@tekon.com

Virginia Glass Products Corp.
P.O. Box 5431
Martinsville, VA 24115
Phone: 800/368-3011
Fax: 276/956-3020

Glassopolis
We Put Glass Contractors First.
Fast Quotes. Fast Delivery.
Phone: 800/262-9600
Fax: 800/872-9601
www.glassopolis.com
sales@glassopolis.com

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Acid Etched Glass

Bear Glass
399 20th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
Phone: 718/832-3604
Fax: 718/832-0786
www.bearglass.com

VETROTECH Saint-Gobain
2108 B Street NW, Suite 110
Auburn, WA 98001
Phone: 888/803-9533
Fax: 253/333-5166
www.vetrotechusa.com

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H7X 3K7 Canada
Phone: 888/320-3030
Fax: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com
sales@walkerglass.com

Block

Decalite Ltd.
The Portergate Ecclesall Road
Sheffield S11-8NX, UK
Phone: 01142-096096
Fax: 01142-096001

Bent/Curved

Decorative

California Glass Bending
320 E. Harry Bridges Blvd.
Wilmington, CA 90744
Ph: 800/223-6594
Fax: 310/549-5398
www.calglassbending.com
glassinfo@calglassbending.com

Fire-Rated Glass

To place your listing in the Supplier’s Guide,
please contact Janeen Mulligan at 540/720-5584
Ext. 112 or e-mail jmulligan@glass.com.
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General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
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General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
AGC InterEdge Technologies
85 Liberty Ship Way, Suite 110B
Sausalito, CA 94965
Phone: 877/376-3343
Fax: 415/289-0326
www.firesafe-glass.com

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com
Fire-Rated Glass,
Impact Resistant

AGC InterEdge Technologies
85 Liberty Ship Way, Suite 110B
Sausalito, CA 94965
Phone: 877/376-3343
Fax: 415/289-0326
www.firesafe-glass.com
General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
www.usglassmag.com
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Glassopolis
We Put Glass Contractors First.
Fast Quotes. Fast Delivery.
Phone: 800/262-9600
Fax: 800/872-9601
www.glassopolis.com
sales@glassopolis.com
SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com
VETROTECH Saint-Gobain
2108 B Street NW, Suite 110
Auburn, WA 98001
Phone: 888/803-9533
Fax: 253/333-5166
www.vetrotechusa.com
Hurricane-Resistant

Coastal Glass Distributors
7421 East Spartan Blvd.
Charleston, SC 29418
Phone: 800/868-4527
Fax: 800/314-4436
www.coastalglassdist.com
thartley@coastalglassdist.com
Glasslam
1601 Blount Rd.
Pompano Beach, FL 33069
Phone: 954/975-3233
Fax: 954/975-3225
www.glasslam.com
SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-9293
www.archaluminum.net
info@archaluminum.net
Glasslam
1601 Blount Rd.
Pompano Beach, FL 33069
Phone: 954/975-3233
Fax: 954/975-3225
www.glasslam.com

Laminated

Arch Aluminum & Glass
10200 NW 67th St.
www.usglassmag.com

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
Phone: 800/567-9729 or
800/567-XRAY
Fax: 626/969-6510
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com
Screenprinted Glass

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Pattern Glass

X-Ray Fluoroscopic

Coastal Glass Distributors
7421 East Spartan Blvd.
Charleston, SC 29418
Phone: 800/868-4527
Fax: 800/314-4436
www.coastalglassdist.com
thartley@coastalglassdist.com

Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
Phone: 800/327-3320
Fax: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
Radiation Shielding

Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
Phone: 800/327-3320
Fax: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Insulating

Arch Aluminum & Glass
10200 NW 67th St.
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-9293
www.archaluminum.net
info@archaluminum.net

ARCHITECTURAL
GLASS/LAMINATED

Glassopolis
We Put Glass Contractors First.
Fast Quotes. Fast Delivery.
Phone: 800/262-9600
Fax: 800/872-9601
www.glassopolis.com
sales@glassopolis.com

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
Phone: 800/567-9729 or
800/567-XRAY
Fax: 626/969-6510
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com
X-Ray Protective

Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
Phone: 800/327-3320
Fax: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
Phone: 800/567-9729 or
800/567-XRAY
Fax: 626/969-6510
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com

Oldcastle Glass®
68 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastleglass.com
Fire & Safety Rated Wire

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com
ARCHITECTURAL
GLASS/TEMPERED

Oldcastle Glass®
68 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastleglass.com

Virginia Glass Products Corp.
P.O. Box 5431
Martinsville, VA 24115
Phone: 800/368-3011
Fax: 276/956-3020

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com
ARCHITECTURAL METAL

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

continued on page 58
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Dies/Custom Metal

Point of Sale

EFCO Corporation
1000 County Road
Monett, MO 65708
Phone: 800/221-4169
Fax: 417/235-7313

Quest Software Inc.
1000 E. Sturgis St., Suite 8
St. Johns, MI 48879
Phone: 800/541-2593
Fax: 517/224-7067
www.questsoftware.com

BATHROOM SPECIALTIES
DECORATIVE GLASS

DOORS
Bullet Resistant

Taricco Corporation
1500 W. 16th Street
Long Beach, CA 90813
Phone: 562/437-5433
Fax: 562/901-3932
www.taricco.com
spence@taricco.com

®

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

Oldcastle Glass
68 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastleglass.com

Shower Door Hardware

C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
2503 E Vernon Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90058
Phone: 800/421-6144
Fax: 800/262-3299
www.crlaurence.com
US Horizon Mfg., Inc.
28577 Industry Dr.
Valencia, CA 91355
Phone: 877/728-3874
Fax: 888/440-9567
www.ushorizon.com
BULLET RESISTANT
BARRIERS

Total Security Solutions, Inc.
170 National Park Drive
Fowlerville, MI 48836
Phone: 866/930-7807
www.totalsecuritysolutionsinc.com
COMPUTER SOFTWARE

Albat + Wirsam
North America
1540 Cornwall Rd., Suite 214
Oakville, ON L6J 7W5
Phone: 905/338-5650
Fax: 905/338-5671
www.albat-wirsam.com
moreinfo@albat-wirsam.com
PMC Software Inc.
Bartles Corner Business Park
8 Bartles Corner Rd., Suite 11
Flemington, NJ 08822
Phone: 908/806-7824
Fax: 908/806-3951
www.pmcsoftware.com
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Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com
Etched Glass

Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H7X 3K7 Canada
Phone: 888/320-3030
Fax: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com
sales@walkerglass.com
Painted

Bear Glass
399 20th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
Phone: 718/832-3604
Fax: 718/832-0786
www.bearglass.com
Decorative Glass Company
14647 Lull Street
Van Nuys, CA 91405-1209
Phone: 800/768-3109
Fax: 818/785-7429
Textured Glass

Coastal Glass Distributors
7421 East Spartan Blvd.
Charleston, SC 29418
Phone: 800/868-4527
Fax: 800/314-4436
www.coastalglassdist.com
thartley@coastalglassdist.com

USGlass, Metal & Glazing | August 2009

United States
Bullet Proofing, Inc.
16201 Branch Court
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774
Phone: 301/218-7920
Fax: 301/218-7925
www.usbulletproofing.com
info@usbulletproofing.com
Closers

Access Hardware Supply
14359 Catalina Street
San Leandro, CA 94577
Phone: 800/348-2263
Fax: 510/483-4500
Fire-Rated
Framing Systems

AGC InterEdge Technologies
85 Liberty Ship Way, Suite 110B
Sausalito, CA 94965
Phone: 877/376-3343
Fax: 415/289-0326
www.firesafe-glass.com
SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com
VETROTECH Saint-Gobain
2108 B Street NW, Suite 110
Auburn, WA 98001
Phone: 888/803-9533
Fax: 253/333-5166
www.vetrotechusa.com
General Door Hardware

Akron Hardware
1100 Killian Road
Akron, OH 44312
Phone: 800/321-9602
Fax: 800/328-6070

C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
2503 E Vernon Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90058
Phone: 800/421-6144
Fax: 800/262-3299
www.crlaurance.com
Metal Clad Doors

Doralco
11901 S. Austin Ave., Suite 301
Alsip, IL 60803
Phone: 708/388-9324
Fax: 708/388-9392
www.doralco.com
Sliding Doors

Doralco
11901 S. Austin Ave., Suite 301
Alsip, IL 60803
Phone: 708/388-9324
Fax: 708/388-9392
www.doralco.com
DOORS, OTHER

Virginia Glass Products Corp.
P.O. Box 5431
Martinsville, VA 24115
Phone: 800/368-3011
Fax: 276/956-3020
DOOR COMPONENTS

JLM Wholesale, Inc.
3095 Mullins Court
Oxford, MI 48371
Phone: 800/522-2940
Fax: 800/782-1160
www.jlmwholesale.com
sales@jlmwholesale.com
DOOR HARDWARE AND
RELATED PRODUCTS

Boyle & Chase, Inc.
72 Sharp Street
Hingham, MA 02043
Phone: 800/325-2530
Fax: 800/205-3500
www.boyleandchase.com
sales@boyleandchase.com
JLM Wholesale, Inc.
3095 Mullins Court
Oxford, MI 48371
Phone: 800/522-2940
Fax: 800/782-1160
www.jlmwholesale.com
sales@jlmwholesale.com
www.usglassmag.com
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Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

Virginia Glass Products Corp.
P.O. Box 5431
Martinsville, VA 24115
Phone: 800/368-3011
Fax: 276/956-3020

MACHINERY/EQUIPMENT

Acid Etched Mirror

IGE Solutions Inc.
2875 Jupiter Park Dr. Ste. 100
Jupiter, Florida 33458
Phone: 561/741-7300
Fax: 561/741-3071
www.igesolutions.com

Bear Glass
399 20th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
Phone: 718/832-3604
Fax: 718/832-0786
www.bearglass.com

Drill Bite

Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H7X 3K7 Canada
Phone: 888/320-3030
Fax: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com
sales@walkerglass.com

Track Caps

Johnson Bros. Metal Forming
5520 McDermott Dr.
Berkeley, IL 60163
Phone: 708/449-7050
Fax: 708/449-0042
GLASS FURNITURE
Table Tops

Spancraft Ltd.
920 Railroad Ave.
Woodmere, NY 11598
Phone: 516/295-0055
Fax: 516/569-3333
www.spancraft.com
Jordan@Spancraft.com
GLASS HANDLING/
TRANSPORTATION
Handling Equipment,
General

KEAR Fabrication Inc.
11 Creditstone Rd., Unit 7
Concord, ON L4K 2P1 Canada
Phone: 905/760-0841
Fax: 905/760-0842
Rolltech Industries
11 Dansk Court
Toronto, ON M9W 5N6 Canada
Phone: 419/337-0631
Fax: 419/337-1471
Packaging

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com
Airspacers

Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
Phone: 360/653-6666 or
800/343-8360
Fax: 360/653-9884
Helima Helvetion Intl.
PO Box 1348
Duncan, SC 29334-1348
Phone: 800/346-6628
Fax: 864/439-6065
www.helima.de
kmadey@helimasc.com
Muntin Bars

Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
Phone: 360/653-6666 or
800/343-8360
Fax: 360/653-9884

Lapcraft Inc.
195 West Olentangy St.
Powell, OH 44065-8720
Phone: 800/432-4748
Fax: 614/764-1860
www.Lapcraft.com
CustService@Lapcraft.com
Laminating Machine

Taricco Corporation
1500 W. 16th Street
Long Beach, CA 90813
Phone: 562/437-5433
Fax: 562/901-3932
www.taricco.com
spence@taricco.com
MIRROR AND MIRROR
RELATED PRODUCTS

Palmer Mirro-Mastics
146 St. Matthews Avenue
PO Box 7155
Louisville, KY 40257-0155
Phone: 502/893-3668 or
800/431-6151
Fax: 502/895-9253
www.mirro-mastic.com

Spacers

SaberPack
Interleaving Powders
471 Apollo Drive, #10
Lino Lakes, MN 55014
Phone: 651/784-1414
Fax: 651/780-0432
www.saberpack.com
INSULATING GLASS AND
RELATED PRODUCTS

Oldcastle Glass®
68 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastleglass.com
www.usglassmag.com

Edgetech I.G. Inc.
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
Phone: 740/439-2338
Fax: 740/439-0127
www.edgetechig.com

Virginia Glass Products Corp.
P.O. Box 5431
Martinsville, VA 24115
Phone: 800/368-3011
Fax: 276/956-3020

INSULATING GLASS
MACHINERY/EQUIPMENT
Production Lines

Edgetech I.G. Inc.
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
Phone: 740/439-2338
Fax: 740/439-0127
www.edgetechig.com

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

Antique Mirror

Bear Glass
399 20th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
Phone: 718/832-3604
Fax: 718/832-0786
www.bearglass.com
Spancraft Ltd.
920 Railroad Ave.
Woodmere, NY 11598
Phone: 516/295-0055
Fax: 516/569-3333
www.spancraft.com
Jordan@Spancraft.com
SERVICES
Shop Drawings

LTS Drafting
& Engineering, LLC
6855 South Savana St., Suite 580
Centennial, CO 80112
Phone: 303/858-9858
Fax: 303/858-8373
www.ltsdrafting.com
SKYLIGHTS & OVERHEAD
GLAZING SYSTEMS

Oldcastle Glass® Naturalite®
68 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastleglass.com

continued on page 60
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Skylights

O’Keeffe’s Inc.
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124
Phone: 415/822-4222
Fax: 415/822-5222
www.okeeffes.com
STOREFRONT/
ENTRANCES

Oldcastle Glass® Vistawall®
68 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastleglass.com
Pittco Architectural Metals, Inc.
1530 Landmeier Rd.
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
Phone: 800/992-7488
Fax: 847/593-9946
info@pittcometals.com
www.pittcometals.com

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

TOOLS AND SUPPLIES
Cleaning Towels

Jacone Distributors
5717 Samstone Ct.
Cincinnati, OH 45242
Phone: 513/745-0244
Fax: 513/745-9581
marji@fuse.net

Auto Film

Johnson Window Films
20655 Annalee Ave.
Carson, CA 90746
Phone: 310/631-6672
Fax: 310/631-6628
www.johnsonwindowfilms.com
Commercial Tint

Glass Restoration

GlasWeld Systems
29578 Empire Blvd.
Bend, OR 97701
Phone: 541/388-1156
Fax: 541/388-1157
www.glasweld.com

Johnson Window Films
20655 Annalee Ave.
Carson, CA 90746
Phone: 310/631-6672
Fax: 310/631-6628
www.johnsonwindowfilms.com

WINDOW & DOOR
REPLACEMENT
HARDWARE

Security Film

Johnson Window Films
20655 Annalee Ave.
Carson, CA 90746
Phone: 310/631-6672
Fax: 310/631-6628
www.johnsonwindowfilms.com

Strybuc Industries
2006 Elmwood Ave.
Sharon Hills, PA 19078
Phone: 800/352-0800
Fax: 610/534-3202
www.strybuc.com

WINDOW HARDWARE
Stiffeners

WINDOW FILM
Architectural Film

Johnson Window Films
20655 Annalee Ave.
Carson, CA 90746
Phone: 310/631-6672
Fax: 310/631-6628
www.johnsonwindowfilms.com

Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
Phone: 360/653-6666 or
800/343-8360
Fax: 360/653-9884

WINDOWS
Blast Resistant

United States
Bullet Proofing, Inc.
16201 Branch Court
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774
Phone: 301/218-7920
Fax: 301/218-7925
www.usbulletproofing.com
info@usbulletproofing.com
Fire-Rated

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com
General Tools & Supplies

Pacific Laser Systems
449 Coloma Street
Sausalito, CA 94965
Phone: 800/601-4500
Fax: 415/289-5789 ■

YOUR AD COULD
BE HERE!
Call Janeen Mulligan at
540/720-5584 Ext. 112

SAVE THE DATE
Glass Expo Midwest™
March 16-17, 2010
Expanded, Enhanced and Moving to the Spring!
Renaissance Schaumburg Hotel
& Convention Center
Chicago (Schaumburg), IL
Join the architectural glass
and fenestration industries
for this newly expanded

540/720-5584 • www.glassexpomidwest.com
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Employment/
Help Wanted

Products for Sale

To place a classified listing,
please call Janeen Mulligan at
540/720-5584 Ext. 112 or email jmulligan@glass.com.

Curved China Cabinet Glass

Factory Sales
Representative
Manufacturer of commercial grade aluminum windows has an opening for a
Factory Sales Representative with base of
operations in the Denver area. Position is
full time, permanent with base, commission and full paid expenses. Looking for
mature individual with experience in construction related products. Architectural
sales background a plus. Willing to pay relocation expenses for the right candidate.
Must be organized, self-starter. Forward
resume in .pdf or Word format only. No
phone inquiries, please. E-mail resume to
jmulligan@glass.com. Be sure to reference
Drawer 4100.

Standard curves fit most cabinets - one
day service. Most sizes $90, $95, $98 and
each piece is delivered. Call 512/237-3600,
Peco Glass Bending, PO Box 777,
Smithville, TX 78957.

Wanted to BuyMiscellaneous
Buy Truck
BUY truck of 33,000 lbs w/mounted rack
and less than 100,000 miles. Call Miguel
at Interglass Corporation 305/885-4442.

Businesses
For Sale

Independent Sales
Reps Wanted

Owner Retiring After 9 Yrs.

Southeastern manufacturer of commercial storefronts, entrances, and curtain
walls is looking for independent sales representatives for several geographic areas
throughout the United States. Interested
parties are asked to forward information
requests to: capsales@coralind.com.

110 year old well-established commercial mirror & glass fabrication/installation. Annual sales $2M with room for
growth. Located in Brooklyn, NY. Servicing NYC. 6500 sq. ft. building, mach.,
veh., accounts. $2 mil for bus., $2.5 mil
for building. Call 516/680-5619.

Listings start at $119 per column inch.

Industry Services
Bieber Consulting Group, LLC
Is a group of retired Glass Industry
Executives with the ability to solve
your problems, grow your business
and add to your revenue stream. With
over 40 years of expertise managing
sales and profits, we know cost reduction, sales & marketing, finance, glass
fabrication, safety, purchasing, labor
relations and more. To explore how we
can be of benefit to you, call Paul
Bieber at 603/242-3521 or e-mail
paulbaseball@msn.com.

RCS Enterprises
Shop drawings - entrances & storefronts,
curtainwalls, wall panels. Short lead
times.
www.rcsshopdrawings.com.
Phone: 269/202-4010; Fax: 269/4686957, info@rcsshopdrawings.com

Used Equipment for Sale
USED EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Lockformer Glass Cutting Table-xyz – SER# 104G1193
Billco 60” Glass Washer – SER# 88216
Pyles – 55gl. HM Extruder – SER# 63002
McKeegan 12 Station Arg/Kryp. Pump – SER# R5482
2-Aztec Spacer Fillers – APBD 2152
Breakout Table – 92x144
Free Fall Table – 92x144
Float Table – 74x84
Landall-Drexel SL66 Swingmast lift truck, 6,000 lbs. lift - 36v batt.
operated - very good condition. Serial #926334
Accepting offers on package – sold as is – purchaser will be responsible for shipping
– all offers will be considered. Please contact Ray Shinaver for more information at:
PH: 800/448-9633 or E-MAIL: rshinaver@gvw.net

Classifieds go online every day!
To view listings, visit: http://www.glass.com/classified.php
www.usglassmag.com

USED MACHINERY
BOUGHT & SOLD
www.usglassmachinery.com
Ph: 724/239-6000

New and Used Equipment
NEW 4 spindles flat edger $17,500 US
NEW 6 spindles flat edger $23,500 US
60”-80” Vertical washers
60”-80”-96” Horizontal washers
Tamglass 96” x 168” tempering oven
Bavelloni B-73 straight beveler
Willian Super Spacer full line
NEW EDGERS. NEW BEVELERS.
50% OFF REGULAR PRICE
Contact: Steve Brown
Tel: 888/430-4481; Fax: 450/477-6937
E-mail: steve@s-b-m-s.com
August 2009 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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Social Media continued from page 41
to comment on their social posts. Many
blogs, including the new Kawneerosphere, let readers leave their remarks
on individual posts. This allows not
only other customers, but businesses as
well, to read all the responses—
whether it be negative or positive.
Since Superior Glass allows customers to leave feedback and comments about the company on its Twitter

To read an expanded
version, visit www.usglassmag.com

feed, the responses are open for everyone to see. “The one thing that makes
me nervous is that our competition
may have access to our business on an
exclusive level,” Stelts says.
In addition, Peterson notes that since
social sites such as Facebook are directed
for personal uses, they could distract
employees who have their own accounts.
“Other networks offer too much
temptation for users (or employees)
to waste time during the day on nonwork related activities,” she says.
Zipfel advises that, before tying
your business to any form of social
media, “It’s important to develop a
plan and a firm, clear objective and

define what your expectations are. It’s
also important to do some upfront research to determine where your audience
is actively engaged.”
Despite the negatives, the glass industry
continues to build its influence over the
web. Stelts concedes,“I guess one just has
to weigh the good versus the bad when
choosing to use … open media.” ■

E l i z a b e t h B o d i is an
editorial assistant for
USGlass.
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www.softtechnz.com
800/426-0279 800/541-9857
www.fireglass.com
800/544-8736 215/482-9389
www.trentheat.com
877/728-3874 888/440-9567
www.ushorizon.com
888/803-9533 253/333-5166
www.vetrotechusa.com
800/238-6057 501/884-5338
www.vitroamerica.com
39 02 33006099 39 02 33005630
www.vitrum-milano.it
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Getting Old
By Lyle R. Hill
reached for it before it could finish
its first ring … “Lyle Hill, may I help
you?”
“Hey old man, is it really you?” the
early morning caller asked.
“Yeah, it’s me,” I said quickly recognizing the caller’s voice. “Were you expecting someone else?”
“Well to be honest with you,” the
caller continued,“I didn’t expect to find
you in this early in the morning.”
“It’s almost eight o’clock,” I answered.
“That’s really not all that early.”
“It is for someone your age, Hill. You
should really start to take it a little easier … slow down a bit.”
“And what, might I ask, makes you
think that I’m any older than you?”
“Have you looked in the mirror lately,
Hill?”
I’ve known John Luckett for more
than 20 years and if I am indeed older
than him, it can’t be by more than a
couple of months. In fact, I wouldn’t be
at all surprised to find out he’s actually older than me. But it doesn’t matter. He’s got this hang-up about me
being an old, worn out guy while he
somehow thinks of himself as this
young, energetic dynamo who never
ages. Now don’t get me wrong …
Luckett is a solid businessperson and
not to be taken lightly. He’s a tough
competitor who runs a tight ship and
has built quite a reputation for himself,
but this old man stuff is … well, getting a little old!
“Listen Luckett, I’m pretty busy here
so what do you want?”
“Busy with what, Hill?”
“Stuff, Luckett. I’m busy doing stuff.”
“Okay old-timer, tell me the truth.
What kind of stuff were you doing just
now when I called?”

I
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“What’s it to you what I was doing?” I
shot back.
“Cause I just want to know … someday I’m going to be old like you and I’d
like to know what guys do in their office early in the morning when they get
to be your age.”
I actually like John Luckett. He’s a little crazy but, then again, who isn’t? On
more than one occasion he’s been there
when I needed a little help and never
asked for anything in return. He’s a true
friend and I don’t throw those words
around all that easily.
“Okay, Luckett, I’m going to tell you
the truth, but I don’t want to hear any
smart remarks about it.”
“I’m listening, Hill.”
“I was cleaning the keys on my
calculator.”
“Say what, Hill?”
“I said … I was cleaning the keys on
my calculator. They were quite grimy.”
“Wow. It must be even worse than I
thought, Hill.”
“Well, business is bad, Luckett. It’s
bad for everybody.”
“No Hill, I’m not talking about business. I’m talking about getting old.”
“That’s it. I’m hanging up now.”
“Whoa, Hill. Hold on. I actually called
’cause I’ve got a few things to tell you.
Things you might know.”
“Like what, Luckett?”
“OK, first thing is this: guy called me
the other day and read me this
quote I really thought was good. He
said he thought it came from you. I
said it sounded like you but I wasn’t sure you were the first to say it.”
“Let me hear it.”
“Here it is: ‘A banker is a fellow
who lends you his umbrella when
the sun is shining, but wants it back

the minute it starts to rain.’”
“I wish it had been me, but it was not.
The great Mark Twain gets credit for
that one. What else, Luckett?”
“Okay, here’s another one the guy said
came from you: ‘Life is like a coconut. One
day you fall from the tree and the rest of
your days are spent wherever the currents
of fate take you.’ Was that you, Hill?”
“Not me on this one either, Luckett. I
actually heard that one from Bob Heider of Sealant Engineering last summer. We were at a jobsite being lectured
on the proper use of structural silicones
by a 25-year-old architect. I remember
telling Bob that I thought the guy had a
coconut for a brain and then he hit me
with the life is like a coconut thing.”
“Good enough, Hill, but one last thing
and then I’ll let you go back to cleaning
your calculator. This recession thing we’re
in … it really is getting old. How much
longer do you think it’s gonna last?”
“How am I supposed to know, Luckett?”
“Cause you’ve been around so long,
Hill. You must have been through a few
of these by now.”
“I have been through a couple of
downturns but I’ve never seen anything
like this. My guess is we’ve got another
year or so to go and it might get worse
for some of us before it gets better.”
“Got any advice old man?”
“Yeah I do, Luckett. Hang on to your
umbrella!” ■

L y l e R . H i l l is president
of MTH Industries of Chicago.
Mr. Hill’s opinions are solely
his own and not necessarily
those of this magazine.
www.usglassmag.com
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BIM
Still
BIG?

IS

It’s Slow and Steady, But
BIM is Still Growing in
the Glass Industry
By Megan Headley
and Ellen Rogers

his is definitely the biggest
thing to happen in my career and I’ve been in this
business almost 30 years.” That’s what
Steve Jones, senior director for McGraw-Hill Construction, said about
building information modeling (BIM)
when he talked to USGlass last year (see
April 2009 USGlass, page 36). Not long
after, BIM presentations were showing
up at just about every industry association meeting and company after company announced that their products
were now available in the different BIM
libraries. Indeed, it seemed the majority
of companies felt that BIM was the one
thing that would revolutionize the way
construction projects and specified and
built. Now, a year later, does the industry still feel the same way about BIM?

“T

One Year Later
The initial excitement over BIM has
continued with some fanfare from
product manufacturers eager to let
their customers know they now can be
found in various BIM libraries.
For the uninitiated, BIM is a tool that
allows planners, designers, manufacturers, contractors, glazing subcontractors and owners to work from the same
object-related database. Instead of project drawings of lines, arcs and texts,
everyone involved with the construction
is able to visualize the entire building
with a 3D model representation. While
glazing contractors may still be learning
the relevance of this tool for their job,
BIM seems to most manufacturers to
now be a slow and steady inevitability.
“BIM is absolutely becoming more
relevant as more and more construction professionals are adopting it,” says
Deep Bhattacharya, vice president of
development and technology for Old© 2009 USGlass magazine. 540-720-5584 All rights reserved.
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AAMA Forms BIM Task Group

castle Glass®. Oldcastle Glass announced in May that it is now offering
BIM objects for some of its architectural aluminum products.“Fundamentally, constructing a building from
beginning to end is an inefficient
process, which has lead to billions of
dollars in wasted costs.”
Bhattacharya says the industry is
starting to realize that these inefficiencies can be solved through tools such as
BIM.“As we move up the learning curve
I expect the use to increase,” he adds.
“Expect it to increase” was a common
refrain from many of the manufacturers now invested in BIM, as it is not yet
widely in use.
“It’s still not widely adopted in the
majority of projects being constructed,”
says Mike Turner, vice president of
marketing for YKK AP America in
Austell, Ga.,“but the larger architectural
firms are integrating it into their practice pretty quickly.”
Tom O’Malley, vice president of sales
of Doralco Inc. in Alsip, Ill., adds,“We’re
hearing that more [architects] are going
toward using it, just not as full-throttle
as we maybe thought they would.” Doralco has been involved in BIM for
about a year and a half, O’Malley says,
making the storefront manufacturer
one of the “veterans” of the electronic
movement. He notes that “now,” it
seems, BIM “is becoming more of a reality instead of just chatter.”
Traco in Cranberry Township, Pa.,
also has been creating BIM models for
nearly a year.
“I know from some of the tracking
within the door and window industry
that there have been more manufacturers listed with BIM in the past year,” says
Joshua Early, product manager for
Traco.“We don’t have very much yet, but

The American Architectural Manufacturers Association (AAMA) is taking building information modeling (BIM) seriously; the organization’s new BIM Modeling
Task Group met for the first time during AAMA summer meeting in June.
Mike Turner of YKK AP America in Austell, Ga., serves as chair of the task
group. He explained to USGlass that the group hopes to create a standard.
“I think the biggest goal is to start to develop some sort of standard so that
manufacturers, when we’re investing in the BIM models, we can display the information in consistent manners, so that when the industry is using BIM models,
whether it’s for manufacturer A, B or C, they’re familiar with what they can do with
the model,” he said.
How this potential standard will play out has yet to be determined.
“I would imagine that there’s some sort of sliding scale with how detailed the
models are—is it just a model I can use for space planning and rendering or is it
a model I’m going to be using for thermal analysis and HVAC planning and daylighting and take-off and things like that? Some architects may want a very heavy
model while other types of architects may want a very light model and just a rendering. So that’s our goal: to really provide some type of standard so manufacturers can be consistent. It would benefit the industry as a whole because they
know what they’re getting and how the data’s organized,” Turner said.
At the AAMA summer meeting Turner enlisted David Bandi, director content
and partner development with Autodesk, to present some background on BIM
to members.
“BIM can be overcomplicated and at the end of the day it’s about selling and
getting specified,” said Bandi.
He also mentioned that the attributes of the program go far beyond its 3D capabilities. “Yes, it’s in 3D but it’s all about the data.”
He also said manufacturers should want architects to have their data and compare it to that of other manufacturers. “Your unique characteristics will rise to the
top,” he said.
Bandi also mentioned a fact that some in the industry may find surprising—that
according to his company’s software sales, BIM has been accepted faster by
contractors than architects. “They see the value in it,” said Bandi. He also mentioned that sustainability is a key driver for those using BIM.
Bandi said he would like to work with the AAMA committee on future BIM efforts.
“As far as wall systems your group is the first to have stepped up on a committee
level,” he said. “You tell us what makes sense for your products and we’ll adopt it.”

I can tell you we’re aggressively doing it.”
The hopefuls already online (and for
a full list of those glass-related companies, see the BIM Resource Guide on the
next page) trust that by getting involved early, they’ll have perfected
their role by the time BIM is the “only”
way of modeling.
“We knew … that people weren’t
going to hit the ground running, that it
was going to take some time and it’s
continuing to build on itself,” says
Joanne Funyak, market manager and
BIM coordinator for all of Pittsburghbased PPG’s construction businesses.“I
think we’re still a couple years away
from it being ‘full-blown,’ but I think a
lot of the building product manufacturers are positioning themselves to be
part of it. That’s what we’re trying to do:

position ourselves, be accessible.”
Funyak also points out that by getting
involved early, PPG has become a resource to its customers that are just
learning about this online universe.
“People are still trying to get their
hands on it—it’s such a new concept
out there,” she says.“People are starting
to look for folks that have gone through
it, asking, ‘how can you help me’ or ‘can
you point me in the right direction?’”
And Funyak notes that it’s not just
product manufacturers jumping on the
BIM-wagon.
“We just had a message that Wisconsin now mandates BIM (on the last page)
… If it’s going to start being required we
have to make sure we definitely are participating and have the right information
available,” Funyak says.

© 2009 USGlass magazine. 540-720-5584 All rights reserved.
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tomers turn to them with questions about getting involved
with BIM simply because they plunged in first, so if you’re
thinking about diving in you may want to speak with the experts at the following suppliers.
Advertisers have received an enhanced listing. For additions to next year’s list, e-mail mheadley@glass.com.

Who’s On Autodesk Seek (formerly BIMWorld)
Goldray
Glass Fusion International
Global Security Glazing
Guardian Industries
Hafele America Co.
Halfen Anchoring Systems
Hansen Architectural Systems
Hirsch Glass Corp.
Hufcor Inc.
IBP Glass Block Grid Systems
Ingersoll Rand Security
Technologies
Innovative Structural Glass Inc.
International Revolving Door
J. Sussman
Kawneer North America
Kwik-Wall Co.
Livers Bronze Co.
Llumar Window Film

Who’s On Sweet’s Network
3M Films
AGC Flat Glass North America
See our ad on page 5
AGC Interedge Technologies
Air Louvers Inc.
Airolite Co.
Alcan Composites USA Inc.
All Seasons Inc.
American Railing System
American Shower Door
Armortex
ASSA ABLOY
Atlantis Rail Systems
Avant Art
Architectural Glass Inc.
Avanit Systems Inc.
Besam Entrance Solutions
Boon Edam Inc.
Bostik Inc.
Bullet Guard Corp.
Butler Manufacturing Co.
Centria
Century Bathworks Inc.
CHI Overhead Doors
Construction Services Inc.
Couturier Iron Craft Inc.
CPFilms, a Subsidiary
of Solutia Inc.
CPI Daylighting Inc.
Crane Revolving Doors Co. Inc.

E-Mail
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BIM Resource Guide

In 2008, USGlass published a list of the glass companies that were participating in the BIM libraries created by
BIMWorld (now Autodesk Seek) and Sweet’s Network (see
April 2009 USGlass, page 30). That list totaled 24 companies. This year we updated it—to include nearly 200.
As PPG’s Joanne Funyak pointed out, many of PPG’s cus-

3M Films
AGC Flat Glass
See our ad on page 5
AGC Interedge Technologies
American Shower Door
Bullet Guard Corp.
Ceco Door
Centria
Century Bathworks
CHI Overhead Doors
Crane Revolving Doors
Doralco
Dorma Automatics
Dorma Glas Inc.
Dow Corning Corp.
See our ad on page C2
DuPont Glass Laminating
Solutions
EFCO Corp.
Firestone Building Products Co.

I<

C.R. Laurence
See our ads on pages 17, 21
and 49
Delta Doors
DeSCo Architectural Inc.
Doralco
Dorma Group North America
Dow Corning Corp.
See our ad on page C2
DuPont Glass
Laminating Solutions
Duratherm Window Corp.
EFCO Corp.
Ellison Bronze Co.
EXTECHExterior
Technologies Inc.
Firestone Metal Products
Fox Fire Glass
Glass Fusion International
Global Security Glazing
Goldray
Greco Aluminum Railings
Guardian Industries
Handrail Design Inc.
Hafele America Co.
Halfen Anchoring Systems
Hansen Architectural
Systems Inc.
Hiawatha Hardware
Hirsch Glass Corp.
Hufcor Inc.

http://seek.autodesk.com/
Nabco Entrances
Nana Wall Systems
Oldcastle Glass
Overly Door Co.
Patio Enclosures Inc.
Peerless Products Inc.
Pemko Manufacturing Co.
PGT Industries
Pilkington
Pittco Architectural Metals
PPG Architectural Glass
SAFTI FIRST
See our ad on page 29
Saint-Gobain Performance
Plastics Co.
Soundproof Windows
Solutia Inc.
Southwest Metalsmiths Inc.
Standard Bent Glass Corp.

Suntech America Inc.
Super Sky Products
Technical Glass Products
Technoform
Thermique Technologies
Trainor Glass Co.
TRACO
Tubelite Inc.
Vetrotech Saint-Gobain
See our ad on page 9
Vista Window Film
W&W Glass Systems
Wagner Companies
Wasco Products
Wausau Window & Wall Systems
Weiland Sliding
Doors & Windows
White Aluminum Fabrication Inc.
Winco Window Co.
YKK AP America

http://products.construction.com/portal/server.pt
IBP Glass Block Grid Systems
Ingersoll Rand
Security Technologies
Inkan Ltd.
Innovative Structural Glass
J. Sussman
Kalwall Corp.
KwikWall Co.
Livers Bronze Co.
Mapei Corp.
Modernfold Inc.
Monglass Inc.
Nabco Entrances Inc.
Nana Wall Systems
Ohio Gratings Inc.
Oldcastle Glass
Optimum Window
Manufacturing Corp.
Overhead Door Corp.
Patio Enclosures Inc.
Peerless Products Inc.
Petersen Aluminum Corp.
Pilkington
Pittco Architectural Metals
PPG Architectural Glass
Precision Hardware
Protective Structures Ltd.
Ready Access
Safety Technology
International Inc.

© 2009 USGlass magazine. 540-720-5584 All rights reserved.

SAFTI FIRST Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
See our ad on page 29
Sapa Fabricated Products
Solar Innovations
Solutia Inc.
Soundproof Windows Inc.
Southern Aluminum Finishing Co.
Southwest Metalsmiths Inc.
Standard Bent Glass Corp.
Suntech America
Super Sky Products
Thermique Technologies
Tormax Technologies
TRACO
Trainor Glass
Tri Tech Inc.
Unicel Architectural
Velux America
Vetrotech Saint-Gobain
See our ad on page 9
W&W Glass Systems Inc.
Wagner Cos.
Wasco Products Inc.
Wayne Dalton Corp.
Weiland Sliding
Doors Windows Inc.
Winco Window Co.
YKK AP America
Zeledyne
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Wisconsin DSF Now Requires
the Use of BIM on Certain Projects

BIM
Still
BIG?
Cost Versus Rewards
Those non-BIM-believers out there
point out that there is a cost for manufacturers to have their products listed
in a BIM library. Those manufacturers
that have gotten involved say this isn’t
a major hurdle—but the return on investment (ROI) is yet to be quantified.
Funyak says the cost, thus far, of being
listed seems to be worth the benefit,
“from what we can tell at this point.”
“It’s difficult to say right now,” Turner
says. “We get demand, we get inquiries
about whether we have BIM models,
but trying to equate that to sales revenue … it’s probably more branding
than anything right now.”
Early agrees. “I’d say that [ROI] is to
be determined … I think it’s still too
much in its infancy to see what the return on the investment is going to be.”
According to O’Malley, “There’s that
initial cost but after that it’s really not a
huge.” He explains,“You spend what you
want to spend. You put as much money
into it model-wise as you can and go
from there … So far we do not have all
our products on there—we started with
our sunshades and the products that we
felt would be most relevant or easiest for
the architect and their client to see how
the product looks on the building.”
Funyak notes that pricing has been a
problem so far only in the sense that it’s
a question that comes up from customers. “We’re just a component so we
can’t really provide that information, so
that’s been a challenge.”

BIM’s Limitations
Upon getting involved these BIM
pros say you won’t find much surprising with this new modeling system.
Turner points out that because the
technology is still relatively new, “There
are some limitations with the BIM models themselves. For instance, where mullions start and stop. Some things have to
be manipulated a little bit to make the
model seem more realistic. And sometimes you have to compromise on the

Effective July 1, building information modeling (BIM) is now required on certain
construction projects by The Wisconsin Department of Administration, Division of
State Facilities (DSF). The DSF recently completed its BIM guidelines and standards,
which is now required on the following projects advertised on or after July 1:
• All construction (new and addition/alteration) with total project funding of $5
million or more;
• New construction with total project funding of $2.5 million or more; and
• Additions/alterations with total project funding or $2.5 million or more, including new addition costs of 50 percent or more of the total.
Though required only for the above-mentioned projects, the DSF also encourages the use of the BIM guidelines and standards on all projects.
The new guidelines and standards cover architectural/engineering (A/E) services in a design-bid-construct project delivery format. Some of the specific areas
covered include the required use of BIM and 3-D software; model quality; work
effort compensation schedule; and the expectations and relationship to the current A/E Policy and Procedure Manual.
According to data from the state’s 2007-2009 biennium, the DSF made A/E selections for nearly 700 projects; less than 40 percent of which would have been
required to use the new BIM criteria. According to information from the DSF, the
value of implementation [of the guidelines and standards] is that although these
projects make up only five percent of the count, they represent $700 million in
making up 60 percent of the advertised budgets.
Currently, five projects over the $5 million threshold are up for A/E selection
in the coming months, followed by 18 more in the next two years. Projects include the Department of Military Affairs, Department of Administration, Department of Corrections and the University of Wisconsin System.
❙❙➤ For more information, visit www.doa.state.wi.us.

technical accuracy of what the product
actually does. Those things are being
worked out with software, but right now
there are a few limitations where the
BIM model itself doesn’t really match
the exact installation process.”
O’Malley points out that getting involved with BIM does take an upfront
commitment. While it may make modeling and construction easier in the
long run, it takes a little work to get to
that point.
“It does take some time to put all the
stuff together for [the BIM libraries].”
He adds, “But the initial time and effort
will be worth it in the long run.”
Early points out that the new system
does have some complexity to it. “We’re
still learning, even though we’re involved in it you still learn about it
everyday,” he says. While it may be
straightforward to use, he says that the
only real challenge, if it can be called
such,“is making sure you have the right
information in there.”
Knowing which service to become involved with is usually the big question
for new users, Funyak says. “There are

BIM providers everywhere, like there are
spec providers everywhere. Just trying to
figure out where you should be, what’s
being used the most … that’s always a
challenge no matter what we do.”
Spreading the word about BIM and
informing customers on its challenges
and limitations—and benefits—are
probably the biggest hurdles to overcome, Funyak says. “Just trying to educate folks on how to use our
information in their design. We need to
continue to educate folks—and make
sure that they’re aware that our information is available and can be used.”

Are Contractors
Signing On?
While more architects are perusing
BIM libraries, glass industry manufacturers and suppliers still see their customers, the glazing contractors, as
having a ways to go.
“I don’t think they’re really integrating,” Turner says of glazing contractors.
“My feeling is that I don’t think they’re
integrating into it too much … The
general contractors are using it for
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BIM Still BIG?
planning their equipment placement
and their project flow, and manufacturers are supplying the models for architects to use in their renderings or
space planning and possibly some daylighting analysis.”
Early adds, “The architects are the
people that are going to be using it
and it’s for a package for them to really create a file on their project and
have all the specs and all the data for
what they’re going to use. For them it’s
a great resource, they want to know
what products are actually in their
building, in their specs, so that comes
from the manufacturer level. For the
glazing contractors … I haven’t seen
the glazing contractors get too much
into it.”
“It’s mostly still the architects,”
O’Malley agrees. However, he adds,
“We’re pretty aggressive in going out
and seeing our customers and letting
them know we’re doing it. They’re happy
because they’re starting to hear it more.”
A few contractors that engineer and
design curtainwall assemblies are already involved with BIM and appreciate where it is headed.
“BIM is still a truly revolutionary
product that will eventually change the
way projects are designed, estimated and
project managed,” says Jerry Kern, vice
president/division manager for Trainor
Glass Co.’s location in Riviera Beach, Fla.
Kearn adds, “My feelings are that for the
glazing industry, there are some instrumental changes that need to be made in
the way the models are virtually constructed for it to be a more accurate representation of the product. However,
even in its current level of development,
it is a tool that will help efficiencies in design and budgeting of projects.”
Permasteelisa S.p.A. announced in
March that it is combining the use of
both Autodesk architectural and manufacturing 3D design software and services throughout its curtainwall creation
process. By integrating this combination
of Autodesk technologies, including

BIM files, into its design and business
system, the glazing contractor hopes to
improve its ability to react to customer
demand, as well as focus on increased
quality of product and service. The new
Permasteelisa Moving Forward system
is expected to accelerate the company’s
ability to react to customers from initial
inquiry to final installation.
Nick Bagatelos, president of Bagatelos Architectural Glass Systems in
Sacramento, Calif., says that he had no
choice but to dive into BIM to land the
glass installation on Cathedral Hill Hospital, the 26-story hospital in downtown San Francisco on which the
company is currently working.
“We actually negotiated a project
about two years ago and they demanded that we do the BIM modeling.
We have jumped into it—and it’s actually helped the project and been a good
learning experience,” Bagatelos says.
The company wound up committing
a number of resources to understanding the ins and outs of BIM.
“I realized it was something that I
wanted to do for my company, so I
ended up hiring a BIM manager,”
Bagatelos says. Under the direction of
the engineer, who is adept at several different 3-D modeling systems, the company invested in the necessary software
programs and, further into the process,
two more drafting professionals. All of
which leads Bagatelos to comment, “All
in all, for the industry it’s a good
thing—but it’s expensive.”
Because of the expense, he recommends that, at this present time, contractors pursuing large, complex midto high-rise buildings make the investment while glaziers after smaller work
steer clear.
“I don’t see it as an advantage for a
million or a one million dollar job,”
Bagatelos says. “But the project we’re
working on is about a $22 million
project and for that project it’s absolutely worthwhile.”
For those complex projects, though,

Bagatelos says the advantages quickly become clear.“The advantages are the ability to communicate in a more clear way
with the architect’s intent. There’s less
chance for repetition-type error. With
most projects the architect will do a design and then redraw it and then we’ll
have corrections. With the 3-D modeling,
if we’re involved in the beginning stages
… the downstream from that are drawings that are extremely accurate and are
exactly what’s going to be in my project
drawings, in my submittal drawings as
well as my manufacturing drawings.”

Year of the BIM?
While last year it may have seemed
like BIM models would quickly become
the norm, now users are learning that
this process will be slower than expected, but still steady.
Bagatelos notes that since taking on
BIM, “The rewards have been unexpected. I did it because it was demanded of me but I’ve learned a lot and
it’s opened my engineering staff ’s eyes
to a lot of possibilities with it. I don’t
know if they’re all paying off now—but
I see the possibility of them paying off.”
“There’s a lot of awareness built up
about the program but I still think
they’re still trying to formulate some
more structure around what BIM is,”
Early adds.“I think it’s going to be there,
it’s just a matter of getting more architectural firms onboard, getting more
users, getting more manufacturers to
come in. It’s a process to get that done.”
“Eventually all the projects will be
done in BIM,” O’Malley says. “If you’re
not part of it you’re going to be running
on the sidelines.” ■
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Codes Regulations

AAMA Task Group May
Double Length of Test Requirements

Members of the American Architectural Manufacturers Association heard pros
and cons of extending the life of air-water structural test reports from four to
eight years during the association’s summer meeting.

he American Architectural Manufacturers Association (AAMA)
has formed a task group to develop a process and procedure for a new
test report format for air-water structural test that would require reports
every eight years, rather than every four
years as currently required.
If approved, this proposal would extend
the life of these reports from the current

T

requirement of four years to as long as
eight years for products that have had no
changes. The change was first submitted
to the Certification Policy Committee
(CPC) during the association’s annual
conference in February and included a
stipulation that all plant inspections must
be successful for the extension to remain
in effect.At the February meeting, the CPC
voted in favor of this proposal but the

OSHA Announces Rulemaking
on Combustible Dust Hazards

T

he U.S. Department of Labor’s Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has initiated a comprehensive rulemaking on
combustible dust.
OSHA will issue an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and convene related stakeholder meetings to evaluate possible regulatory methods and request
data and comments on issues related to combustible dust such as hazard recognition, assessment, communication, defining combustible dust and other concerns.
Combustible dusts are solids finely ground into fine particles, fibers, chips,
chunks or flakes that can cause a fire or explosion when suspended in air
under certain conditions. Types of dusts include metal (aluminum and magnesium), wood and plastic, among others.
“Over the years, combustible dust explosions have caused many deaths and
devastating injuries that could have been prevented,” says Secretary of Labor
Hilda L. Solis. “OSHA is reinvigorating the regulatory process to ensure workers receive the protection they need while also ensuring that employers have
the tools needed to make their workplaces safer.”
❙❙➤ www.osha.gov

AAMA board of directors decided to
delay the implementation until an open
forum could be held at the summer meeting where members could voice their
opinions, and that they did. During
AAMA’s summer meeting in June the CPC
held an open forum to hear member
opinions on this potential change. Opinions on the change varied widely.
Rich Biscoe from Architectural Testing Inc. (ATI) said that more than 50
percent of failure rates come from
products that are retested that the manufacturer had reported had no changes.
For example, he said a hardware company could have made a change without the manufacturer’s knowledge,
which could account for the failure.
“We will have more bad products out
there if we make this change,” he said.
“People say that I’m from a test lab so
of course I’ll say this, but as an engineer
this bothers me.”
Ray Garries of Jeld-Wen added that
manufacturers need to ensure that their
protocols are correct in the plant and
that more testing isn’t the best solution.
He also pointed out that manufacturers
put their products through other test
methods as well.
“AAMA is not the only show in town,”
he said. “For example, Dade County
[Fla.] is the most stringent program out
there and they test every ten years. This
will not have a big impact,” Garries said.
Henry Taylor from ATI disagreed.
“AAMA has dumbed down the program before and doesn’t need to do so
again,” he said.
The task group will present its proposal at the CPC meeting during the
AAMA fall conference in September. If
approved at that time, this change could
go into effect as early as October 1, 2009.
❙❙➤ www.aamanet.org ■
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Journey
Attendees Travel to Finland to Learn How Glass Moves from Design to Installation
by Megan Headley
et the sun do the job’ is going to be
the theme of this conference,” said
Mika Seitovirta, president and
chief executive officer (CEO) of
Glaston at a press conference
that opened the four days of Glass Performance Days (GPD) on June 12 in
Tampere, Finland. The fact that the
biannual technical conference would
focus on the role of glass in the burgeoning solar market was more than
clear, as each of the keynote speakers
hailed from a company involved in
some part of the solar market. The
speakers stressed the importance of
driving down costs and driving up demand for solar panels to keep this market segment growing around the world.
“The glass industry has a challenge, as
we all do, to drive costs down …” commented Avi Brenmiller, president and
CEO of Solel, a solar field installer headquartered in the U.S. in Irvine, Calif.

Eric Peeters, global executive director of Dow Corning’s solar business,
called this the fundamental challenge
of photovoltaic (PV) production: “How
many kW hours a panel can make over
its lifetime and how much will it cost?”
Peeters added, “This challenge calls for
strong collaboration down the value
chain.”
Each of the speakers seemed confident that glass will remain the primary
material, over competitive products, for
encapsulating solar cells in PV modules. Leon Giesen, CEO of Scheuten,
noted that glass is advantageous for this
application in that it’s strong, durable
and is able to “play” with light. “The
more light you get through it the more
effective it is.” He also noted, “The disadvantage is the weight—it’s too heavy.”
Giesen added that glass is the natural choice for solar applications as, “In
the long run solar will be a building in-

tegrated product, a building-related
product,” adding that glass is already an
inherent part of buildings.
Brenmiller added,“We will have to do
some [further] sophisticated processing of the glass that is used in buildings
and automotive [applications] to turn
it into an optical device.” Giesen suggested bringing together the fabrication
of solar glass with the fabrication of the
cells themselves, and in that way reducing the costs of the process.
The speakers also stressed that solar
is just beginning to grow.
According to Brenmiller, “A wave of
technological innovation will lead concentrating solar power (CSP) to grid
parity in the 2014 timeframe.”
“By 2012 we will be very close to grid
parity or already there in many countries,” said Peeters.
Dr. Johannes Segner, chief operating
officer of Solibro GmbH, noted that the
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More than 800 attendees from around the world traveled to Tampere, Finland
for Glass Performance Days.

architects sitting in the crowd: “To the
architects it’s necessary that solar is on
your drawing boards … we have to
start planning for it today.”

Glass and Building
Designers Find
Common Ground

global demand for glass in solar applications is now about 50 million square
meters, but by 2012 is expected to be
closer to 130-140 million square meters.
To meet this demand, several of the
speakers at the opening ceremony encouraged devoting whole float lines to
solar glass in the future.
“It’s actually a challenge for suppliers
to produce these materials fast enough,”
Peeters said of all of the raw materials
used to produce these large panels.
Giesen said that five or six float lines
would need to be dedicated to solar
glass production by 2012. Segner estimated 20 complete float lines dedicated
to solar glass by 2015.
To further encourage this growth, the
speakers began encouraging building
designers in the crowd to keep energy
generation in mind for future buildings.
During his talk, Giesen addressed the

There were many designers in the
crowd because this year, for the first
time, GPD included an architects’
forum, bringing together every member of the chain from design to construction. The speakers highlighted
case studies and presented their input
on upcoming trends.
In his session titled “Architectural
Trends: Through the Looking Glass,”
Charles Bostick of Charles W. Bostick
Consulting Architects cautioned the audience that innovations in glass capabilities are leading architects to more
demanding designs than ever before.
“When you realize architects are
making these types of decisions—
complex or ‘complexer’—you have to
start getting the tools to build this,” he
commented. He pointed to “complexity”
as a trend now among architects “because we now have the computers to
draw it.” Programs such as building information modeling (BIM) can ease the
process, too, of transferring files among
contractors. In fact, the trend toward

using BIM was evident overseas.
Richard Green of Front Inc. presented a
session about how BIM greatly eased
the complex coordination in working
on Lincoln Square Synagogue in New
York. BIM helped the designers on
through the installers track the more
than 2,500 unique components that
made up the project’s skylight.
Bostick said another trend was toward curved structures.“The structural
engineers are telling us we can do that,
no problem,” he said. Modeling is helping fabricators follow through on this
as well.
Niccolo Baldassini of RFR elaborated
on this trend for curved structures in
his discussion titled “New Trends in
Free-Form Design.” He reported that
“free-form” is “quite fashionable today,”
but still has lots of challenges. He
pointed out that even free-form designs
follow a rational process and that architects are looking to achieve ever
smoother and more unique designs.
Architect Frank Gehry’s proposed design for a new Luis Vuitton building was
referenced to by both Baldassini and
Bostick as an example of where this is
headed—Gehry is imitating the quintessential free-form design by basing
the building on a cloud.
Bostick also noted among trends,
“We’re getting large facades that have
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GPD Attracts North Americans, First-Time Attendees
Mike Ondrus (left) of Glasstech, and this year’s GANA president, was one of many North Americans attending GPD this
year for the first time.
lass Performance Days, which
took place June 12-15, welcomed more than 800 attendees to Tampere, Finland.
Mika Seitovirta, president and chief
executive officer of Glatson, the Finland-based machinery manufacturer
that organizes the event, told USGlass,
“I am very happy we chose the theme
of solar. What you hear from the participants is they have learned a lot. We’ve
heard a lot of ‘aha’ moments.”
He added, “The keynote speakers
communicated well to the participants
what huge opportunities there are [in
solar].”
Glaston has been taking advantage
of a number of those opportunities, by
adapting equipment for processing
glass in the emerging market. “I entered [Glaston] at the very end of 2006
and [solar] wasn’t very high on Glaston’s agenda, however, we had some
suppliers already working on that. It didn’t take us very long into 2007 to put a
plan into action,” Seitovirta said.
He was pleased to note the high
number of attendees that agreed this is
an important trend. Seitovirta added, “I
am personally first of all very happy that
the overall recession hasn’t actually influenced the amount of participants—

G

800 is a very good number.”
A fair number of those attendees
from North America were attending
GPD for the first time, and there certainly was a great deal for them to take
away from the event.
Bob Randall, vice president of business development for Viracon in Owatonna, Minn., was among those
attending GPD for the first time.
Randall said he felt the event had the
“same themes as at the U.S. shows,”
adding, “it’s fun to connect the dots
across continents.”
He commented on how the trends in
architecture in Europe seem to be ahead
of the United States, before noting another trend, the rise of glass construction
in the Middle East. As Randall pointed
out, a number of speakers hailed from
that region and provided a perspective
on very different climate concerns from
companies working on projects or materials in, for example, Finland. Randall
said that Arthur Millwood of Emirates
Glass LLC in Dubai, had specifically advised during his seminar “Beware: Transparency versus Reflectivity,” “Don’t just
adopt the European standards.”
The international perspective was
particularly interesting for Randall as
Viracon is now exploring sites for inter-

national fabrication facilities.
“One good thing about the recession
is it allows you to explore things you’ve
always wanted to try but might not
[have time for] otherwise,” he said.
Joe Erb, commercial products manager
of Edgetech IG Inc. in Cambridge, Ohio,
called the conference “a trip of firsts.” For
Erb, “It was not only my first time to attend
GPD, but also my first time to chair a track
and my first time to present.”
Erb presented a seminar called
“Challenges of Bent Insulating Glass”
during the event. Chairing the IG processing track gave Erb a good opportunity to hear a range of presentations,
although he noted he was drawn into a
number of other tracks as well.
“There was everything from the very
basic to the very general,” he said of
the topics, adding, “they all gave you a
topic to talk about later at the networking opportunities.”
Erb was one of many attendees for
whom the networking was a highlight of
the event.
“I always heard it was a great networking opportunity but when I got here
and saw the list of who’s who’s … it really had all the players.”
Erb added with a smile, “I’m definitely planning on coming back.”
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The more than 200 presentations at
Glass Performance Days covered all
things glass, from design to
fabrication to installation.

Bostick commented, “Once it becomes known in the architectural world
that you can do this and the costs are
down, it’s going to explode.”
Despite the strong theme of solar energy at this year’s event, Bostick did
note one “non-trend” of sorts: “Solar
cells are not really big on any architect’s
mind … I think it’s also too expensive
still,” he said. He added candidly,“I don’t
think the architects are quite that interested in energy efficiency yet.”

AGlass

Glass Processing
Days Live On

Journey continued
little or no means of support.”
Rob Nijsse of the Delft University of
Technology had an interesting solution
to an architect’s request for such a large
glass façade with little support.
“If I take a flat leaf of paper it’s very
weak,” he first explained, waving a sheet
of paper in the air, “but if I put a few
folds in it it’s much stronger.” He applied
the same essential concept to glass and
detailed the results in his presentation
on “Corrugated Glass as an Improvement to the Structural Resistance of
Glass.” He presented some unique case
studies. One couldn’t help but wonder
about the distortion when looking
through these large windows, but Nijsse
explained,“the architect likes it because
it makes the views of the city ‘non-real.’”
He also discussed some acoustic benefits when applied in a concert hall and
its resistance to deflection.
Bostick also pointed to one interesting new technology that was the subject

of several seminars. “The technology
that I think has the most potential …
is that many people in the industry are
using bonded connectors,” he explained.
Several presenters discussed opportunities for bonding metal directly to a
laminated glass interlayer as the newest
trend for connecting lites with minimal
visual interference. Bostick noted that
with point-supported glass, the fabricator is in essence “wounding the glass
[by drilling into it] and putting the
most stress of the system on that
wound. It has its limitations.”
According to Professor Jan Belis of
Ghent University, who presented a case
study on laminating metal to glass, this
new alternative allows small metallic
connection parts to be laminated directly on the glass surface or in between
the different glass layers by means of a
suitable interlayer foil that acts as an
adhesive.

There were a number of tracks devoted to glass fabrication (or processing, as it’s known in Europe), harkening
back to the conference’s former name,
Glass Processing Days. Trends and technologies for producing laminated, tempered and insulating units all were
covered.
James O’Callaghan of Eckersley
O’Callaghan gave a presentation entitled “Thinking Big with Structural
Glass,” citing the Apple Cube at the Fifth
Avenue Apple Store in New York as a notable example of “jumbo” glass. It’s a
trend that more glass processors are
noting (see April 2009 USGlass, page
38), this use of increasingly larger glass,
and one that O’Callaghan indicated
more fabricators would need to be able
to meet.
“Fabricators and installers don’t typically have the equipment to deal with
[large-scale glass] so you have to think
laterally about how to develop that,”
O’Callaghan said.
The glazing contractor on this par-
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Journey continued
GPD held several workshops that provided attendees with in-depth and handson learning opportunities.

ticular project worked closely with the
design firm to help the fabricator develop the technology needed to make
this project happen. According to
O’Callaghan, there simply wasn’t an autoclave available in the glass industry
for laminating lites larger than ten
feet—the size of the glass for the NYC
Cube—and so the contractor adapted
one based on an autoclave used by a
German company to make airplane
wings.
O’Callaghan encouraged primaries
and fabricators—and more notably, the
equipment manufacturers for those
companies—to consider ways to increase the sizes of the glass they are able
to handle. He did conclude, however,
that this trend may be somewhat curtailed by the high cost of these largeglass projects and the trends toward
energy-efficiency.
In addition to larger-than-ever laminated glass, attendees heard about thinner-than-ever tempered glass. Prem
Boaz of Glass Products Consulting LLC
presented what he referred to as “A Significant Breakthrough in the Process for
Tempering Very Thin Glass.” By using
radio wave energy Boaz said fabricators
could easily temper glass thinner than
3.0 mm without distorting the glass. He
explained that, with conventional tempering, the lite is heated and then
passed to the quench area whereas with

the radio wave process the glass is
heated within the quench area.
According to Boaz, this type of technology already is being used successfully in other industries and easily can
be added to most existing glass tempering equipment. He also noted that
being able to produce tempered glass of
2.0 mm or less could lessen the use of
energy and consumption of raw materials, as well as help to lighten the load
of glass used for PV applications, the
problem Giesen had mentioned earlier.
Since curved and free-form glasses
were among the upcoming trends at
this conference, presenters also addressed how to process glass to meet
these new stylistic demands while
meeting stringent performance requirements. For example, Joe Erb, commercial product manager for Edgetech
I.G. in Cambridge, Ohio, made a presentation on the “Challenges of Bent Insulating Glass.”
Bending glass can be a challenge on
its own, but, Erb noted, “One of the
challenges with this versus flat glass is
getting the two lites to match exactly.” He added that if they don’t
match that puts undue pressure
on seals. Because of this challenge he also stressed the importance
of
specifying
appropriate edge seals.
To help the lites line up he ad-

vised matching the curved glass at one
end of the unit and rolling it to the
other end. He also noted that in many
cases it is impractical to keep horizontal the lite onto which the spacer is applied, meaning glass matching and
spacer application would need to be
done in a vertical orientation, as would
the application of the secondary seal.
Coatings also were covered. Pilkington North America’s technical services
director Chris Barry noted this in his
session on “Innovative Applications for
High Transmission Coated Glass.”“Having been in the business for 40 years I
think I’ve finally realized I don’t see the
object I work with anymore,” he said.
With that comment Barry launched
into an overview of how images are reflected by and transmitted through
glass and how coatings affect that.
His explanation of how antireflective
coatings reduce the visibility of reflected images as well as increasing the
magnitude of transmitted light in a variety of application, including display
cases, store windows, sports boxes and
other areas where a clear view is important, made a strong case for the use
of these coatings.
Barry reminded the architects in the
crowd that the first step is to “control
the angles of the glass, what is being reflected in the glass and then we’ll come
in with the coatings.”
He also noted, “The coating as it exists today wouldn’t be good for your PV
panels, but tell me what wavelengths
you want,” explaining that the layers of
the coatings can be adapted to reflect
certain wavelengths but allow in those
wavelengths of light and energy that are
critical to product performance. ■
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FinancialFlash

Craftsman Fabricated Glass Optimistic
That Bankruptcy Has Been Averted
he public sale of the assets of
Houston-based Glass Wholesalers
Ltd. dba Craftsman Fabricated
Glass by Bank of America (BOA) has
been canceled as both parties intend to
come to an agreement regarding an
overdue loan taken out by Glass Wholesalers/Craftsman Fabricated Glass. Bob
Lawrence, president of Glass Wholesalers/Craftsman Fabricated Glass, told
USGlass that his company has made
great strides towards possible agreement
with BOA regarding the pay-off of the
BOA loan. He provided USGlass with the
following statement on July 22:
“Glass dba Craftsman has made sig-

T

nificant progress with Bank of America, as follows:
• BOA has agreed to adjourn its public
sale, which had been scheduled for
Thursday July 23, 2009, subject to
completion of a mutually acceptable
agreement for repayment in full of the
$4,585,602 (7/20/09) balance owing to
BOA by sometime in September 2009;
• Glass dba Craftsman has entered
into a letter of intent for the purchase
of Craftsman’s business and assets
with a capable and suitable buyer
[for an amount sufficient to pay off
BOA] who would intend to continue
the business as an independent

leader in the Houston glass market,
bring Craftsman’s vendors and other
creditors fully current and provide
(future) working capital for the company’s operating needs; and
• The company is now optimistic that
reorganization bankruptcy has
been averted.
In any event, the company fully intends to continue in operations. Glass
dba Craftsman has operated successfully for more than 32 years in close
partnership with its key vendors. Glass
dba Craftsman fully intends to pay all
of its vendor obligations.”
❙❙➤ www.gwiweb.com ■
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SAVE THE DATE
Glass Expo Midwest™
March 16-17, 2010
Expanded, Enhanced and Moving to the Spring!
Renaissance Schaumburg Hotel & Convention Center
Chicago (Schaumburg), IL

DWM

™

DOOR & WINDOW MANUFACTURER MAGAZINE

THE FUTURE OF FENESTRATION MANUFACTURING

Join the architectural glass and
fenestration industries for this
newly expanded event.
www.glassexpomidwest.com
or call 540/720-5584
info@glassexpomidwest.com

Education • Exhibition • Networking
© 2009 USGlass magazine. 540-720-5584 All rights reserved.
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The Web Surfer’s

Guide
to the Glass
Industry

The 12th Annual Guide to Industry Websites

eb surfers no longer have to explore the road
not taken when it comes to searching for the
best glass industry websites. With the versatile Web Surfer’s Guide to the Glass Industry, novices
need no longer be wary of wading through thousands of
convoluted results from an Internet search engine.
Our 12th Annual Guide to Industry Websites is a handy
reference tool for any web surfer looking to dive headfirst into the glass industry online. This guide will help
you avoid the pitfalls of dead-ends and walking in virtual circles by leading you directly to some of the industry’s most-visited sites.

W

A
A.W.T. World Trade Inc. ...........................................www.awt-gpi.com
Abundant Energy Inc. .........................www.abundantenergyinc.com
Access Hardware Supply.........................www.accesshardware.com
Accura Systems Inc....................................www.accurasystems.com
Action Bullet Resistant....................................www.actionbullet.com
Acurlite Structural Skylights Inc.............................www.acurlite.com
Adams Rite .........................................................www.adamsrite.com
Adchem Corp. ........................................................www.adchem.com
ADCO Products Inc. .............................................www.adcocorp.com
Advanced Glazings Ltd. ........................www.advancedglazings.com
Advanced Photonics Inc...............www.advancedphotonicsusa.com
AGC Flat Glass North America .................www.na.agc-flatglass.com
AGC Interedge Technologies LLC .................www.firesafe-glass.com
Albany Hardware Inc. ...............................www.albanyhardware.com
Albat & Wirsam North America.....................www.albat-wirsam.com
Allmetal Inc. ......................................................www.allmetalinc.com
Alpack Associates Inc. .......................................www.alpack-pic.com
Aluflam.............................................................www.aluflam-usa.com
AlumaFab Metal Sales LLC.................................www.alumafab.com

Alumicor Ltd. .........................................................www.alumicor.com
Aluminum Extruders Council..........................................www.aec.org
American Shower Door....................www.americanshowerdoor.com
Americas Glass Association.................www.americasglassassn.org
Amerope Enterprises Inc. ....................................www.amerope.com
AMETEK Land Inc. ...................................www.landinstruments.com
Andscot Co. ............................................................www.andscot.com
Anver Corp. .................................................................www.anver.com
Arch Aluminum & Glass ...............................www.archaluminum.net
Architectural Specialty Products ..........................www.a-s-p-inc.com
Arizona Shower Door Co. ....................www.arizonashowerdoor.com
Artus Corp............................................................www.artuscorp.com
Ashton Industrial.....................................www.ashton-industrial.com
Azon USA Inc......................................................www.warmedge.com

B
Barber Glass Industries Inc. ...........................www.barberglass.com
Basco......................................................www.bascoshowerdoor.com
Bekaert Advanced Coatings NV ....................www.bekaert.com/bac
Bent Glass Design Inc. ............................www.bentglassdesign.com
Besam Entrance Solutions Inc. ..............................www.besam.com
Besana-Lovati Inc. .........................................www.besanalovati.com
Billco Manufacturing ..........................................www.billco-mfg.com
Bottero Flat Glass Inc. ........................................www.botterofgi.com
Boyle & Chase Inc......................................www.boyleandchase.com
Brecoflex Co. LLC .................................................www.brecoflex.com
Brighton Glass Co.........................................www.brightonglass.com
Bromer Inc..........................................................www.bromerinc.com
Bullet Guard Corp. ...........................................www.bulletguard.com
Bystronic Inc. ..............................................www.bystronic-glass.com

C
C.R. Laurence Co. Inc........................................www.crlaurence.com
Caff Co............................................................www.caffcompany.com
California Glass Bending .........................www.calglassbending.com
Campus Crafts Inc. ......................................www.campuscrafts.com
Capital Tape Co. ...............................................www.capitaltape.com
Cardinal IG ......................................................www.cardinalcorp.com
Carl Stahl Decor Cable .....................................www.decorcable.com
Casso-Solar Corp...............................................www.cassosolar.com
Cefla Finishing America ................................www.ceflaamerica.com
Century Bathworks Inc. ........................www.centurybathworks.com
Classic Glass Inc. .......................................www.classicglassinc.com
Clear Shield of North America...............www.clearshieldonline.com
Cline Aluminum Doors Inc.................................www.clinedoors.com
CMS North America Inc. ..........................................www.cmsna.com
Coastal Glass Distributors.......................www.coastalglassdist.com
Coastal Industries..............................................www.coastalind.com
Columbia Commercial
Building Products ..................................................www.ccbpwin.com
Comeq Inc. ...............................................................www.comeq.com
Commonwealth Laminating & Coating ..........www.suntekfilms.com
Contractors Wardrobe.............................................www.cwdoor.com
CPFilms Inc..............................................................www.cpfilms.com
Crane Revolving Door Co. Inc. ...........................www.cranedoor.com
Crystal Clear Window Works.....................................www.ccwwi.com
Crystal Window & Door Systems ..............www.crystalwindows.com
Curtainwall Design & Consulting Inc. ...................www.cdc-usa.com
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Custom Glass Products........................................www.cgpglass.com
Custom Hardware Manufacturing Inc........................www.chmi.com
Cytec Surface Specialties ..........................................www.cytec.com

D
Deal International Inc. ................................................www.diihq.com
Deck Images ...................................................www.deckimages.com
Decotherm ..........................................................www.decotherm.net
Dedicated Distribution Systems ...........................www.ddsfleet.com
DeGorter Inc. .........................................................www.degorter.com
Delchem Inc. .........................................................www.delchem.com
Demountable Concepts.......................................www.demount.com
Dependable Glassworks Inc. .................www.dependableglass.com
Design Tool Inc..............................................www.designtoolinc.com
Deslauriers Inc. .......................................................www.deslinc.com
Diamon-Fusion International Inc. ........www.dfinanotechnology.com
Dlubak Corp. ...................................................www.dlubakglass.com
Donisi Mirror Co. .............................................www.donisimirror.com
Door Hardware Distributors Inc....................www.doorhardware.net
Doralco Inc..............................................................www.doralco.com
DORMA Group North America ..........................www.dorma-usa.com
Dow Corning Corp. ...........................................www.dowcorning.com
Duo-Gard Industries Inc.......................................www.duo-gard.com
Dupont Building
Innovations..........www2.dupont.com/Building_Innovations/en_US

E
Eagle Leasing Corp.......................................www.eagleasecorp.com
Easy Life Solutions ......................................................www.dsr5.com
Edgetech I.G. Inc. ...........................................www.superspacer.com
EFCO Corp. ............................................................www.efcocorp.com
Electronic Design To Market ......................................www.edtm.com
Elliot Equipment Co..........................................www.elliottequip.com
elumatec USA Inc. .........................................www.elumatecusa.com
EPCO USA INC......................................................www.epcocorp.com
Erie Architectural Products Inc. ...............................www.erieap.com
E-skylight.com......................................................www.e-skylight.com
Excelsior Co...........................................www.americanexcelsior.com
Express Hardware .................................www.express-hardware.com
EXTECH/Exterior Technologies Inc............www.extech-voegele.com

F
F. Barkow .................................................................www.barkow.com
FDR Design Inc.........................................................www.igasfill.com
Fenzi North America ..............................................www.fenzi-na.com
Firestone Metal Products......................................www.unaclad.com
Fleischle/Casso-Solar
Glass Machinery Group ....................................www.cassosolar.com
Fletcher-Terry Co. ...........................................www.fletcher-terry.com
Fluent Inc. ..................................................................www.fluent.com
Follansbee Steel ....................................www.follansbeeroofing.com
FOM USA .......................................................www.fomgroupusa.com
Frank Lowe Rubber & Gasket Co. Inc................www.franklowe.com
Friedman Corp. .............................................www.friedmancorp.com

G
Gang Gwo Industrial Co. Ltd. ............................www.gangwo.com.tw
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Garibaldi Glass Ind. Inc. ..............................www.garibaldiglass.com
Gaska Tape................................................................www.gaska.com
General Glass International ..........................www.generalglass.com
Glass Doctor.....................................................www.glassdoctor.com
Glass Group Inc.................................................www.glassgroup.com
GlassKote USA LLC .......................................www.glasskoteusa.com
Glasslam N.G.I. Inc...............................................www.glasslam.com
Glassline/Simco.................................www.glasslinecompanies.com
GlasSource..........................................................www.glassource.net
Glassrobots Oy ......................................................www.glassrobots.fi
glasstec/Messe Dusseldorf North America ............www.mdna.com
Glasstech Inc.......................................................www.glasstech.com
Glasswerks L.A..................................................www.glasswerks.com
Glastar Corp. ............................................................www.glastar.com
Glaston Corp. ............................................................www.glaston.net
GlasWeld Systems................................................www.glasweld.com
Glass Association of North America...............www.glasswebsite.org
Glass Renu..........................................................www.glassrenu.com
Glazelock Shims ........................................www.glazelockshims.com
Glazers Choice Inc. ......................................www.glazerschoice.com
Goldray Industries ..................................www.goldrayindustries.com
Gordon Aluminum Industries.................www.gordonaluminum.com
Grenzebach Corp.............................................www.grenzebach.com
Grove Products Inc. ................................www.groveproductsinc.com
Groves Inc. ................................................................www.groves.com
GTS Services ....................................................www.gtsservices.com
G-U Hardware Inc. ..........................................................www.g-u.com
Guardian Industries Corp. ...................................www.guardian.com
Gunther Mirror Mastics ..................www.gunthermirrormastics.com
Gyrotron Technology Inc.................................www.gyrotrontech.com

H
Hafele America Co. .............................................www.hafele.com/us
Halfen Anchoring Systems.................................www.halfenusa.com
Hardware Suppliers of America Inc. ...www.hardwaresuppliers.com
Harmon Inc........................................................www.harmoninc.com
Hartung Glass ..............................................www.hartung-glass.com
Hegla Corp. ...................................................www.hegla.de/usa.html
Hiawatha Inc. ..................................................www.hiawathainc.com
Homasote Co. .....................................................www.homasote.com
Hong Kong Kinlong Construction
Hardware (Group) Co. Ltd.......................................www.kinlong.com
HOPPE North America Inc...................................www.us.hoppe.com
HyRadix....................................................................www.hyradix.com

I
IGE Solutions Inc.............................................www.igesolutions.com
IGMA....................................................................www.igmaonline.org
Insulating Glass Certification Council...........................www.igcc.org
International Door Closers Inc...................www.intldoorclosers.com
Intertek ...................................................www.intertek-etlsemko.com

J
J & S Machine Inc. .............................................www.jsmachine.com
J. Sussman Inc. ..............................................www.jsussmaninc.com
J.E. Berkowitz LP ..............................................www.jeberkowitz.com
Jersey Tempered Glass Inc. .............www.jerseytemperedglass.com
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Jet Edge...................................................................www.jetedge.com
Jiangsu Xiuqiang Glasswork Co. Ltd............................www.jsxq.com
JLM Wholesale ..............................................www.jlmwholesale.com
Joel Berman Glass Studios Ltd. ..................www.jbermanglass.com
Johnson Brothers Metal Forming .......www.johnsonrollforming.com
Jordon Glass Co. ..............................................www.jordonglass.com
Joseph Machine Co. ..............................www.josephmachineco.com
Julius Blum & Co................................................www.juliusblum.com

K
K-10 Enterprizes Inc. ...................................................www.k-10.com
Kaba Access Control............................................www.kaba-ilco.com
Kaneka Texas Corp. .......................................www.kanekatexas.com
Kawneer Co. Inc. ...................................................www.kawneer.com
Kear Fabrication Inc...............................................www.kearfab.com
Kimzey Software Solutions .......................................www.kssco.com
Kitsilano Glass Ltd...................................................www.kitsglass.ca
Klimer Manufacturing Inc. .......................................www.klimer.com
KMT Robotic Solutions Inc. .............................................www.rpt.net
KMT WATERJET SYSTEMS ..............................www.kmtwaterjet.com

L
Laminations...........................................www.laminationsonline.com
Laminators Inc..............................................www.laminatorsinc.com
Lapcraft Inc. ...........................................................www.lapcraft.com
Liberty Glass & Metal Industries ...www.libertywindowsystems.com
Linetec ......................................................................www.linetec.com
Liquid Control Corp.........................................www.liquidcontrol.com
Lisec America ..............................................................www.lisec.com
LiteSentry Corp. ...................................................www.litesentry.com
Lockheed Window Corp. .........................www.lockheedwindow.com

M
Mac Metals Inc. ................................................www.macmetals.com
Magnolia Metal & Plastic Products...........www.magnoliametal.com
Mainstreet Computers Inc. .....................www.mainstreetcomp.com
Major Industries..........................................www.majorskylights.com
Mapes Industries.....................................................www.mapes.com
Marks U.S.A. .......................................................www.marksusa.com
Mayflower Sales Co. Inc. .......................................www.mfsales.com
McGill AirPressure LLC...........................www.mcgillairpressure.com
McGrory Glass Inc........................................www.mcgrory-glass.com
McKeegan Equipment & Supply .............www.mckeeganequip.com
Medieval Glass Industries Inc. ...................www.medievalglass.com
Menasha Corp. ....................................................www.menasha.com
Midwest Marketing .........................www.midwestmarketinginc.com
Midwest Wholesale Hardware.............www.midwestwholesale.com
Miller Engineering & Mfg Co................................www.millerem.com
Mirart Inc...................................................................www.mirart.com
Mito Corp. .............................................................www.mitocorp.com
Momentive Performance Materials.................www.gesealants.com
Morse Industries......................................www.morseindustries.com
MyGlassTruck.com........................................www.myglasstruck.com

N
Nana Wall Systems Inc. .......................................www.nanawall.com
New England Door Closers ...........................www.nedoorcloser.com
Newcomer Architectural Products Inc. ...............www.napglass.com

Niles Aluminum Products ..........................www.nilesaluminum.com
Nordson Corp.........................................................www.nordson.com
Norshield Security Products .................................www.norshield.net
North American Glass Equipment ...............www.americaglass.com
Novum Structures LLC ...........................www.novumstructures.com

O
ODL Inc. ..........................................................................www.odl.com
Olbricht/Casso-Solar
Glass Machinery Group...........................www.glass.cassosolar.com
Oldcastle Glass ...........................................www.oldcastleglass.com
Omaha Wholesale Hardware .............................www.omahawh.com
Omnia Industries Inc. ..............................www.omniaindustries.com
Optimum Window Mfg. Co.......................www.optimumwindow.com
Outwater LLC.........................................................www.outwater.com

P
Painters & Allied Trades Labor (LMCI)................www.lmcionline.org
Palmer Mirro-Mastics.....................................www.mirro-mastic.com
Paragon Architectural Products LLC ...........www.glassengineer.com
Patio Enclosures Inc.
Commercial Division .......................www.patioenc.com/commercial
PDC Glass of Michigan Inc. .................................www.pdcglass.com
Pecora Corp. ............................................................www.pecora.com
Pemko Manufacturing Co. ......................................www.pemko.com
PGT Industries ...............................................www.pgtindustries.com
Phantom Screens ...................................www.phantomscreens.com
Pilkington North America Inc. ............................www.pilkington.com
Pinpoint Laser Systems.........................................www.pinlaser.com
Pistorius Machine Co. Inc. ...................................www.pistorius.com
Pittco Architectural Metals ............................www.pittcometals.com
Pittsburgh Corning Corp........................www.pittsburghcorning.com
PMC Software Inc..........................................www.pmcsoftware.com
Polygal Inc................................................................www.polygal.com
Polymeric Systems Inc. .........................www.polymericsystems.com
Polytronix Inc. ......................................................www.polytronix.com
PPG Industries Inc. ....................................www.ppgideascapes.com
Precision Glass Bending .................................www.e-bentglass.com
Prelco............................................................................www.prelco.ca
Pres-On Tape & Gasket Corp. ................................www.pres-on.com
PRL Glass Systems ................................................www.prlglass.com
Pulp Studio ........................................................www.pulpstudio.com

Q
Quaker Windows & Doors ........................www.quakerwindows.com
Quattrolifts ........................................................www.quattrolifts.com

R
Ready Access ................................................www.ready-access.com
Reel Screens....................................................www.reelscreens.com
REHAU Inc.............................................................www.rehau-na.com
Reichhold Machinery.........................www.reichholdmachinery.com
Renko Rubber ...............................................www.renkocanada.com
Richter Enterprises................................www.richterenterprises.com
Rimac Metal Curving.....................................www.metalcurving.com
Ritescreen...........................................................www.ritescreen.com
Rockwood Manufacturing Co.......................www.rockwoodmfg.com
Rolltech Systems Inc. ...............................www.rolltechsystems.com
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Roto Frank of America Inc............................www.rotohardware.com
Royal Mouldings Limited ...........................www.royalmouldings.com
Royalite Mfg. ....................................................www.royalite-mfg.com
Rudy Art Glass Studio .........................................www.rudyglass.com

S
S. Parker Hardware Mfg. Corp. ..............................www.sparker.com
Safety Glazing Certification Council .............................www.sgcc.org
SAFTI First Fire-Rated Glazing Solutions....................www.safti.com
SAGE Electrochromics Inc. ....................................www.sage-ec.com
Saint-Gobain Technical Fabrics ............................www.bayform.com
Salem Distributors..............................................www.salemdist.com
SAPA Fabricated Products ..............................www.alumaxbath.com
Scapa North America................................................www.scapa.com
Schlegel Systems Inc. ...........................................www.schlegel.com
Schnee-Morehead Inc. ..........................www.schneemorehead.com
Schodorf Truck Body & Equipment Co. ......www.schodorftruck.com
Schott Corp./Technical Glass Division ...............www.us.schott.com
SEAL CRAFT Corp. ...............................................www.seal-craft.com
Sealant Equipment &
Engineering Inc.....................................www.sealantequipment.com
SEKISUI S-LEC AMERICA LLC ...............................www.s-lecfilm.com
SELECT Products Limited .............................www.select-hinges.com
Shat R Proof Corp. .............................................www.shatrproof.com
Sheffield Plastics Inc...............................www.sheffieldplastics.com
SIKA Corp. .......................................................www.sikaindustry.com
Skyline Design ....................................................www.skydesign.com
Skywall Translucent Systems .................................www.skywall.com
Soft Tech America .............................................www.softtechnz.com
Solar Innovations Inc...............................www.solarinnovations.com
Solutia Inc. ...............................................................www.solutia.com
Solvay Chemicals Inc. .................................www.solvaychemicals.us
Sommer & Maca Industries Inc. ...........................www.somaca.com
Southeastern Aluminum
Products Inc. ................................www.southeasternaluminum.com
Southern Aluminum Finishing.......................................www.saf.com
Southern Stretch Forming .......................www.southernstretch.com
Spadix Technologies Inc. ....................www.spadixtechnologies.com
Spancraft.............................................................www.spancraft.com
Special-lite Inc. ..................................................www.special-lite.com
Spectra Gases ..............................................www.spectragases.com
Splendor Shower Door Co. ...............www.splendorshowerdoor.com
Sprayway Inc. ..................................................www.spraywayinc.com
Standards Design Group Inc. .................www.standardsdesign.com
Strainoptics Inc................................................www.strainoptics.com
Structures Unlimited ........................................www.skylightinfo.com
Strybuc Industries...................................................www.strybuc.com
Summit Shower Door........................www.summitshowerdoors.com
Sunbilt Solar Products.............................................www.sunbilt.com

T
Taco Metals Inc. ...............................................www.tacometals.com
Tangent Industries Inc. ................................www.tangentindinc.com
Technical Glass Products ................................www.tgpamerica.com
Technoform..........................................................www.technoform.us
Tec-N-Tec Inc. ........................................................www.tec-n-tec.com
Tekna USA Corp. ..................................................www.teknausa.com
Tem-Pace Inc. .......................................................www.tempace.com
Thermal Express Systems ........................www.thermalexpress.com
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Thermal Windows Inc. .............................www.thermalwindows.com
Toledo Automated Concepts Inc....................www.progress-tac.com
Top Notch Distributors Inc. .....................................www.topnotch.bz
TPC Metals..............................................................www.tinplate.com
Traco............................................................................www.traco.com
TruSeal Technologies ..............................................www.truseal.com
Tubelite Inc.........................................................www.tubeliteinc.com
Tubular Specialties Mfg. Inc. ..................................www.calltsm.com

U
U.S. Bulletproofing ...................................www.usbulletproofing.com
U.S. Horizon Manufacturing..............................www.ushorizon.com
Ultrafab Inc.............................................................www.ultrafab.com
Ultraglas Inc./Skeeter Studio Inc. .......................www.ultraglas.com
Unelko Corp..............................................................www.unelko.com
Uniglass Engineering Oy .......................................www.uniglass.com
United Glass Corp. ..................................................www.ugcinfo.com
United States Aluminum Corp. ..............................www.usalum.com
Universal Photonics Inc.......................www.universalphotonics.com
Unruh Fab Inc.......................................................www.unruhfab.com
Uroboros Glass .....................................................www.uroboros.com
USGlass magazine ..........................................www.usglassmag.com

V
Valspar..........................................................www.paintandcolor.com
Ventana USA ...................................................www.ventana-usa.com
Venture Tape Corp. .........................................www.venturetape.com
Verre Select Inc.................................................www.verreselect.com
Vesuvius ................................................................www.vesuvius.com
Vetrotech-Saint Gobain .................................www.vetrotechusa.com
Viracon.....................................................................www.viracon.com
Virginia Glass Products .........................................www.va-glass.com
Vitro America ..................................................www.vitroamerica.com
V-Kool Inc............................................................www.v-kool-usa.com

W
W & W Glass LLC...................................................www.wwglass.com
Wagner Companies, The......................www.wagnercompanies.com
Wakefield Equipment ................................www.wakefieldequip.com
Walker Glass....................................................www.walkerglass.com
Wausau Window & Wall Systems .............www.wausauwindow.com
Win-Door North America...............................www.windoorshow.com
Window City Industries Inc. ................................www.windowcity.net
Winpro Formtek...........................................www.winproformtek.com
Witte North America Ltd........................................www.witte-na.com
Woodfold-Marco Mfg Inc. ....................................www.woodfold.com
Wood’s Powr-Grip Co. Inc. ....................................www.powrgrip.com
Wrisco Industries Inc................................................www.wrisco.com
WWP Enterprises....................................................www.wwpent.com

Y
YKK/AP America........................................................www.ykkap.com
Yuntong Glass/Casso-Solar
Glass Machinery Group ....................................www.cassosolar.com

Z
Zeledyne........................................................www.versaluxglass.com
Zircon Corp.........................................................www.zirconcorp.com
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—and Glass? Oh My …
Social Networking Sites Provide Glass Companies with Greater Online Outreach
By Elizabeth Bodi
nline social networking tools
have exploded in popularity
since the early 2000s. Facebook
alone has more than 200 million active
users connecting with friends and family. But sites such as Facebook, Twitter
and weblog sites such as Blogger are no
longer restricted to personal communication uses alone. The business world
is invading online networking sites at
full speed, hoping to gain from the ability to keep in touch with not only customers, but other businesses as well.
The glass industry is no exception, hopping onto the techno-savvy bandwagon
with sheer enthusiasm. From typically
youth-oriented Facebook to the business-only LinkedIn, glass businesses of
all types are expanding their electronic
reaches—by labeling themselves as

O

“friends,” Twitterers, bloggers and
more.

Status Updates
At first glance, social media outlets
seem utterly foreign, using coined
terms such as “tweets” and “blogs.” But
the world of online networking is
primed for a business takeover. With
hundreds of millions of potential customers and industry affiliates using
these sites, glass businesses are finding
it necessary to reach out to those consumers as the latest form of marketing.
“If you have a website and want to
give people every opportunity to find
you, then both Facebook and Twitter
are a must-have,” says Richard Stelts of
Superior Door and Glass in Denver.“We
started using both Facebook and Twit-

Nancy Peterson keeps Azon “Linked In” on the web.

ter as links to get people coming to our
website and to educate ourselves on
what the glass and local communities
are doing.”
Facebook is one of the largest social
networking sites available on the web.
According to the website, founder
Mark Zuckerberg created Facebook in
2004 as a social utility to help people
communicate efficiently with friends,
family and co-workers. Free to all
users, www.facebook.com allows individuals, as well as groups, to give basic
information about themselves through
a simple profile page. A profile is divided into clearly labeled sections,
each of which provides vital information such as name, location and general information such as interests.
Users can upload photographs and
share links. In addition, there is a
space to share “what’s on your mind,”
where users are able to post what
they’re doing at a give moment or their
thoughts on any topic.
Users can “friend” other profiles by
clicking on a link that will add that person to their list of contacts (and in
Facebook lingo,“friend” is in fact a verb,
defined as adding someone to your
contact list). Users can edit their security settings to only allow certain
groups or people full access to their
profile, giving them complete control
over who can see what. Facebook also
offers features such as event listings
and groups to connect people with similar interests. Each event and group, as
well as individual user, has its own separate page with its own “friends” list.
Facebook users can “friend” everything
from their favorite television shows or
local events (i.e. NBC’s “The Insider”)
to preferred manufacturers or products
(i.e. Volkswagen) to most-visited stores
or businesses (i.e. Home Depot).
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The Dos and Don’ts
of Social Networking

Get Connected
If you’re just getting started with any of the social media forms mentioned here,
be sure to connect first with USGlass in the following places:
• Connect on LinkedIn with USGlass editor Megan Headley at
http://www.linkedin.com/in/meganheadley or search for Key Communications.
• Follow USGlass on Twitter at http://twitter.com/USGlass.

What Are You Tweeting?

Just Business

Twitter, founded in 2006, focuses on
allowing its users to communicate with
others through the exchange of quick
and frequent updates. Twitter is based
around a simple question: What are you
doing? Twitter’s updates—or tweets—
must be under 140 characters and can
be sent via mobile phone texting, instant messaging or the web.
After logging in to www.twitter.com,
users simply type in their “status”—
what they’re doing or thinking at that
particular moment—press the update
button, and the post will appear at the
top of the list, while older tweets are
archived below. Twitterers can regularly
“follow” updates from other people
with whom they want to keep in touch
by simply visiting another individual’s
profile and clicking “follow.” Twitter
profiles contain much less personal information than Facebook and simply
rely on a user’s frequent status updates.
Tweets can even be sent to a user’s cell
phone, keeping followers instantly updated as someone types a new tweet.
Marie Melsheimer of Bend, Ore.based GlasWeld reports that Twitter
helps the company to keep in touch
with others in the field of glass repair.
“We have found that in the last year,
more of our customers or potential customers are using social media to connect
with others in their field,” Melsheimer
says. “We feel that it is important to become part of this conversation, provide
information and participate in the glass
repair dialog that is occurring within the
social media networks.”
GlasWeld tweets statistics about glass
and repair, sales and specials and new
industry developments to expand its
customer base. The tool also allows the
company to simply communicate with
others in similar fields.

While social sites such as Facebook
and Twitter may seem geared toward
glass businesses with consumer-marketed products, LinkedIn is designed
specifically for the business world. According to its website, LinkedIn has
more than 42 million members in more
than 200 countries and counts among
its members executives from all Fortune 500 companies. A LinkedIn personal profile, more similar to
Facebook’s profile page than Twitter’s
short tweets, can be used to connect to
other business professionals and represents work experience, education and
even recommendations. Like Facebook,
LinkedIn users can communicate with
others by adding them to their list of
“connections.” LinkedIn can even be
used to post and distribute job listings.
Pete Chojnacki of Peninsula, Ohiobased FabTech finds the “business application (of LinkedIn) to be much
more robust than Facebook” and has
even received quotes for work from
companies he met through LinkedIn.
“I have solidified some connections
made at trade shows and other events,”
Chojnacki adds.
Nancy Peterson of Azon USA, based
in Kalamazoo, Mich., uses LinkedIn not
only to communicate with other businesses in the field, but to help her own
save money.
“Through LinkedIn, I follow the
travel schedules of architectural photographers who specialize in the types
of photo work that might include Azon
products,” says Peterson, Azon’s market
communication manager.“We might be
looking to include photos in our project gallery or brochures and if the photographers are traveling to a particular
city or location … we can arrange to
have photos taken of our products in-

Do…

• Update frequently: if you lose interest in your social networks, so will
your followers.
• Moderate comments: anonymity
can loosen the fingers, so make
sure to edit out anything that may
be offensive to other readers.
• Make sure you get your information
right: with instantaneous updates,
editing can be left by the wayside,
but typos and false info can look
unprofessional.
• Keep it strictly business: potential
customers do not want to read
tweets about a coworker’s and your
lunch plans.

Don’t…

• Post personal information: never
give out things like home numbers
or email addresses.
• Get distracted with your own account: logging onto Facebook during work hours can tempt you to
check the status of that friend request on your own personal account; refrain.
• Forget to link your various profiles
to your main website and vice
versa: blogging about your awesome glass company doesn’t help
if you don’t provide essential contact information.
• Be passive: join communities or
groups with similar interests and
make sure to get your name out
there.

use as a tie-in to save on travel costs.”

Now Entering
the Blogosphere
One strong presence on the internet
is the weblog, or blog, a journal-type
commentary on every subject imaginable. Businesses can either create a blog
as a part of their own websites with
help of their technical gurus, or can
simply sign up for a free piece of internet space through sites like Blogger.
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Social Media continued
Such free sites give first-time bloggers a
simple way of sharing information.
After signing up, an easy-to-use template, similar to an email form, allows
users to type and communicate whatever they want. Once satisfied with your
entry, a new entry will be published
onto the web with a simple click of a
button.
Glass businesses are now incorporating blogs into their own internet expanses to share information with
associates and customers. In early July,
Norcross, Ga.-based Kawneer launched
its own “Kawneerosphere” blog as a
part of its website. According to a recent
press release, the blog was created by a
team of Kawneer employees to share
information and will contain original
content written by different experts on
varying topics.
Karen Zipfel, director of marketing
for Kawneer, explains the benefits:
“Many younger professionals in our industry are coming to the market with a
firmer grasp on technology as a driver
for getting information and building
their businesses. Budget constraints, especially in a challenging market climate, make social media and other
forms of digital marketing incrementally more appealing because of their
low cost and broad reach.”
“Social media is an increasingly effective way to reach, and interact with,
our target audience,” adds Kimberly
Ferro, vice president of marketing and
product development. “Kawneer believes that Kawneerosphere will give the
company a face and a voice to share our
ethos with architects and customers.”
Kawneer rotates its authors, an effective way to keep updates regular and
provide a broad stream of information.
“Each of our different blog authors
brings a unique expertise and perspective that can actively engage glazing
contractors and architects,” Zipfel
says. “By alternating authors, we can

discuss a wider range of topics through
a more visible and informal two-way
exchange.”

Connecting the Dots
Though online media tools create a
strong support network of potential
customers and associates, it’s difficult
to track how much impact these tools
have on sales.
“Right now, [return on investment]
from social media is very hard to measure,” says Melsheimer. “More than anything, it provides a great place for us to
‘listen’ to the buzz and conversation that
is out there among our target audience.”
Stelts also concedes that gaining direct business through using Twitter and
Facebook is not as easy as signing up
for a free account. But he does note that
using outlets that allow customers
anonymity can help develop a business.
“Feedback is a key factor in growing
a successful business and some customers may not want to tell you how
they felt about your services directly
[but] Twitter gives them that opportunity,” Stelts adds.
Zipfel says that such digital marketing can also help when it comes to
budget constraints, since these tools are
typically free.
“Blogs rank well for highly targeted
and highly coveted keywords and, if updated somewhat regularly, will draw
significantly more traffic to our website,” she adds.
Despite the fact that social tools online may not boost direct sales, it does
allow a community and forum for the
customer base to grow. Through a budding network, glass businesses can
keep up-to-date and connected not
only with each other, but also with
past and potential consumers.

Facebook Fallout
While reaching out to others can
help improve businesses, opening

the floodgates can also wet the feet.
Many more of the companies using
social media outlets are allowing users
to comment on their social posts. Many
blogs, including the new Kawneerosphere, let readers leave their remarks
on individual posts. This allows not
only other customers, but businesses as
well, to read all the responses—
whether it be negative or positive.
Since Superior Glass allows customers to leave feedback and comments about the company on its Twitter
feed, the responses are open for everyone to see. “The one thing that makes
me nervous is that our competition my
have access to our business on an exclusive level,” Stelts says.
In addition, Peterson notes that since
social sites such as Facebook are directed for personal uses, they could distract employees who have their own
accounts. “I think other networks offer
too much temptation for users (or employees) to waste time during the day
on non-work related activities,” she
says.
Zipfel advises that, before tying your
business to any form of social media,
“It’s important to develop a plan and a
firm, clear objective and define what
your expectations are. It’s also important to do some upfront research to determine where your audience is actively
engaged.”
Despite the negatives, the glass industry continues to build its influence
over the web. Stelts concedes, “I guess
one just has to weigh the good versus
the bad when choosing to use … open
media.”

E l i z a b e t h B o d i is an editorial
assistant for USGlass.
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